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Poland Threatens Severe
Punishment For Violators
By The Associated Press
Poland's martial-law regime,
battling strikers with troop
assaults and mass arrests,
threatened "the most severe
punishment" for anyone taking
part in demonstrations today on
the anniversary of a 1970 labor
rebellion. Violators will "pay according to the ruthlessly binding
letter of martial law," the army
newspaper said.
In other developments, reports
from Poland said troops backed
by armored vehicles broke into
the Gdansk shipyards Wednesday
to crush a strike and Poland's
powerful Roman Catholic Church
challenged the government's martial law decrees and the policy of

mass arrests.
severe punishment."
Martial law regulations call for
The army paper, Zolnierz
Wohiosci, said that documents summary trials of soldiers and
seized over the weekend from the civilians in militarized industries
Warsaw chapter of Solidarity call- violating the rules, with punished on soldiers to kill their officers ment ranging from two years in
and for the labor federation to jail to execution. Warsaw Radio
take power in the event of martial said that demonstrations weVe
law. The article, broadcast by planned for the anniversary of the
Warsaw Radio, said there was on- 1970 food riots in Gdansk, harbinger of the labor rebellion a
ly one choice for Poles:
"No support whatever for the decade later that the Communist
madmen and political cheats fren- Party is now trying to contain.
zied with the lust for power."
Meanwhile, the White House
Referring to the documents said Wednesday,for the first time
allegedly found at Solidarity's publicly, that apparent pressure
Warsaw chapter, the paper said from the Soviet Union caused the
that not one drop of Polish blood martial law crackdown on the
must be spilled and anyone wan- Solidarity union movement.
"It is clear that Soviet pressure
ting this "deserves the most

very likely contributed to the
Polish decision," said White
House spokesman David Gergen.
And officials repeated warnings
that any intervention in Poland by
Soviet troops would have "a
severe and lasting effect on EastWest relations," including the
likely imposition of a trade embargo.
Agriculture Secretary John R.
Block said if an embargo is imposed it will not be limited to
agricultural products as was the
case of the grain embargo ordered
by President Carter in 1979 after
Soviet military intervention in
Afghanistan.
State Department spokesman
(Continued On Page 2)

Allen Eager To Return As Security Advisor
By ROBERT PARRY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Richard V. Allen, buoyed by the
support of many leading conservatives, says he is "eager" to go
back to work as President
Reagan's national security adviser.
But the White House is declining
to say whether an outpouring of
conservative support for Allen
will sway the president in his decision on whether to take Allen
back.
Allen, on paid leave while the
Justice Department considers
whether a special prosecutor

By JENNIE B.GORDON
Staff Writer
Robert 0. _ Miller, Calloway
County judge/executive, announced in Wednesday's Fiscal Cou-rt
meeting work has resumed at the
courthouse's Miller Annex.
Charles B. Dunn, building code
specialist with the Department of
Housing, Building and Construction, Rusty Bell, Administrative
Office of the Courts, and Charles
McKenney, renovation supervisor, appeared to explain to county officials major problems have
been resolved.
Work to restore the old Post Office building so it can be used as
offices for the court system was
stopped by state officials in
November. Meetings between
county officials and and the state
have resulted in an agreement
allowing renovation to continue.
Miller said he anticipates no
major "hang-ups" and work on
the annex should go smoothly. He
expects occupation of the building
early in 1982.

Turning windy and much colder, light rain this morning
changing to light snow or flurries by midday. Little if any accumulation of snow.
Temperatures in the upper 30s
to lower 40S falling to the mid
and upper 20s by midafternoon.
Tonight windy and cold with
snow flurries at times. Low 12
to 18.. Friday partly cloudy and
cold with a few flurries possi-

,

Miller added 90 percent of the
air conditioning system has been
completed, 40 percent of the ceiling work finished and 60 percent of
the overall project concluded.
Bill Ed Hendon and Rob McCallon were selected to serve
three-year terms as members of
the Calloway County Extension
Board.
Appointed as commissioners for
Murray's No. 1 Water District
were Mason Thomas, four years,
Gil Hopson, three years, and Dale
Barnett,two years.
The Fiscal Court named James
Hornbuckle to fill the vacancy
and unexpired term of Katherine
Jackson on the Murray-Calloway
County Transit Board. A vacancy
was created when Jackson moved
from Kentucky.
The audit of Calloway County
Utility Tax Fund was approved.
Magistrates approved
disbursements including: $393,185
to Calloway County School System
and $207,450 to Murray Independent School District.

flurries expected .by midday
ble. High in the mid or nnper
20s.
Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Fair and cold Saturday and
Sunday and fair and a little
warmer Monday. Highs will be
in the 20s Saturday, in the 30s
Sunday and in the 408 Monday.
Lows will be in the teens Saturday 'and Sunday and in the 20s
on Monday.
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that there was broad conservative
support for Allen.
We hope to get that message
out," said Edwin J. Feulner Jr.,
president of the conservative
Heritage Foundation.
Gergen said his decision to attend the Allen luncheon was "just
personal. It has nothing to do with
his status. He's a friend. I just
don't believe you walk away from
your friends."
After the luncheon, Allen refused to answer questions from
reporters about whether he has
had any recent discussions with
the White House about resuming
his duties or about the Justice

Department inquiry into irregularities in his financial
disclosure statement.
Allen's speech also avoided any
detailed comment on the inquiry.
instead praising Reagan as "a
dedicated, principled leader." .
Last month, the Justice Department cleared Allen of any impropriety in receiving a $1,000
"thank-you" payment from two
Japanese journalists who interviewed first lady Nancy Reagan
on Jan. 21, but began new inquiries into inaccuracies in
Allen's disclosure form and his acceptance of two watches from the
same journalists.

Congress Adjourns For Christmas Holidays

BARN DESTROYED — Fire destroyed a tobacco barn owned by
Ike and Hal Allbritten Thursday afternoon. Located off Highway M
on Neile Road,the barn had 1,100 sticks of tobacco in it at the time of
the blaze began. Cause and origin still are unknown,according to a
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad spokesman.

Work Resumes At Annex
To County Courthouse

should be named to investigate
him, was praised by some of the
nation's most prominent conservatives and leading Reagan supporters at a luncheon Wednesday.
Among the luncheon crowd of
nearly 500 were several White
House staff aides — including
political adviser Lyn Nofziger and
chief spokesMan David Gergen —
and Labor Secretiry Raymond
Donovan and 'Samuel Pierce,
secretary of housing and urban
development.
The organizers of the luncheon
denied that they were trying to
lobby Reagan to bring Allen back,
but some said they hoped to ghow

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Congress that gave President
Reagan what he wanted all year
long Jht home today for
s, adjourning until 1982
after voting to restore the $122-amonth minimum Social Security
benefit and bestow a tax break on
its own members.
"We gave the president of the
United States everything he
wanted," in 1981, House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill, D-Mass., said
a few hours before the session ended Wednesday. He referred to the
unprecedented tax and spending
cuts Reagan won several months
ago.
For the Senate, the end came at
10:28 p.m.EST. The House closed
its doors almost an hour later
after passing a bill to block Mobil
Oil's attempted takeover of
Marathon Oil for six months. The
223-107 vote sent the measure to

the Senate for consideration next
year.
Long gone in the final hours of
the session were the spring and
summer's tumultuous battles over
spending and tax cuts. In their
place were major bills dealing
with farm price supports, foreign
aid and highway construction. All
passed and were sent to Reagan.
But first, there was a gift to
members of Congress
a more
generous tax deduction for
senators and representatives with
a second homein the Washington area. At the last minute, the
Senate also directed the Internal
Revenue Service to determine
how much lawmakers may deduct
without showing any proof.
The House, which passed the
basic tax deduction measure
Tuesday, accepted the additional
provision with little debate.
It was the second financial
break House members had voted
themselves in two days. On Tues-

Callaway County Students

Make Degree Applications
A total of 383 students have filed
applications for degrees at Murray-State University at mid-year.
Among the candidates are 273
for bachelor's degrees, 72 for
master's degrees, five for
specialist degrees and 33 for
associate degrees. They represent
19 states and five foreign countries.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar,said the exact
number of graduates will be determined when school officials have
completed a check of each candidate's credentials to certify that
all graduation requirements have
been met.
No formal mid-year graduation
exercise is at Murray State.
Students who graduate at the conclusion of fall semester receive
_degrees by mail and have the option to return in May to participate ...in cap and gown
ceremonies.
-Candidates from Calloway
County for Master's degrees include the following: .
Deborah J. Bell, William Kehr
France, Kathi Jo Hazlewood,
Hugh Anthony McKinnis, Kathryn
H. Pasco and (,'harks Bruce Vinson.
Candidates from • Calloway

County for Bachelor's degrees include the following:
Marilu Frances Johnson
Adams, Janet Usrey Arnold,
Keith Dale Barber, Phillip W.
Beauchamp, Gary Dean Crutchfield, Kathryn Elizabeth Culek,
Cynthia Louise Gould, Todd
Franklin Harrison, Robert Hardin
Hopkins, Jr., Steven Robert
Hussung, Sonia -L. Hutchens, Lisa
Rae Jones,
Theresa Joy Knight, Larry Don
May, Jane Marie Mayfield, Linda
Jane-McCuiston, Ricky L. Melton,
Steven Lyle Miller,
Penny Jo Moody Saul, Russell
Warren Moore, Edward L.
Parker, Elaine Routh, Kamran
Shahlaei, Habiboloh Taravat, .
Oscar D. Turnbow, Susan Kay
Valentine, Alesa J. Wal er, Candy
Hargis Webb and Cdüa Kay
Beasley Williams.
.,Gondisipte.sAmornr Calloway
County for Ass&late degrees
.cllide the following:
Sharion Lane Adams Bailey,
Lisa Kay. Bell, Kathleen R. Ball4ngton, Cathy Ann Geurin, Emily
Cook Gore,
Sonia Ann Wooton Houston,
Joanna Fleming Orr, Pamela Kay
Treas. Marion 'lean Wilson and
ma
114;irom .1. Wyatt.

day they decided to double the
maximum amount they may
receive each year in honoraria to
30 percent of their salary, or
$18,198.
For 3 million Social. Security
recipients there was a bill to
restore the $1 22-a-month
minimum benefit that both houses
voted earlier this year to abolish.
Most future retirees will be
denied the mininum benefit under
the bill, but those who have been
getting it will continue to. Without
the reversal, the February payment would have been their last.
In another major action of the
day, the House bowed to White
House lobbying and gave_final approval to a Senate-approved $11
billion, four-year bill providing
price supports for farmers.
A measure authorizing $8.4
billion for federal highway construction also went to the president for his signature.
Two foreign aid bills that the
White House wanted also passed
in the final hours of the session
Wednesday. One was an $11.5
billion spending bill for the current fiscal year. The second was
an $11.9 billion authorization for
two years.
Both houses also passed a bill
authorizing $2.4 billion over the

next four years for sewer construction. The measure, designed
to meet administration objections
with the existing program, permits current projects to receive
the money they were due but
limits eligibility and reduces
federal assistance beginning in
1984.

Electric Board
Seeks Information
About Donation
The—Murray Electric System
board is
king information to
determine if a donation to the
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association is permitted under Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) regulations, Ron
Underwood,superintendent,said.
Members of the association approached the board during its
monthly meeting Wednesday.
Underwood said board
members are checking the legality of a donation with officials at
the TVA district office in
Hopkinsville.
In other business, the board accepted a bid from Parker Ford for
a pickup truck to be utilized by the
system's engineer.

,

SANTA IN THE PARK — Santa Claus will make special appearances at the old courthouse In Murray-Calloway Guilty Park
from II to S Friday evening, Dec. 11, and Monday and Tuesday, Dec
21 and 12. Citizens are invited to aeon by and give Santa their
(Wigton's lists. Refreshments also will be served.
0
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Republicans, Democrats Agree On Reagan's '81 Victories
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — What
Republicans see as a "signal
record of accomplishments,"
Democrats call a lost year. But
both sides agree that the GOPdominated 1981 session of Congress produced an impressive string . of victories for President
Reagan.
"We lost. One can't argue with
the arithmetic," said a vanquished Senate Democratic leader
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia.
In the House, where a

Democratic majority didn't keep
members from voting with
Republicans on all major Reagansupported economic bills, Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. declared,
"We have given the president of
the United States everything he
wanted."
Congress concluded a session
Wednesday in which economic
legislation was the principal order
of business. It returns Jan. 25, the
day before the president's
scheduled State of the Union address.
Since convening last January,

the 97th Congress has rqtified
nearly everything Reagan requested including the largest income tax reduction in history,
deep cuts in government spending
and a record $200 billion defense
budget.
Reagan also scored an important foreign policy victory this fall
when Congress went along with
his plan to sell AWACS radar
planes and other weapons to Saudi
Arabia.
"The Senate compiled a signal
record of accomplishments in
domestic and foreign affairs,"

said Senate Republican leader with a coalition of Republicans cupied with the budget as it was
Howard H. Baker Jr. of Ten- and conservative Southern this year.
nessee, as the Senate closed out its Democrats — the "boll weevils"
Despite the Reagan-led effort to
first year of Republican — able to deliver victories to slash spending, the government
dominance since 1954.
faces a $100 billion deficit and a
Reagan again and again.
Because of its concentration on national debt that recently inched
But Democratic Whip Sen. Alan
past the $1 trillion mark.
Cranston, D-Calif., claimed: major economic measures, ConReagan is expected to have a
gress
produced
fewer bills this
"Every victory for Ronald
tougher time winning approval for
Reagan has been a defeat for the year than in any recent session -- more
budget cuts, with even some
American people. America has less than 100 this year compared of his
GOP backers suggesting
lost a year — a year has gone by to 426 in 1980.
they don't have the stomach for
as America has slipped
Delayed until next year were a another round of deep reductions
backwards instead of forward."
variety of social issues dear to in social programs — especially in
And while the House remained conservatives
— including abor- what will be an election year for
under formal Democratic control, tion,
school prayer and busing. one-third of the Senate and the enthe fate of major legislation rested But
Congress may be as preoc- tire 435-member House.

Reagan Plans Transfer White House Worried About Polish Citizens
Of Energy Department
By SALLY JAC013SEN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (API — President Reagan has decided to
transfer most of the Energy
Department's functions to the
Commerce Department if Congress agrees to dismantle the
agency, an administration source
says.
The decision indicates Commerce Secretary Malcolm
Baldrige outdueled James Watt,
the controversial interior
secretary, in a behind-the-scenes
struggle over which would get to
expand his department's operations.
Reagan heard presentations on
both options Tuesday, but apparently did not make his decision
immediately.
The administration's move to scuttle the Energy Department is
sure to spark a battle on Capitol
Hill, where one congressman
Wednesday night reaffirmed his
intention to try to keep the 4-yearold department intact.
One participant in Tuesday's
Cabinet council meeting who asked to be unidentified said,"Part of
the discussion concerned how it
( the plan) would play on the Hill,
but the president's main concern
was to put the remaining energy
functions where they would best
fit in government."
Reagan decided to shift the
"bulk" of the energy programs to
the Commerce Department where
they would operate as a semiindependent agency within the

WASHINGTON (API — The
Reagan administration is
"seriously concerned" that large
numbers of workers, intellectuals
and students have been interned
department, said the administra- in Poland and that Solidarity
tion source. The Interior Depart- union leader Lech Walesa is "not
ment was expected to get only a a free agent."
small part of the programs, the
-If this is true, it will be hard to
source said.
reconcile with the Polish governFurther details of Reagan's
ment's commitment to continuadecision were not immediately
tion of the reform process and to
available.
The decision was being relayed political solutions," said State
late Wednesday to the depart- Department spokesman Dean
Fischer.
ments involved and to key
members of Congress and a tranDepartment sources say unsition team spearheading the
confirmed reports indicate some
changes was to begin work next
of those arrested under the Polish
week,one of the sources said.
government's martial law decrees
Energy Secretary James Ed- are being mistreated and not
wards has predicted the plan to given warm clothing to ward off
dismantle the agency will face a
the winter cold.
difficult time in Congress.
Meanwhile, the White House
Rep. Richard Ottinger, D-N.Y., said Wednesday, for the first time
a member of the House Energy
publicly, that apparent pressure
and Commerce Committee, con- from the Soviet Union caused the
curred, saying he planned to fight
martial law crackdown on the
it.
Solidarity union movement.
"I think they need a Cabinet"It is clear that Soviet pressure
level department to concentrate
very likely contributed to the
on energy" because of the threat Polish decision," said White
to national security from having
House spokesman David Gergen.
to import substantial amounts of
And officials repeated warnings
oil, he said.
that any intervention in Poland by
Getting wind of plans to shift the Soviet troops would have "a
Energy Department's functions, severe and lasting effect on East13 senators wrote Reagan a letter
West relations," including the
to "strongly object" to the likely imposition of a trade emtransfer of the weapons program
bargo.
to either Interior or Commerce.
At the State Department,
They urged the president to con- Fischer said the Polish and Soviet
sider movine the military pro- governments have been told once
grams to an agency similar to the again that the United States
defunct Atomic Energy Commis- believes "the Polish people should
sion or to establish a semi- settle their current difficulties
independent agency in the through a process of negotiation
Defense Department.
and compromise, without outside
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(Continued From Page I)
Dean Fischer said the United
States is imposing the same
restrictions on Polish diplomats
as have been applied to foreign
diplomats in Poland.
Theleader of Poland's powerful
Roman Catholic Church, breaking
his silence on the Communist
government's military
crackdown, accused the regime of
terrorizing the nation.
"Our suffering is that of the entire nation, terrorized by military
force," said a statement issued by
Archbishop Jozef Glemp, the
Polish primate, according to
reports from Poland.
Martial law "constitutes a blow
... to the hopes and expectations of
society," said the statement."The
uncertainty and powerlessness of
the workers have caused emotions, bitterness, disgust."
The statement said that
prisoners should be freed and that
until they are, "they should have
human conditions of imprisonment, for we know of numerous
excesses concerning the imprisonment of certain people in cold
places without warm clothing."
Reports from Poland said the
church was engaged in high-level
talks with the Communist regime
aimed at resolving the crisis.
Pope John Paul II appealed for
a "return to the road of renewal"
in his native Poland, and said "the
force and the authority of power is
expressed 1n,. dialogue and not
through the use of violence."
Although a government
blackout on communications continued to restrict information on
the situation in Poland, reports
from various sources made plain
that troops and riot police were invading major industrial plants
held by sit-in strikers protesting
the suspension of Solidarity Sunday and the arrest of thousands of
their leaders.
Eyewitnesses reported that army troops backed by armored
vehicles smashed through the
gates of the giant Lenin Shipyards
in Gdansk, the birthplace of
Solidarity, but were met by only
passive resistance.
As the soldiers marched in,
leaflets signed by "Solidarity

By BOB FICK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's nine-month tug of
war with Congress over a new
farm program is over,ending with
the Democratic-controlled House
accepting Reagan's pared-down
plan.

1
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Polish Ambassador Romuald
Spasowski met with State Department officials for the fourth consecutive day and told reporters
afterward: "It appears to me that
the crisis is deepening."
He added that food is in short
supply and that with the worst of
the Polish winter approaching living conditions are "extremely difficult.
"Imagine what kinds of hardships the Polish people are facing," Spasowski said. "I think all
over the world people should think
about this and understand it."

members"fluttered down from an
upper-story window.
"Do not resign. If we resign today, we'll bury our hopes for
freedom for many years to
come," the leaflet said. "We must
fight for the freedom of those imprisoned. Several thousand ppople
cannot destroy 10 million."
Most shipyard workers were
released and told not to report
back to work until Monday. They
were reported debating whether
to come back and strike again or
return to work and sabotage production.
Outside the yard, riot police used tear gas to clear a 500-yard
area and prevent a demonstration
called for Wednesday at the base
of the Three Crosses monument
honoring those killed in the 1970
riots.
Witnesses said what appeared
to be a full armored division surrounded the Gdansk oil refinery
where red and white Polish flags
flew from the ramparts in defiance of military rule. But the
troops reportedly did not move into the struck refinery.
Defiant banners also flew over
downtown Gdansk, the witnesses

said.
The government admitted trouble elsewhere.
"There are unfortunately cases
of work boycotts" in the Silesian
industrial region, Poland's official
PAP news agency said. "This is
meeting with firm counteraction.Austrian Radio reported that
Katowice, the chief center in the
Silesian coal fields, had been
declared a restricted military
zone.
Trying to drive the workers
back to work, the government put
the coal mines and other major industries under military control
and Warsaw Radio told workers
official orders were "equal to
commands in the army during
war." It said failure to obey could
bring penalties ranging from two
years in prison to death. "Persons
who do not show up for work are
subject to court-martial," the
broadcast said.
Warsaw Television claimed
food plants were "working well,"
and martial law was producing
"positive effects." But it said the
ban on gasoline sales to the public
was continuing.

Economist Believes Reagan
Wrong About Earlier Cuts
BALTIMORE (AP) — The chief
White House economist said
President Reagan was wrong
when he suggested that earlier,
deeper tax cuts would have
averted the recession, the
Baltimore Sun reported today.
Murray Weidenbaum, chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers, told Reagan in a Dec. 5
memorandum that a 10 percent
cut in income-tax rates July 1
would have altered economic conditions only "slightly" and "we
would still have a clear-cut recession under way," the Sun said,
quoting a copy of the memo it acquired.
Reagan proposed a 30 percent
tax-rate reduction over three
years, with the first 10 percent
taking effect July 1. Instead,

Reagan got a 25 percent cut that
began with 5 percent cut on Oct. 1.
In the memo to Reagan,
Weidenbaum said high interest
rates would have prevented an
earlier, deeper tax cut from having more than a minor effect on
the recession.
He said a "10 percent cut in
marginal rates for individuals on
July 1 would have done little to bring down interest rates — indeed,
it probably would have put them
under additional upward
pressure.
"A larger, earlier tax cut would
have put more money in the
pockets of consumers, but the impact on spending would have been
modest," Wiedenbaum told
Reagan. "...In short, the difference probably would have been
measurable but not significant."

Congress Accepts President's
Pared-Down Four-Year Farm Plan

of

It's Christmas!
A triumphant
time to celebrate
all life's blessings
and all our special
Joys. And to you,
dear friends,many
thanks and.gpAck
vv:7:011-

interference."
United Nations Ambassador
A "special situation group" Jeanne Kirkpatrick also attended
headed by Vice President George Wednesday's 90-minute session.
Bush and cre4ted by President
At the State Department,
Reagan met to monitor events in spokesman Fischer said, "The
Poland and to draw up options for Polish military remains active but
posaible U.S. responses.
we have not seen evidence of
Existence of the group was not unusual Soviet military acdisclosed until after it held its se- tivities."
cond formal session Wednesday.
Other U.S. officials, speaking on
Its members include the the condition they not be idensecretaries of state and defense, tified, said the chance of Soviet inthe director of the CIA, the chair- tervention would increase conman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, siderably in the event of a popular
the president's national security insurrection against Poland's new
adviser and Reagan's three top military regime.
White House aides.

The debate culminated late
Wednesday in passage of a $11
billion, four-year farm bill which
even supporters said was inadequate and critics labeled as
disasterous for some producers
and too generous for others.
--Reagan, through Agrklilture
Secretary-John Block, demanded
a farm program meshing with his
trimmed federal budget.

N, I
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But the House pushed increased
commodity supports to help financially troubled fanners, who face
severely depressed income prospects. House farm leaders con753993
S*led that without improved
-

federal assistance the farm
economy will founder, taking the
nation's other economic sectors
with it.
The bill Reagan finally got, a
compromise between versions
passed separately by the House
and Senate this fall, exceeds his
originally proposal by at least $3
billion. and probably more. But
Block guaranteed it would be signed. It is some $5.6 billion less than
the House version approved in October.
The major fight was over price
suppori, ,levels for such commodities is milk, grains and
fibres. Through loans, purchases
and direct payments, the government supports those commodity
prices to provide farmers with
some security to keep them providing adequate supplies of 16i/cost food to consumers even during hard tiines.
In addition, the bill includi's a

one-year extension of the foodstamp program with an $11.3
billion price tag, a program that
will effectively prohibit any future
trade embargoes involving only
agricultural commodities, continuation of agricultural research
programs and the Food for Peace
program.
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Air traffic

safety stable
since strike
The most serious charge the fired air traffic controllers had against the government — that flying
had become more hazardous since their departure
— has been refuted by a team of 16 independent
federal investigators who studied the safety of the
nation's air traffic control system.
The 16-member task force interviewed working
traffic controllers and toured control towers and
centers for two months. The team concluded that:
— The number of hazardous incidents, including
reports of near-collisions of aircraft and instances
where separation was less than normally allowed,
has declined since the strike.
- Claims that unsafe procedures were used by
the Federal Aviation Administration because of the
reduced work force also are invalid.
— There are no indications to support allegations
that medically unqualified controllers have been
used to direct air traffic since the strike.
The principal negative conclusion is one that has
nothing to do with safety. It is the finding that the
FAA may be overly optimistic about how fast the
air traffic control system can be rebuilt. The investigative team said rebuilding may take six months to a year longer than the FAA predicted and
may not be complete until late 1984.
This study should reassure air travelers who
might have been disturbed by continuing claims of
unsafe flying conditions by the fired air traffic controllers. The government has made the best of a bad
situation caused by their illegal strike.
(Reprinted with permission of The St. Louis
Globe-Democrat)

Kentucky
ornaments
going to capital
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Robert McCullough
spent more than 26 hours making one of the ornaments that will hang from Kentucky's Christmas
tree on the White House grounds.
, The dulcimer, perhaps the smallest of its kind, is
37/8 inches long and less than one inch wide.
"It has more of a twing than a twang, and you
have to pick at the strings very, very carefully," he
, said,"but the tune's there,if you listen carefully."
' McCullough's dulcimer was shipped from Berea
College along with a miniature silver-brass sleigh,
a four-inch whisk broom and tiny stuffed kangaroos
- from the needlecraft department.
"They're our contribution to the National Pageant
of Peace that's always held in Washington during
the holiday season," he explained. "Each state has
• a tree in the park but this is the first year that we've
been permitted to decorate it. All of these trees, by
the way, surround the National Tree, a 30-foot Colorado spruce."
The dulcimer was fashioned from native Kentucky woods — burl maple for the grained top and
bottom and black walnut for the sides. The frets are
sterling Over. The strings are sutures from the
Berea Hospital.
"I'm not guaranteeing that the dulcimer will be in
tune by the time it gets to Washington, but I wanted
to make something nice, something different, and
this is it," said McCullough, manager of woodcraft
at Berea.
There will be at least 75 decorations on the tree,
all of them the creations of Kentucky artists.
"They were asked to donate, and they did," said
McCullough, adding that Byck's, a department
store in Louisville, acted as coordinator for the project.
The collection includes Hadley pottery, straw
baskets, brass and metal sculpture, the state flag,
state flower and state song.
All of the ornaments will be encased in four-inch
clear plastic spheres to protect them from the
weather during the pageant which will feature
musical entertainment every day through Jan. 1.
"I'd like to see Kentucky's tree with all those ornaments hanging from it, but that's impossible,"
said McCullough."I'm too busy."
Since last April, the college's woodcraft department has been working on an order for the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.
"They've asked us to make them replicas of the
hounds and jackal game which, I understand, was
played before the time of Christ. Eventually, the
museum will offer the game for sale to the public."
Once a day, McCullough checks his mailbox to see
if he's received a reply from Robert Ripley's
"Believe It or Not."
"I wrote them to find out if my dulcimer qualifies
as the smallest that's ever been made. The record's
held by a man in Gatlinburg, Tenn., who fashioned
/
2 inches long.
one that 51
"Mine's smaller than his," McCullough added.
"I'm keeping my fingers crossed, hoping the
dulcimer meets all the requirements."

garrotes galley

by m. c. garroft

67 years ago, he went to work
in the coal mines for $1.25 a day
When Tom Manis, who lives on the
Pottertown Road, reads about a coal
mine disaster like the three recent
ones in East Kentucky and Tennessee, he can relate from experience to the dangerous life in the
dust and darkness of the mines.
Now 79 years of age and a resident
of Calloway County for 37 years, Tom
grew up in the coal fields of
southwest Virginia and southeastern
Kentucky.
That's how we got acquainted.
Over coffee one morning, we learned
that we had something in common.
We both had lived and worked in
Harlan County, Ky. — he for more
than 30 years in the coal mines and
me on the Harlan newspaper.
Tom was born near Norton, Va.,
which is just across the line from
Harlan County. He is one of five
children — three boys and two girls
— and his father also was a coal
miner.
• • •
When he was 12 years old,Tom left
school and went to work in the mines
himself — at $1.25 a day and with his
workday "as long as they stayed in
there."
His first job, he recalls, back there
in 1914 was with the Stonega Coal
Coke Company at Stonega, Va. It was
building and keeping a fire going in
an air shaft, which was little more
than a hole up through the mountain,
to pull the black powder smoke from
the blasting up and out of the mine.
Slab wood from a nearby sawmill

was what he burned.
The miners worked on their knees,
or lying on their sides or backs, digging the coal out by pick and shovel in
spaces often no more than 30 to 36 inches high and a quarter-mile or more
back under the mountains.
The coal, loaded into small, one-ton
carts, as pulled outside by tiny
Shetland ponies over tracks made of
wooden 2 x 4's and dumped.
For light, the miners wore lamps
on their hats, much the same as those
worn today, except that instead of
burning carbide gas or being battery
powered as they are today, their open
flames were fed by wicks soaked in
cotton seed lard.
"That was long before they had the
carbide lights," he said.
• •.
After keeping the fire in the air
shaft for several years, Tom became
a "back hand." This, he explained,
meant helping the older miners load
the coal, which had been blasted
loose with dynamite and black
powder charges.
Later, he was assigned to laying
track for the pony-pulled carts and
working as a "timber man." As a
"timber man," he helped share up
the roof of the mine every few feet
with sturdy pieces of lumber or
trunks of trees cut from the mountain
sides nearby.
His most dangerous job in the
mines, he recalled, was "robbing the
stumps"from the mined-out areas.

These were pillars of coal which
had been left to help support the roof
as the other coal was removed. Once
all the coal in that area had been
taken out, timber supports were then
placed around the pillars and the coal
in them was removed.
When the first coal-cutting
machines, the fore-runners of the
huge pieces of equipment used in the
mines today to tear out the coal,
came along, Tom was given a job
working alongside one of them.
"These work on the same principle
as a chain saw," he explained, "and
my job was to shovel 'the big dust', as
we called the coal it cut out, out of the
way. I also helped set jacks under the
roof as we went along."
• • •
In his three scores of years in the
mines, Tom worked for a number of
coal companies, most of which have
long since gone out of existence, and
he saw his pay climb to a high of
$12.50 a day. He has been a member
of the United Mine Workers of
America since 1936.
He doesn't recall any early major
disasters in his time in the mines -disasters which claimed the lives of
large groups of miners — but "we did
lose one every now and then when a
piece of slate would break loose from
the roof and fall on them."
That was a frequent occurence,
too, when I worked on the Harlan
paper. Hardly a month went by
without a miner being crushed to
death in a slate fall in one of the

scores of mines in the area.
• • •
Tom came to Calloway County in
1945 "right after Roosevelt died,"
and began 12 years as a tenant
farmer on land owned by Guy Downs
out in the VanCleave section of the
county east of town, raising tobacco
and corn.
His wife, Myrtle, died about three
years ago,and today he lives with his
daughter, Mrs. Shirley Warren, who
works at Fisher Price. A son, Tommy, is in the used car business here
in the county.
When he isn't puffing his everpresent cigarette over a cup of coffee
with some of his friends and blasting
away at the Reagan administration's
budget-cutting programs, Tom
spends much of his time buying, selling and swapping at trade days
across West Kentucky. He makes
just about every one of them.
What was Christmas like back
there in those early 'coal mining
days?
"Aw, we didn't get much," he said,
his wrinkled face breaking into a big
grin, "but we didn't know no better.
Nobody got much in those days. We
would tack up our stockings on the
mantel over the fireplace before we
would go to bed and old Santa would
fill 'em with candy, an apple and an
orange or two and some raisins. That
was about it, but we were just as excited looking forward to that as the
kids are to Christmas today."

Looking back
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Ten years ago
Janet Aller, Mary Butler, Rebecca
H. Page, Margaret H. Sams and
Ernest W. Williams had been initiated into Delta Omega Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi honorary education
fraternity, Murray State University.
Jane Prince and Doris Cella had
been named co-chairmen of
Calloway County March of Dimes
campaign.
Twenty years ago
Charles Hale, Calloway County tax
commissioner, and his deputies, Eva
Hale and Marilyn Herndon, attended
annual tax commissioners' school
and convention in Louisville, Dec. 1115.
Murray Kiyanis Club had concluded its annual sale of miniature
Christmas trees, according to Hunter
Hancock, William Boyd and Bob Killington,committee chairmen.
Thirty years ago
The home and contents of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Valentine, New Concord,
burned Dec. 17. The couple suffered
burns in the fire and both were
hospitalized.

Alter a

big blizzard
North,what's
the first thing
they dig out?...
The hospitaM

The fire dept?... :eh
'41>
Copt/1y lkirris Siorirk•

business mirror

Thoughts
in season

by john cuniff

Investments perform poorly in 1981
NEW YORK (AP) — Your investments didn't fare so well in 1981,
you say?
Well, it won't do much to change
the figures on the bottom line, but it
may console you to know that you
have plenty of company. And if you'd
tried something exotic like commodity futures or foreign currencies, your
luck might have been worse. In the stock market,the Dow Jones
industrial average is down about 10
percent since Jan. 1. Bond prices,
despite a November rally, remain
well below where they were at the
start of the year.
Gold, which came out of the starting gate at about $600 an ounce, is

now hovering in the low $400s.
Diamonds have lately been quoted at
prices 40 to 50 percent off their peaks.
While forecasts of lower inflation
rates have done very little to help
stock and bond prices, they have inflicted plenty of damage on the commodity markets. One index of commodity prices dropped almost 18 percent in the first 10 months of the year.

cent.
Even that old standby, the family
home, was no longer the reliable inflation hedge it had been for the past
decade. In the third quarter of this
year, for example, prices of new
single-family houses rose just 0.6 percent, according to the Commerce
Department.

Economists point out that if breaks
How about Swiss francs, German
on financing and other sales inmarks or Japanese yen? All have • ducements being offered by builders
were taken into account, actual
fallen in value against the dollar
prices probably would have shown a
since last winter. If you simply held
decline. In any case,their recent proonto dollars themselves, inflation
gress has been no match for the inflakept eroding their purchasing power
tion rate.
at an annual pace of close to 10 per-

Today in history
Today is Thursday, Dec. 17, the
351st day of 1981. There are 44 days
left in the year.
,
Today's highlight in bigtory: On Dec. 17, 1538, Pope Paul III excommunicated England's King
Henry VIII. —
On this date:
In 1531, the Portuguese Inquisitian
began udder Pope Clement VII.
In 1830, South American patriot
Simon Bolivar(lied in Colombia.
.
In 1905, Britain imposed an oil cm-

By Ken Wolf
What is a friend?
According to the Roman Emperor
Julian (ruled 361-363 AD), a friend is
one who can.
. . . give me prudent counsel,
reprove me with affection, give
me strength for good deeds
without arrogance and conceit,
and use frankness after extracting the bitterness from the
words.

•

One year agu. 1ht voate Armed
bargo on Rhodesia.
And in-1973, Arab guerrillas attack-, Serviees Committee called for a
renegotiation of the Salt II treaty
eda U.S jetliner at an airport in
with the Soviets, saying lbe _pact
"Kirftle-,1ritting 31-people.I
wotild not serve the best interests of
-4"1'efi years ago: The 15-day-old
the U.S.
India-Pakistan war ended with a
Today's birthday: Author Erskine
cease-fire in West Pakistan.
Caldwell is 78,
Five years ago: The Soviet Union
Thought for today : Education is
freed its most prominent imprisoned
that which remains when one has
dissident, Vladimir Ilukovsky. in exforgotten everything'he learned in
change for the release by (Tyke of the
Albert Einstein, Germanschool.
atItil Cominunist Party leader. Luis
horo physicist 1879-1955r
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Local High School Students
Named For Who's Who Edition

Reader Says Smokers
Are Unfairly Roasted
By Abigail Van Buren
• 1981 bY UnrYOISAI

Press Syndicate

Students from this area
have _ been included in
15th annual edition of
Who's Who Among
American High School
Students,1911041, published by Educational Communicatons, Inc., Northbrook,Ill.
They include the following:
Almo — Chris Albritton, Todd Rutherford,
Regina Walker, Scott
Wyatt and Joseph
Zinkovich; Dexter —
Randy Dawson; Hazel —
Jane A. Barrow, Dan D.
Key and Angela Love;

DEAR ABBY: For some time now I have been amazed at
your lack of fairness toward people who have not been able
to quit smoking. It is so totally at odds with your usual
efforts to lean over backward on behalf of every "sicky" in
the book: drinkers, dopers, teen-age unwed mothers, and all
the irresponsible, self-indulgent sex-gluttons who have
brought VD back from near extinction to epidemic proportions. These threaten us all with much more horrible "Avarice is the vice of
declining years." — George
futures than cigarette-smoking could ever cause!
As far as I'm concerned, there is no excuse for the kind of Bancroft.
vulgar rudeness that is so characteristic of non-smokers and
their totally inappropriate, self-righteous hysteria.
I hope your own halo is not too tight, Abby. But if you are
really honest in your efforts to be fair-minded, it has to be South didn't like the sound
of East's penalty double at
pinching a bit.
EVELYN IN N J. the time he bid his robust

Kirksey — Cindy Tucker; Dinah Hook, Kevin
New Concord — Marie Hopkins,Bob Houghton,
Brantley.
Robert Johnson, Jerry
Jones, Lanes& Jones,
Murray—
Lori Loving, Marilee
Lewis L. Bossing, McMullin, Dannetta MorLeann Bridwell, Kathy ris, Lori Murdock,Phillip
Bynum, Brad Canter, Orr, Ladona Overbey,
Karen Carra way, Wayne Darrell Overbey, Jerry
Cathey, Trisha Clark, Spann,
Chadwick Cochran,
Debbie Stubblefield,
Rolan M. Conoley, Shari Bradley Thompson,
Crafton, Deana Cunn- Trina Tipton, • Amelia
ingham,
Todd, Alan Waddell,
Teresa Dick, Angie Robert A. Waters,
Futrell, Julie Gargus, Monika West, Randal H.
Steven Hale, Karen Hall, Wilson, Kristina Wright,
Donald Hargrove, Cindy Jay Young and Louis
Haws, Kate Hoffman, Zimmerman.

THE ACES®IRA

STUDENTS FROM Southwest Elementary School made door
decorations for
Westview Nursing Home. Six students visited and hung decoratio
ns Dec. 10.
Students of second grade and gifted and talented classes participa
ted. From left,
Karen Dale,Felicia Lamb and Laura Jones.

Community Events
11,7rw.TIMIlsaME=1
STARTS TOMORROW
I••••••••••
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Cenr
,
Co! C t7 •

753-3314

Thursday,Dec.17
Bible Journaling
Group, First Christian
Church, will meet at 7
p.m. in home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Marvin, 1658
College Terrace Drive.
Hazel Woman's Club
will have a dinner at
.Dakota Feed and Grain
and later go to Sandra
Gallimore's home for a
so:ial hour.

TARTS T014010'1*

Burt eynolds In

Sharkey's
Machine (R)

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:30

p.m. at lodge hall.

• NEIGHBORS (R)
*John Belushi
*Den Akroyd

ART( TOMORROW

BSENCE OF MALICE
'Paul Newman (I)
'Sally Field

Murray Women of
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall.
Carol Poe Group of
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 6:30
p rn. in home of Rebecca
unningham.

Murray Civit:in Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Big
Joe's Family Restaurant.
- -Saturday. Dec. 19

Walt Disney's

Suburban
Homemakers Club will

Mak&
woo vriu.v omme•gi

have a Christmas potluck
dinner with husbands as
guests in home of Wilma

TART' OM 00.R0 VS

0x-ono 5'•753-3314

ilson, Miller Avenue.

LATE SHOW fill & SAT

Square and round (Lancing will stait ;:t 7::41 p m.
at Woodmen of World

11 01 OVIE °ail • IL IQ PM

Hall

looking slam. He liked it

DEAR EVELYN: My halo fits fine; it's my slacks better after he planned the

I'm worried about.
Alcoholics Anonymous
S 's
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
DEAR ABBY: For Christmas this year I've received a
Livestock and Exposition notice of a gift subscription for a magazine that I consider to

play — East's greedy double had told declarer how to
make his slam.
East's double for a heart
lead WM an understandable
be completely imcompatible with my religious and political move. Where he made his
Center.
philosophy. I would never buy it myself, and don't even mistake is in doubling six
--spades. That's the double
it in my home.
Grace Baptist Church want
What do you think of someone who would attempt to that told declarer how the

will have a churchwide shove his views
down my_ throat?
fellowship dinner at 6:30
SAN DIEGO
p.m. in Community
DEAR SAN: He's both presumptuous and foolish. A
Room, North Branch of
good rule to follow: Don't send reading matter of a
Peoples Bank.

trumps were likely tote.
West led the heart deuce
as requested and East won
the ace South was Henry
Baer of Dallas, and looking
controversial nature (celigious or political)to anyone ahead to assure enough
unless you're sure Thai-he is sufficiently open-minded dummy entries. Henry
Shower for Mr. and to welcome it. (P.S. If we
read only one side of a dropped his heart king on
Mrs. B. C. Edwards who controversial issue, we never learn anything.)
East's ace. The next heart
lost their home and conwas won by Henry's jack
.
.
.
•
tents by fire will be from
and dummy's trump ace
was cashed. When dummy's
6 to 8 p.m. at Dexter ComDEAR ABBY: Would you like to know how an 83-year-old
low
trump was led, East
munity Center.
relic feels about Christmas?
played the 10 and Henry the
--I dislike exchanging gifts because most people give only
Winter Horse Show by in the hope that they'll get something. If I could get off queen (had East played low,
Henry would have finessed
New Providence Riding everybody's Christmas list I would rejoice. I don't need
anything,
and
everythin
g
I
get
is
either
the
wrong
size,
not
Club will start at 4:30
my style or something I have already.
p.m. at Livestock and Ex- I can't
go shopping myself, so I have to impose on others
position Center.
to shop for me, which is asking a lot. Also, a dollar doesn't
buy nearly what it used to, and I resent spending all that
money just so people won't think I'm a cheapskate.
Sunday,Dec. 20
4'riitie lessen
A reception in celebra- I don't like those annual Christmas letters describing
tion of 50th wedding an- where people - went last year. It's a lot of bragging and
Jo Farley presented a
showing off.
niversary of Mr.and Mrs. Neither do I like- Christmas
cards with the sender's name lesson about crime
John M. McCuiston will printed on it. Ifs person can't even sign his own name in
ink prevention at a meeting
be from 2 to 5 p.m. at and add a personal "Hello,- who needs it?
Nov. 24 at home of RosanAlso, somebody who notifies me that she has sent a
Hazel Baptist Church.
contribution to her favorite charity in my name is somebody na Miller. Pat Rogers
was cohostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleburne else I can do without. I like to pick my own charities.
Devotional thoughts
Adams, 201 North 10th Merry Christmas, Abby!
GRANDMA were given by Rachel
Street, will have a recepHendon. Lou McGary
tion in celebration of 50th
S 's
presided. Members
wedding anniversary
from 1 to 3 p.m. for Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and brought Christmas gifts
relatives and 3 to 5 p.m. the pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet: for patients at Western
for friends. The couple re- "What Every Teen-Ager Ought to Know." Send $2 State Hospital.
and a long, stamped (37 cents), self-addressed
Others present were
quests that guests not br- envelope
to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Wilma Wilson, Sue
ing gifts.
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
Adams, Anna Bell
Russell, Lillian Dunn and

G. CORN,JR.

2 NT
Pass 3*
and claimed his slam).
PUB
Pus 4 NT Pus
With the suspected trump 34
Dbl.
64
Pass
break confirmed, Henry's Pus
Dbl.
All
only chance lay with a coup.
pass
The club ace was cashed
and a heart was led to Opening lead: Heart deuce
dummy's queen. A low club
was ruffed and Henry's dia- ry
discarded his high diamond 10 was won by mond
and with the lead still
dummy's jack. Another low in
dummy,
East's two
club was ruffed to reduce
declarer's trumps to only remaining trumps were surrounded and the doubled
the K-9 while the diamond slam
was made.
ace provided the crucial
dummy entry. Dummy's
Bid with Cern
club king was cashed and it
was curtains for East. Hen- South bolds: 12-17-B
NORTH

12-17-A

•A 5
••Q 10 9
•AJ72
4K 1093

•A 5
•Q 109
•AJ72
K1093
WEST
EAST
40.2
*J1043
*8642
•A 7 5
*8543
0 96
*6542
4Q.187
SOUTH
•KQ91176
KJ3
•K Q10

South
10

Nord'
10

I NT

2 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump.
A solid opening with good
intermediates leaves no reason to pass the invitational
4A
bid.
_
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
Seed hedge questions to The Aces.
North. The bidding:
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Tone 71415,
North East
South West
with solf-addressed. stamped ROvelope
I*
for
Pass
reply.
24
Pass

datebook

Sue Dunn.

Nobody leans on Sharky's Machine.

slide.
Lucy Lilly showed
Slides of a European tour

Dec. 1, at Fay Nell
Flora's home.
The Murray woman
commented on the slides
shown. She also commented about visiting
with her relatives in East
Germany.
Assisting Flora in

Baptist Church Thurs
day, Dec. 10, at 6 p.m. in
the church fellowship
hall.
Music was presented
by Mabel Rogers, Edith

Others present were
Opal Howard, Phebian
teacher, Sue Darnell,
Evelyn Lockhart, Betty
Lyons,Jo Burkeen,Euple
Ward, Naomi Rogers,
Sylvia Puckett, Dottie
Halley, Rosanna Miller,
Margie Shown and Betty
Vinson.

Max and Betty Sledd,
missionaries to Nigeria,
as a love offering at
Christmastime.
Group captains were ih
charge of decorations,

Noffsinger and Ruby Mae
Jones with Pete Brown as

pianist.
entertaining were Anna
Cristine Stubblefield;
Ruth Harris, Polly Lamb president, presided. The
and Betty Wagar.
class voted to give $100 to

u
k diluter
1- ndue
--

Thirty-six persons were
present.
patients
Local persons recently
dismissed

from

area

taken by she and her husDr. Bobby Malone hospitals include Wanda
band, G. T. Lilly, last discussed prophecies of Roberts from Western

ig

summer at a salad supper of Phebian Sunday
School Class and Bea
Walker Group of First
Baptist Church Tuesday,

GIVE
MOVIE
MONEY
TO YOUR
MOVIEGOING
FRIENDS

Re-relects•cl by BUENA
VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO

1949 WALT 0ISI4E Y PRODUCTIONS —

OHN

STARTS TOMORROW NITE AT CHERI 3

SPECIAL ADVANCE PREVIEW
TONIGHT 830 P.M.

DAN
AYKROYD

Suppose you picked up this morning's
newspaper and your Me was a
front page headline...
And everything they said was accurate...
But none alit was true.
The D.A., the feds, and the Police set her up
to write the story Mal explodes his world.
NOW he's going to write the
book on etlin even.

Lock the doors... here come the

A Comic-Nightmare
COLUMBIA PICTURES Presents
A JOHN G AVILDSEN FILM OF
A ZANUCK/BROWN PRODUCTION
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Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, and Suzanne
Miller and Karl Lee from
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.

The Season's Best

1/3 TO 1/2 OFF

a

HI AMERICA
CAN A MAN
BE GUILTY
UNTIL PROVEN
INNOCENT?

libioarm

Old Bible scriptures pointing to the birth of Christ
at a potluck dinner
meeting of Lydian Sunday School Class of First

DAVE CALOSI,1
RONALD I. SCHWARY
TT *I .1.,,..1.0 nr1 and Orryysnat ay SYDNEY POlt ACK
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Jr. & Missy Fashions
*PANTS — TOPS*
BLOUSES — DRESSES*
*SKIRTS — SWEATERS*
BLAZERS — FUR COATS*
*SUITS*
All China & Crystal
20% Off

•Chertis
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Birth
REINHARDT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Reinhardt, Rt. 1, announce the birth of a son,
Caleb Joshua, weighiug
eight pounds 14 ounces,
born Friday, Dec. 4, at
9:47 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The father is employed
by WKIKS-FM, Murray
State University. The
mother, Alice, presently
is studying for her
Master's degree in
business administration
at MSU.
Grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Norman
Reinhardt, Granite City,
Ill., and Ruth Ross,Granby, Mo.

Couple Plans Observance
Mr. and Mrs. Crawford
McClure will observe
Their 60th wedding anniversary Friday, Dec.
25. No formal celebration
is planned.
The couple was married Dec. 25, 1921, by
Johnny White at the home
of Mrs. McClure's
parents. Their attendants
were Clyde Phelps, sister
of Mrs. McClure, and
Willie McClure, sister of
Mr. McClure.
• Mrs. McClure is the
daughter of the late
Thomas Phelps and
Adella Starks Phelps. Mr.
'McClure is the son of the
late George McClure and
Emma Verhine McClure.
Their five children are
Edward McClure, Benton, Charles McClure,
Taylor, Mich., Mrs. John
(Sarah) Wyatt, Almo,
Mrs. Ewing (Youlanda)
Stubblefield, Hazel, and
Mrs. Will (Nancy) Winchester, Marian, N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. McClure
have 17 grandchildren
and 21 great. granchildren.

.Persons
Named
NEW YORK (AP) —
Ronald Reagan was nam:ed the world's most admired man in a survey of
Good Housekeeping
Magazine readers, and
- first lady Nancy Reagan
finished second in the list
".*of most admired women.
The magazine's
'survey, published in the
January issue, says
Mother Teresa of Calcutta was named the world's
most admired woman.
The nun, who has devoted
tier life to the poor,
'received the honor last
year.
The issue of the
magazine, which went on
sale Wednesday, says
Britain's Princess Diana
came in third in the mostadmired-women list,
former first lady Pat Nixon was fourth and actress
Carol Burnett was fifth.
Mrs. Nixon has been
among the top 10 every
year since Good
Housekeeping's first
survey in 1970.
Katharine Hepburn
- placed sixth; Beverly
Sills, director of the New
York City Opera Company, was seventh;
author Phyllis Schlafly
was eighth; former first
lady Betty Ford placed
ninth,- and-columnist Erma Bombed( was10th.
Runners-up to President Reagan in the men's
the first taken by
poll
were acthe magazine
tor Alan Alda, Pope John
Paul 11, evangelist Billy
Cailt.,.in

TALLAHASSEE, Fla
AP)
.
tahe doesn't
walk,
wet like a lot
of other . dolls on the
market these days. She
gives birth
The pregnant-doll
business began five years
ago when a friend of freelance artist Jan Alovus,
IS, was expecting her second child.
"1 thought that must be

hard on the first child to for $22
deal with all that. Ms
The December issue of
Alovus said
Ms. Magazine recomMs. Alovus, then a resi- mends the doll as a toy,
dent of Celuia, Tenn
but the inventor suggests
took a heavy sock and col- the fabric dolls not for fun
ored yarn to sew a preg- but to educate Natalie
nant monkey doll, which comes with breasts and
had a baby monkey inside black lines to represent
that could be pubic hair
"delivered."
Ms Alovus said she
The idea caught on, and receives orders from
now Natalie is available around the country, most-

ly from birth educators or
parents teaching their
children about birth
The doll is central to
some courses in California. where sex and birth
education programs for
children are growing
quickly. she said
Ms Alovus also offers a
Natalie that delivers by
Caesarean section

12-14-81
Adults 160
Nursery 5
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Parker, baby girl(Donna ), 1608 Catalina Drive.
Hollingsworth, baby
boy (Iris), 1213 Porter
Court,Paris, Tenn.

11r. and 11rs. Crawford McClure
Ibirriell 60 Years At Christmas

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

• Why don't you quit smoking first just to get started
on a program. After you

Pregnant-Doll Collticti()n On Th

Report

Which poison is better?

are.

awry

Hospital

HEALTH

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
know that being overweight
is bad for you. And I know
that smoking cigarettes is
bad for you. I am
overweight and smoke more
than two packs of cigarettes
a day. Now, I think I can quit
• smoking or I can lose
weight, but there is no way I
can do both.
My wife is after me
because she thinks I'm a
prime candidate for a heart
attack. She may be right.
What I would like to know
from you is which is worse,
:smoking or being fat? If I
.stop smoking I know I will
:gain even more weight ana
if I go on a diet I'll need to
smoke more than ever. Have
you any suggestions?
. DEAR READER — I hate
questions like that as you
know perfectly well that
both are important medical
problems for you. It is like
asking me which poison will
harm you less.
You've asked it so I'll tell
you that within reason cigarette smoking is a bigger
risk for you than being
moderately overweight.
That is an average generalixation with many exceptions. If your blood pressure
is high or you tend to have
high blood cholesterol levels,
then losing weight could be
more important. We are
back to saying you need to
individualize, not generalize,
and it depends upon what
your health findings really

•••••••••&6.-1.11.4.1.....

have stopped smoking you
can then make a bigger
effort to control your excess
body fat.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 13-2,
How to Measure Your Risk
of Heart Disease, to give you
some solid figures on risk
factors. Others who wan,
this issue can send 75 cent:
with a long, stamped, self
addressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551. Radio
City Station, New York. NY
10019. The three main risk
factos are blood pressure,
cholesterol and cigarette
smoking. Both of the first
two are often influenced by
body fat.
Now, you don't have to
wait to start a fat-control
program. Start a walking
program right away. When
you feel the urge to smoke,
go for a walk. The walking
will make you feel better
and will help you keep from
smoking. It will also start
using some calories for you.
As you build up your walking program it may solve
the weight problem in time
for you, too. In other words,
walk, don't eat.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a widow, age 70, and have
lived in Oregon for two
years at over 4,000 feet. I
feel I should be acclimated
to the high altitude by now.
But sometimes I feel I do
not get enough oxygen into
my lungs. I often have spontaneous spells of sucking in
several bits of breath, while
just sitting reading or being
quiet. I moved up here from

Los Angeles to get out of the
smoggy conditions that
existed where I lived. I
thought it would be better
for my lungs. I don't smoke
and never have.
DEAR READER — You
might want to have a medical examination to see if you
need your lung capacity
checked. If you are having
any problem it is not caused
by the altitude.
At 5,000 feet or less the
decrease in oxygen in the air
is so slight that it has little
effect on the body. Our blood
oxygen uptake system is
engineered so that it will
still pick up almost as much
oxygen as it normally carries at sea level, even though
there is a slight decrease in
oxygen in the lungs.

DISMISSALS
Jennifer J. McDermott
and baby girl, Rt. 9, Benton; Vicki A. Champion
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Larry Steve
Wilson, Rt. 1, Benton;
Willie E. Turner, Rt. 5;
Curtis Wayne Doran, 909
Sycamore St.; Zelma'
Ray Rumfelt, 1103 Elm
St.
Roy Wayne Wade, Rt.
7, Mayfield; Lavell
Hodges, Rt. 5; Mark Anthony Hagrove, 27
Riviera; Thelma Lester,
413 Cedar, Fulton; Kelzie
Peeler, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mary Louise Smith, Rt. 8,
Benton.
Luna N. Ernstberger,
Dexter; Lona B. Anderson, 804 Birch, Benton;
Daisy M. Barnhill, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Florence
Hedges, Fern Terrace;
Curtis Fletcher, 502
North Sixth St.; Charles
0. Tubbs, 414 North Fifth
St.
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Slate Agency Searching For Funds
FRANKFORT, Ky.
.
All are so-called
AP) — Like virtually all primacy issues, where
state agencies, the the state is trying to
Department for Natural assume regulatory conResources and En- trol from the federal
vironmental Protection government.
will be looking for money
The surface-mining efduring the 1982 General • fort has
been under way
Assembly.
for four years and oc'I think the major en- cupied much of the
vironmental battles have legislators' time during
been fought," Natural the 1980 session. A recurResources Secretary rence is unlikely in the
Jackie Swigart said in an upcoming legislative
interview,
meeting.
think the major
The primacy package
issues in the coming put together by Mrs.
years and the coming ses- Swigart's department is
sion are really how much to be resubmitted to the
responsibility the state is U.S. Office of Surface
going to take for the (en- Mining by the end of the
vironmental) problems." year.
There currently are
"I don't envision a lot of
three areas where the legislative changes," she
state is moving, or hopes said. "But we're going to
to move, toward such need some additional
responsibility: surface funds to enable us to
mining, hazardous move that program forwastes and water pollu- ward."
tion.
The additional funds

TO APPEAR ON TELEVISION — The Murray Karate Center will be featured
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 5, on PM Magazine on NBC. The center was picked
from all karate schools in a four state area due to the reputation of instructor Vic
Milner (right), a fourth-degree black belt. Practicing a kick with Milner is John
Boyer.

will amount to about $1.5
million, and Mrs. Swigart
termed that a "rough
estimate because we just
started putting the
figures together."
Similarly, the
legislative battles over
the control of hazardous
wastes occurred, for the
most part, in 1980.
In that area, it is "really just a question of
federal officials accepting our package," she
said.
State control of permitting water pollution control facilities is
"probably the biggest
issue," although Mrs.
Swigart said she did not
believe it would require
any legislative action
beyond the allocation of
money.
The d epar t m en t
already has the statutory
authority to submit a
water pollution primacy

package to the federal
government,she said.
if the legislature were
to give us the money on
this program, we could go
after it." Her estimate
for necessary funding
was $300,000 for the first
year of the biennium.
In both instances where
the department is seeking
additional funding, the
money would be used for
the most part to hire the
extra employees needed
to operate the programs.
Mrs. Swigart also
chairs the Agriculture
Land Study and Policy
Committee, formed by
gubernatorial executive
order almost a year ago.
That group, charged
with finding a method of
encouraging the retention
of farm land in Kentucky,
will give Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. its proposals
next month, and they will
include two legislative

China

Logue To Take Job In Texas
Bruce Logue has in Bible from Harding
resigned as minister of College, Searcy, Ark.,
University Church of
and his Master of Science
Christ to assume the degree in counseling
duties of pulpit minister
at Green Lawn Church of
Christ, Lubbock, Texas,
effective Feb. 1.
Logue said Green Lawn
was adjacent to Lubbock
Christian College.
The University
minister came to Murray
in June 1979 after having
been the pulpit minister
for Kraemer Drive
Church of Christ, Winona,
Minn.
A native of Little Rock,
Ark., Logue received his
Bruce Logue
Bachelor of Arts degree

from Winona State
University, Winona.
Prior to his Winona
ministry, he had been
pulpit minister of Church
of Christ, Winnsboro, La.
After graduation from
Harding College, Logue
had served as youth
director for
Meadowbrook Church of
Christ, Jackson, Miss.
Since coming to Murray, Logue has completed
his clinical membership
in the American Association For Marriage and
Family Therapy. He also
has written a column,
"Family Living," for
The Murray Ledger &

Unveiling

Times, and has worked
with the University Christian Student Center.
He is married to the
former Beverly
Holeman, a native of
Louisville. They have two
children, Angela, 11, and
Jonathan,9.
Logue said “his
association with the
University Church of
Christ- and the city of
Murray has been most
pleasant and he will be
leaving behind many
good friends, but he and
his family are looking forward to a new association
with a new church in Lubbock."
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WASHINGTON(AP)—
A partial shipment of
Nancy Reagan's new
china is due at the White
House before Christmas,
but plans for an official
unveiling of the $209,508
set are being shelved
because of the controversy the purchase has
generated, White House
sources say.
"I have intentionally
not wanted to be
knowledgeable on that
subject," said one White
House aide, who requested anonymity. "It
will not be anything but
irritating."
When the china does arrive, there'll be no new
table linens to go with it
despite the "terrible
tablecloth crisis" alleged
recently by social
secretary Muffie Brandon.
In an attempt to play
down the episode, the
first lady's press
secretary, Sheila Tate,
said she "couldn't get excited* about tablecloths,"
and refused to find out
whether any had been
donated since Mrs. Brandon's remarks.
However, it was learnet: that the White House
was not deluged with fancy new tablecloths, partially because potential
donors were told they
really weren't needed.
Nonetheless a Chattanooga radio station, is
soliciting donations for a
tablecloth fund.

DECA PARTY — Members of the DECA Club of the Murray Vocational School
gave a Christmas party for the adult activities class of the Comprehensive Care
Center. The club also gave a party for residents of the Westview Nursing Home.
The activities were part of the club's civic consciousness public appearance
project.

SUPER SAVERS

BUY Dia1110011S IN Weight.

recommendations.
One would enable be
conservatios districts W
form voluntar
agricultural distri
Mrs.Swigart said.
Under such a sy
farmers could sign
tracts pledging to
tam n the agricultut
status of their land
periods ranging from
to 10 years.
The second proposal
and one which also
been made by t
legislaure's Task F
on Small Business
would revamp Kentucky's inheritance-tal
laws to raise the ceiling
on the amount a person -2•!.,
!'..
could inherit before ow-, ..
ing taxes.
Proponents of the
change maintain it would
enable a surviving spouse
to avoid having to sell a
farm, or a small
business, to pay inheritance taxes.

Completes
Training

Navy Seaman Recruit
Kevin L. McManus, son
of Mary F. Thompson,
1319 Kirkwood, has completed recruit training at
Naval Training Center,
Orlando, Fla., according
to a release from Fleet
Home Town News
Center, Norfolk Va.
During the eight-week
training cycle, trainees
studied general military
subjects designed to
prepare them for further
academic and on-the-job
training in one of Navy's
85 basic occupational
fields.
A 1981 graduate of Murray High School,
McManus joined the
Navy in August 1981.
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all around, to get a ride ancitebidraik•!..• tutkr
because of error
for $28,000.
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-The smooth flow of
spirit willing toldlar
But states, like the
ffir%
Like California, New cities that stand to benefit traffic is the first priority
waned when that slim, condition."
delinquent fines, &man- ing lt ImMobile.
blonde woman - looking
"People thought this York has a stop-gap most from any such ar- of this system and the
Even as Fowlkes ap- ding a cash bond on the
solemn in her bowtie and peared to soften, the spot or a trip to jail.
crackdown was a big system that prevents rangement, might court does not want to be
bright green suit - took meter maid - who so far
- In Detroit, Chief Joke, but we're just lacing motorists from renewing change their minds by used as a revenue-raising
her place beside the had stood by silently - Traffic Court Judge M. up that boot until it state license plates if taking a look at the device," said Bertuca.
bench.
"But when you start takasked in a low voice, John Shamo signaled that chokes them," said Judge tickets are outstanding figures.
city's crackdown by Harvey Baxter, pointing against that plate.
This fiscal year, New ing a hard look at some of
Although nearly half of "Everyday?"
"What was that?" the ordering Mabel Adarnson proudly to parking-ticket
"That is just about the York - like its scofflaws, these figures, it's real
those charged plead not
to pay $3,000 of the $7,000 revenue of $350,000 a perfect system," said An- the uncontested leader in money that we're talking
guilty, the meter maid, judge said.
"Every day?" the maid worth of tickets she ran month, a 20 percent im- thony T. Bertuca, chief the field -- took in $94 about. And cities want to
her features impassive,
replied,
turning toward tin ninef• 107* linfie•r A provement over the assistant corporation million in parking fines get some of that."
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Claiborne Named New Kentucky Grid Coach
LEXINGTON, Ky.
AP) — Jerry Claiborne
learned his football under
Paul -Bear" Bryant as
both a player and coach.
However, Claiborne
says he will just be
himself as he tries to turn
around a University of
Kentucky football program that has struggled
in the shadow of Bryant
for nearly three decades.
Claiborne, head coach
at Maryland for the past
10 years, was signed to a
five-year contract as the
new Kentucky head
coach Wednesday after
receiving the unanimous
approval of the UK
Athletics Board.
Kentucky has never
regained the glory years
of Bryant in the late 1940s
and early 1950s. Fran
Curci, the fourth coach
since Bryant, was fired
Nov. 24 with three years
remaining on his contract
after his fourth consecutive losing season
and an overall 47-51-2
record in nipe years.
"I would like to see the
Kentucky program back
on top again," Claiborne
said following his appointment.
However, he said he
would have to accomplish
spat with his own natural
atributes and not
anything copied after
other people, such as
Bryant.
"I can't be Paul
Bryant,- Claiborne said.
Some people make the
mistake of trying to
emulate others. I have to
he myself."
Claiborne said his main
attributes are hard work
and an ability to corn-

I wouldn't take it."
Claiborne said be also
hopes the university administration, faculty and
students and the fans in
the state will rally behind
the football program and
forget the problems of the
past few years.

municate with his
players.
Claiborne said he was
anxious to meet with the
Kentucky squad "and get
to know them better."
A native of
Hopkinsville, Ky. who
played at UK under
Bryant from 1946-49,
Claiborne said "It's good
to be home."
Claiborne served as an
assistant to Bryant at
Kentucky, Texas A&M
and Alabama before
becoming head coach at
Virginia Tech in 1961 and
compiling a 61-37-2 record
over the next ten years.
After being unexpectedly fired at Virginia
Tech; Claiborne Was an
assistant at Colorado for
a year before taking over
a moribund Maryland
program in 1972 that had
posted a 7-25 record over
the previous three years.
Claiborne's Maryland
teams have been 77-37-3
over the past decade,
with three Atlantic Coast
Conference titles and
seven bowl appearances.
This season's 4-6-1 mark
was his first losing
season.
The 53-year -old
Claiborne conceded that
the Kentucky job would
be a challenge, "but if I
didn't think I Was up to it

In addition to his losing
record, Curci was
plagued by a series of
highly publized off-thefield incidents involving
his players.
"What happened in the
past is water under the
dam," Claiborne said. "I
had nothing to do with
those things. I only look
forward to the future."
Claiborne told the
Athletics Board that he
wants to recruit players
who are not only good
athletes but good citizens
as well.
"I will make no predictions to you people,"
Claiborne told the board.
"But we are going to produce a program that
everyone justifiably can
be proud of.
Claiborne will be paid
$50,000 a year, with a free
hand to negotiate television and radio contracts
that could be worth four
times that much.
UK Athletic Director
Cliff Hagan, who chaired
a search committee that
recommended Claiborne,
said his experience was
an overriding factor in
his selection.
However, Hagan said
Claiborne's strong
character and clean
record as a coach, with no
FRIENDLY VISIT — New Wildcat coach Jerry Claiborne
investigations in 20 years visited with Murray State football coach Frank Beamer (left)
(right)
as a head coach, were during the summer.- Beamer was both a player and graduate
also important.

assistant under Claiborne's coaching direction. The two will occassionally be knocking heads, according to Beamer, not on the
field, but in the race to recruit the state's top athletes.

Beamer Has Mixed Emotions About Claiborne's New Job
When the announcement came that the University
of Kentucky had hired Jerry Claiborne as its new
football coach, Murray State's Frank Beamer had
somewhat mixed emotions about the appointment.
Beamer, Racer head football coach, was at one
time coached by Claiborne (at Virginia Tech) and
in 1972 he joined Claiborne as a graduate assistant
at Maryland.
The two are very close friends with a great deal of
admiration and respect for each other.
However, both are competitors in the same line of
work, in the same state, and now both will lie
fighting for some of the same recruits.
-In one regard we (Murray State) are in on some
kids who would have a chance to play for Kentucky," Beamer said. The Racer staff is currently
in the middle of the recruiting season, coaxing topnotch players to choose Murray over, well, the
University of Kentucky for instance.

Covering
All Fields

Alt

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

And if anyone knows how tough the recruiting war
with Kentucky will be in the future,it's Beamer.
"He's very much a competitor," Beamer pointed
out. "I'm definitely pleased for him that he got the
job there. I've always felt very close to him to the
point where I've never accepted a coaching position
where I didn't talk it over with him and get his opi-
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nion on the situation. His advice carries a lot of
stock with me," the Racer coach admitted.
Beamer, having just completed his first year as
head coach at MSU, described the type of person
Claiborne is and joked about some life-changing advice Claiborne once offered him.
"He's the kind of guy who doesn't always tell you
what you want to hear, but he'll tell you what he
thinks.'
"I remember once right after I got out of college
and the Roanoke(Va.) Buckskins, a semi-pro football team, was just getting started. They were looking for some local talent so I said to myself,'Hey,
maybe here's a semi-pro baH team looking for a
player like me. I'll see what coach (Claiborne)
thinks about it."
Beamer said Claiborne's advice was to find a good
paying job with long term employment — not semipro football.

NEW YORK (AP) —
Ken Anderson of Cincinnati, the National Football League's top-rated
quarterback, heads the
American Football Conference Pro Bowl squad
announced today.
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The San Diego
Chargers and the Kansas
City Chiefs each had five
players picked for the
team, which will play the
NFC squad in Honolulu
Jan.31.
Anderson was one of
four Bengals chosen in
balloting by the AFC's
head coaches and NFL
Players Association
meirt*Es. Other teams
with four representatives
included the Denver
Broncos, the Houston
Oilers and the NPV/ York

"He gave me some pretty good career advice,"
Beamer laughed, "He obviously knew more about
my playing ability than I thought I did."
With Claiborne moving into Kentucky the state
will have at least two coaches with faith in the split6 defense. Claiborne utilized it at Virginia Tech
where Beamer became a player,student and strong
believer in the defensive alignment.
Also with Claiborne moving into Kentucky, the
possibility exists that Beamer might be tempted to
join his former coach's staff in Lexington.
According to_ Beamer,. however, the possibility is
remote.
"We haven't talked about It or anything. And right
now I don't think I'd go," Beamer said.
Right now Beamer and the rest of his staff are trying to untangle the recent recruiting rule changes
and gain at least verbal committments from the sea
of high school talent.
New recruiting wrinkles this year include the
absence of the Ohio Valley Conference letter-ofintent that used to prevent recruits from jumping to
another school in the OVC once they signed with one
OVC school.
Since the conference letter signing date usually
preceded the national signing date, the conference
coaches would have some indication of whom they
could depend on to sign with them. Now, Beamer
explains,there is only one signing date — February
10 — and only verbal committments bind a
recruited athlete until he signs.
"It used to be we could sign someone to a conference letter and then clear out others in that same
position. We at least had some idea of who would be
signing with us at a certain position. Now, all we
have is a verbal committment and we have to keep
recruiting the same guys in case we don't get our
first choice, second, third or whatever," Beamer
said.
The Racer coach agreed to the principle that there
should be one signing date, but said it should be
earlier in the year to prevent schools from having to
recruit longer and thus spend more money.
He pointed out that one of the reasons for the extended date was to protect the athletes, who may
need extra time to decide which school to attend.
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Holmes, Cooney Fight In March

Heavyweights Await Horizon
;.;

NEW YORK (AP) —
"There's somebody on
the horizon to take Larry
Holmes," says the World
Boxing Council
heavyweight champion,
"I'm getting the *opportunity to shut up more
mouths."
Thelsomebody is Gerry
Cooney. The horizon is
March 15, when Cooney
will become the 12th man
to try to dethrone
Holmes.
The pertinent information about the CooneyHolmes bout already was
known, but the two
unbeaten fights got
together Wednesday at a
news conference to kick
off the promotional campaign for a fight at
Caesars Palace in Las
Vegas, Nev., in which
each reportedly will
receive 610 million and
which stands to gross
more money than any
bout in history.
It is a fight which has
all the ingredients needed
for a big event — two

unbeaten boxers, age vs.
youth, age vs. experience, and enough
questions to be answered
to make any fight fan
drool in anticipation.
Dennis Rappoport, who
manages Cooney with
Mike Jones, pointed out
the age difference —
Cooney is 25, Holmes 32.
"Gerry's young, but he's
not smarter," said
Holmes.
"My prediction is to
win," said Cooney who
will go into the fight with
just 3 minutes,43 seconds
of actual fighting in 17
months. The 6-foot-5
power puncher knocked
out Ron Lyle at 2:49 of the
first round Oct. 25, 1980,
then ran his record to 250, with 21 knockouts, by
knocking out Ken Norton
at 54 seconds of the first
round May 11.
Won't the fact that
many of his fights have
ended early adversely affect him if he doesn't get
to Holmes early, Cooney
was asked?

"I hope when I get
through, and I come to a
press conference like
this, you'll ask me the
same question," replied
Cooney.
Contending that Cooney
has gained his No.1 ranking by both the WBC a
the World Boxing
Association against
generally weak opposition and has kept it with
only the Norton fight this
year, Holmes said. "This
is a justice fight," said
Holmes. "Wherever
Cooney is today, we all
know he doesn't deserve
to be there."
"I promise you. I promise myself," said
Holmes when asked if he
thought he would knock
out Cooney. "No prediction (on a specific round),
but he's a 6-round
fighter."
Holmes has defended
the title four times beginning Oct. 2, 1980, when he
stopped Muhammad All
after 10 rounds. He then
outpointed Trevor Ber-

bick, knocked out Leon
Spinks in 3 and stopped
Renaldo Snipes in 11. But
he was knocked down in
the seventh round by
Snipes.
"I don't like to talk this
way,tut if I was Snipes,
Holm
wouldn't be
cha ion any more,"
Cooney.
"How many of our
great champions haven't
been knocked down and
gotten up and rallied to
win," said Eddie Futch,
Holmes' chief trainer.
"That is a test of a champion."
Tickets for the fight;
which will have
worldwide television
coverage, will be scaled
feom $600 down to $50 and
went on sale Wednesday,
according to Bob
Halloran, corporate
director of sports of for
Caesars World. There
will be closed-circuit
television in the United
States and Canada, with
home pay TV available in
some areas.

'Dallas' Scheduled Opposite
New Year's Bowl Games
An APSports Analysis
By LARR YSIDDONS
APSports Writer
Can Jock beat J.R?
More to the point, how
will he match up against
the burly players from
Clemson, Nebraska, Pittsburgh and Georgia?
The multimillion-dollar
answers will be provided
New Year's night in a
classic television confrontation between soapopera drama and the battle for college football's
national title.
CBS,the only one of the
three major networks
without a primetime bowl
game to call its own

Jan.1, has decided to bring out its big gun —
"Dallas" — to try to win
the ratings war.
Starting at 9 p.m. EST
that Friday night, it will
reveal the fate of Jock
Ewing, the patriarch of
the Texas oil clan loved,
hated and religiously
followed by millions of
viewers. Jim Davis, the
actor who played Jock
during the series' first
three seasons, died last
spring, and the role has
been reduced to offcamera telephone calls
from Washington and
South America so far this
year.

Presumably, many of
those "Dallas" watchers,
who tuned in in record
numbers to find out who
shot J.R. Ewing two
years ago, are also football fans. It should make
for some frantic dialswitching from the soap
opera on CBS, to topranked Clemson and No.4
Nebraska in the Orange
Bowl (NBC), to No.2
Georgia and No.10 Pitt in
the Sugar Bowl(ABC).

The ratings are in from
the the first one-on-one of
the season between network college basketball
telecasts, with CBS scoring a surprising victory
over NBC.
The A.C. Nielsen Co.
said the Kentucky-Ohio
• • OOOOOO
State game on CBS
received a 4.3 rating and
(Continued From Page 8)
In the secondary, the
Wide receiver James starting cornerbacks a 13 share, compared
Lofton of Green Bay and were Oakland's Lester with a 4.1 rating and 13
defensive tackle Randy Hayes and Pittsburgh's share for the UCLA-Notre
White of Dallas were the Mel Blount, backed by Dame telecast on NBC. A
leading vote-getters in Gary Babaro of Kansas rating is the ercentage
evisi
sets
the NFC, while New City and Donnie Shell of of tota
that
ere
tuned
to
a
England guard John Han- Pittsburgh at safeties.
show, while the share is
nah topped the AFC
Pat McInally of Cincin- the percentage of sets in
balloting.
nati will handle the AFC's use tuned to a particular
The NFC leads the AFC punting, while Nick
in the series, 7-4, in- Lowery of Kansas City program.
Both games were
cluding victories in six of does the place-kicking
played Saturday afterthe past seven games.
and Carl Roaches of
Picked with Anderson Houston takes kick noon, Dec.6, with the
for the AFC's starting returns.
backfield were Houston's
The rest of the NFC
Earl Campbell, the con- starting offensive lineup
ference's leading rusher, included Mike Kenn of
and Kansas City's Joe Atlanta and Pat Donovan
Delaney. The starting of Dallas, tackles; Herb
wide receivers were Scott of Dallas, guard,
Denver's Steve Watson and Rich Saul of Los
and Buffalo's Frank Angeles, center. On
•
Lewis, with San Diego's defense, the starters
Kellen Winslow at tight were Lee Roy Selmon of
end.
Tampa Bay and Ed Jones
. On the offensive line, of Dallas, ends; Doug
the voters picked Pitt- English of Detroit,
sburgh's Mike Webster at tackle; Lawrence Taylor
center, Hannah and San and Harry Carson of the
Diego's Doug Wilkerson New York Giants and
at guards and the Jets' Matt Blair of Minnesota,
Marvin Powell and Cin- linebackers; Ronnie Lott
cinnati's Anthony Munoz of San Francisco and
at tackles.
Roynell Young of
The starting defensive Philadelphia, cornerline has the Jets' Mark backs, and Gary Fencik
Gastineau and Joe of Chicago and Nolan
Klecko at ends, with San Cromwell of Los Angeles,
Diego's Gary Johnson safeties.
Reg. $599.95
and Miami's Bob
Rafael Septien of
Baumhower at tackles. Dallas will be the NFC's
Sole
Linebackers picked to place-kicker. Tom
start were Robert Brazile Skladany of Detroit will
of Houston, Ted Hen- do the punting, and
dricks of Oakland and Washington's Mike
Jack Lambert of Pitt- Nelms will run back
sburgh.
kicks.

All Pro ..

UCLA-Notre Dame game
starting at 2 p.m. EST
and the Kentucky-Ohio
State game getting
underway at 2:30 p.m.
The half-hour lead time
apparently did not help
NBC's numbers, and
neither did a distinct difference in the locations
used by the two networks
for their primary
cameras. On NBC, the
viewer was at courtside;
on CBS, he was in the
cheap seats.
NBC, which has
covered NCAA basketball
for several years, kept its
camera angles low, accentuating the height of
the players and the power
of their jump shots and
rebounds. CBS,in its first
year of NCAA telecasts,
had to take its firimary shots from high up in St.
John's Arena in Columbus, Ohio, showing offensive and defensive patterns clearly but missing
much of the finesse of the
game.
The next time the two
networks' college ba'sketball schedules clash is
Jan.9, when CBS airs
either San FranciscoSouth Carolina against
Nor4h Carolina-Virginia
on NBC.
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Taylor Travels Far
For Love Of Baseball

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Editor's Note: A majority of the information for
the following article was obtained from a profile by
Louis Lichtl, sports editor for the West Los Angeles
College Oiler.
•••
It doesn't take a geography major to figure out it's
a long way from Murray to Los Angeles. But to
Murrayan Bruce Taylor, the cross-continent trip is
merely a step in his baseball career.
Taylor, a Murray High graduate, is currently
enrolled in the West Los Angeles College winter
baseball program and according to the profile article by Lichtl, he's doing quite well in Southern
California.
Although the Westsiders' regular season won't
begin until spring, Taylor and the rest of the WLAC
squad is involved with an active winter workout
schedule which includes competition against such
opponents as the Cincinnati Reds prep team, and
minor league teams of the San Francisco Giants,
Seattle Mariners and Milwaukee Brewers.
Also, the Westsiders, a junior college squad, play
such four-year schools as UCLA and Pepperdine
University.
Two factors bearing on Taylor's decision to attend
WLAC were the coach, Art Harris, who has a
reputation as one of the top junior college coaches
in America, and the ability to play,baseball almost
year-round while attending schoiir
Another factor drawing Taylor across the Rockies
was the-prospect of either a scholarship to a fouryear school or a possible pro offer.
Taylor,a catcher and first baseman, has also seen
duty as designated hitter. Thus far he's maintained
better than .320 at the plate with 13 RBIs.
Against the Reds' farm team, Taylor collected a
clutch triple that prodded his Westside teammates
into an upset rout.
So how did a youngster from rural Kentucky wind
up a highly touted ball player in Culver City,
California?
It wasn't easy, but Taylor made the most of the
opportunities available. .
As a MHS junior, Taylor participated on the.
Culver City American Legion squad, coached by
Dave Rubseman. After returning to graduate from
MHS,Taylor ,,gain played ball in Culver City for his
second season.
Harris took notice of the budding ballplayer after
the Murrayan led Culver City to a district championship with his .758 slugging percentage and
team-leading .3P5 batting average. He also led the
squad with 17 doubles.
• Culver City's American Legion team travelled
across the western United States, participating in
tournaments in Wyoming, Colorado and Utah. It
was in the Laramie American Legion Invitational
Tourney that Taylor's light shined brightest.
Blasting a .400 tourney average and knocking in
eight runs, Taylor was honored as the catcher on
the All Tournament team.
After the summer season ended, Taylor was invited by Harris to join the WLAC ranks. He readily
accepted.

BRUCE TAYLOR
Harris, who has high expectation, !, Li, K. t .
tucky traveller, hasn't been disappointed et bat
he may have to come up with n rod rind a nun to
keep Taylor on the west coast
"I really enjoy, playing ball out here and pia% tog
against very good competition, Tiy(or mentii in N in
Lichtl's article. "California is a lot different from
Kentucky, though, and takes some adjustii:e West
LA. has a good academic program n arid a fine
baseball team, but I miss the folks and friends
in Kentucky,as well as the good hunting a:e!
I've been accustomed to there
A.few Murrayans miss Taylor as eli. to, luding
his high school coach Cary Miller.
'Bruce could hit a ton and he was .1 2;'-‘ 1.•fi.r
H,• ;4;,
sive player as well,- Miller remembil
a three-year leader on my squads het•,t
vl ut ía
High and he was as good a conLiet iot!.'u .t
ever had here. He could hit with niiwer.1•,0
Some of Miller's fondest meinorws of1n iar ft
baseman and catcher come from the 1!0..
when Taylor hit .377 as a sophomore arid
helped propell MHS to the state 11111111.1 op:awn
During that season Taylor was named t. t!,. all
state team.
Taylor's junior year saw him hit 338 with
and three homers, pacing the Tigers to a 22-4
season. His senior yea hi •..a...Leraged dqua..t shuhtl.%
to .318 129 for 1 with ' RBIs and or:. I
s
The Taylor years at M S saw the s h.
tri three
district and regional eha ipmnstuy., t ,t,, ,t.testate
position and one state runner ap slot.
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iStudents Make Lists For Santa
Maxine Burkeen's first
graders at Southwest
Elementary School wrote
the following letters to
Santa Claus.

See you soon.

friend Timmy Lax.

Dear Santa,
I wou like a Ramp
Power Bike, tape
recorder, a Rubik cube, a
Dear Santa,
Dukes of Hazard race
My name is Matthew. I track, tapes, Dukes of
want Books and hamp- Hazard record player,
ster and a dog. I go to and a system 80 machine.
Southwest School.
I go to Southwest School.
See you soon. Chris W.
Dear Santa,
My name is Michael Dear Santa,
Ruddle. I want a
My name is Johnnie. I
basketball-and Hazard would like Rubik cube,
race-z track. Your-fried Tape recorber, and
is Michael
Master Caster. I go to
Southwest school. See you
Dear Santa,
soon.
My name is Jason Carroll I want a rubik's cube Dear Santa,
and a Dukes of Hazard
My name is Brian. I
race track, and some wou like lectric Trans
bullets, for my 22 rifle my Am, a Stomper 4x4,
your friend Jason Car- Tonka buggy, and a Hot
roll.
Wheels race track. I go to
Southwest School. See
Dear Santa,
you soon.
My name is Jason. How
are you? I would like Dear Santa,
patrol Bike, Mickey
My name is Leigh. I
Mouse Viewer, electric would like a Rubik Cube,
guitar, sleeping bag and a makeup set, a Barbie
Dukes of Hazard race Doll, a seaweed, a book,
track. I go to Southwest and a tape recorder. I go
school. See you soon.
to Southwest school. See
you soon.
Dear Santa,
I would like an air jam- Dear Santa,
mer car, Tonka jeep
My name is Jay P. I
stomper race track and I would like a tape
go to Southwest Jay recorder and remote conRoeger, School. See you trol Duke car. I go to
soon.
Southwest school. See you
soon.
Dear Santa,
My name is Adam. How Dear Santa,
are you? I would like a
My name is Doug Bell I
tape recorder Rubik want-a rubik's cube
Cube, Dukes of Dukes hazard race trac I
Hazadrace Baboon Ball go to Southwest School.
Gimme Five, and Your friend Doug
Chicago Bears uniform. I
go to Southwest school. Dear Santa,
My name is Eric
Johnson I want a rubik's
cube, bike, basketball
your friend Eric Johnson
I go to Southwest School

arra

May the old fashioned delights of Christmas
make yours a wonderful holiday.
Our sincere thanks for your friendship.

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Freed Cotham Co.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
Established in 1937
753-8181
S.

Dear Santa,
My name is Lori Dunn I
want a rubik's cube, tape
recorder, bike, basketball, skates, your friend
Lori Dunn I Go To
Southwest School. Your
friend
Dear Santa,
My name is Melissa
Dyer I want a mini bake
Oven, tape recorder,
Skates, Doll, ball. I go to
southwest school. Your
friend Melissa Dyer
Dear Santa,
My name is timothy I
want a gun And a Dukes
of Hazard car your friend
Timothy Dixon.
Dear Santa,
My name is Emily
Mahan I want - a rubik's
cube, mini bake oven and
skates. I go to Southwest
your friend Emily Mahan..
Deer.Santa,
My name is Timmy
Lax. I want-a Dukes of
Hazard race track, and a
Flippo potamus I go to
Southwest School. your

barnbuster, and Snoopey.
I go to Southwest school.
See you soon.

Dear Santa,
My name is Sheri
Cooper. I want a doll and Dear Santa
My name is Mina I
rubik's cube I go to
Southwest School. Your would like a doll, Rubik
cube game and a dog.
friend Sheri
Dear santa,
My name is Brooks,
Underwood I want a
rubik's cube some skates,
and bike, your friend
Brooks, I go to Southwest
School.

Dear Santa,
My name is Trent. I
would a stomper. I would
like violin. I would like
My mom to git a ring.
Dear Santa
My name is annie. I
would like a am Radio,
Baby.

Dear Santa,
My name is Jason Hale
I want a rubik's cube and
skates. I go to Southwest Dear Santa,
School. your friend Jason
I would like A Diesel
track. My name is Bobby.
Hale
I go to Southwest school.
See you soon.
Dear Santa,
My name is Courtney
$
Sherron I want a bike And Dear Santa,
My name is Troy Barn
rubik's cube. I go to
Southwest school. your Buser.
friend is Courtney
Dear Santa
Dear Santa,
I would like a b-b Gun a
:4
My name is Buffy stomper set and skates
Waldrop I want a doll, and a Duke car. My name
bike, monkey, and tape is David
recorder, play gun, you
friend Buffy Waldrop. I Dear Santa
•$‘
go to Southwest school.
My name is Shana I
- r11
would like a Skates
Rubiks cube Orange
Dear Santa
SI
My name is Angela. I Blossom.
want book's barbie doll
and stapler I go to South Dear Santa
West School. your friend,
My name is Jeanne' I
would like a doll book apAngela
ple candy boll Mom want
•
•h
I
a watch daddy want a
Dear Santa
I
My name is Roger ring.
'ti
V.% • •
Wallace I want a Dukes of
%
•
t
•
Hazard race track. I go to Dear Santa
•
r" I
•
My name is stacey I
Southwest School. your
1
would like a doll and I
friend Roger
woud like mom to have a
•
Ring and I woud like my
Dear Santa, 4
‘11
I want a tape recorder, dad to have a Ring to go
basketball, your friend to my dad. From Stacey
Kevin I go Southwest
•
To Santa
School.
First grade students of Dear Santa
Eupal Underwood at My name is Scott I would
Southwest Elementary like a Rubiks cube Wishing you all the
School wrote the follow- airplane Luke Doll Dukes
happiness this holy
ing letters to Santa Claus. of Hazard Barn Bustert
holiday can bring.
Stmper.
ay
your Christ
Dear Santa,
Dear
Santa
be
brightened by
My name is Becky. I
•)
My mame is Brian I
would like a doll house
our
thanks.
would like a Stomper I
and Makeup set.
%fr. 01141 Mfrs. COI•11111,
41Y, Tense &
would like a ring for Mon
sauce rant in thank ems-vane f
along o••• basuarss a arrest. r
Dear Santa
ape to see all of rm. Ix the coos
My name is Rebecca. I Dear Santa,
aaway
dBless You .411.
My name is Amy Scott I .r
would like a train car,
would
like
a
Radio
dool
10514. 3rd
games, Books, skates,
.-q
II It ,
753-1502
playkeys, merry Rubik's cub and A toy
rubbit Magic Markers
christrnas.
Apple
Dear Santa,
To Santa
My name is Kila Harp. Dear Santa
I would like to get a violi.
My name is Misty I
would like a hresh and
Dear Santa,
Fancy and and a Rubik's
I would like a Dukes of Cube My mom would like
Hazard race track, a Ring and My dad would
Stomper 4x4, Baseball like a Necklace
My
bat, ball, and Rubik cube. brother would like a John
My name is Rodney. I go Deere Tractor
to Southwest School. See
you soon.
Dear Santa,
-MyiatheTs Michael
Dear Santa,
would like a train
My name is Chris D. I
would like a Big Detour Dear Santa,
4:111
set, Hulk, Punching bag,
My Name is Rick. I
Army set, prehistoric I would like a Rubiks cube
world set, sno-cone and a Dukes of Hazard
maker, wrist Racer, Barn Buster and Book's
Head-to-Head football, stomper and pen
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... and to
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"...And the glory of
the Lord shall be
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U.S. May Support Anti-Israeli Resolution

Sets Bond

UNITED NATIONS
(AP) - The United
States is expected to support a Syrian resolution
in the Security Council
declaring Israel's annexation of the Golan Heights
"null and void" and caning on the Jewish state to
reverse its action.
A Western council
source said the U.S.
delegation was awaiting
instructions from
Washington on how to
vote, but "there seems to

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— Bond was set Wednesday at $250,000 for
William K. Thomas of
Dayton, accused of
murder in connection
with the weekend van
ramming of a crowd in a
parking lot in which one
man died.
Judge Tim Nolan,
Campbell District Court,
set the high bond because
of the seriousness of the
crime. Thomas had been
held without bond.
Police Capt. Ricky
Huck said Allan T. King,
23, Newport, died of head.
injuries after he was run
over by a van in the parking lot of the New Tr -City
Yacht Club on Saturday.
Thomas has pleaded innocent to murder and
several misdemeanor
charges.

On December 3-6, eight Murray High School
students attended the state YMCA United Nations
Assembly at Lexington, Kentucky. Representing
more than thirty schools, more than 400 students
debated international issues using the device of role
playing as member nations of the U.N. Murray
represented Iran and proposed bills from the
perspective of the Iranian government.
Those students attending the assembly were (lit
row)Scott Turner,Doug Tutt, Craig Crawford,(2nd
row) Jeremy White, Matt Harrington,Steve Bllvin,
(3rd row) Charles Cella, and Keith Fain. These
students were accompanied by the Rev. Jerrel
White and Kent Barnes,advisor to the Murray High
School Hi-Y Club.

Mayor-Elect Free Of Action
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A successful
mayoral candidate who
acknowledged delivering
180 half-gallons of milk
and 180 loaves of bread to
Grayson residents on
election day is free of any
action by the Kentucky
Registry of Election
Finance.
The panel declined
Wednesday to hear a
complaint against
Grayson Mayor-elect
Frank Prater.
Officials did not say
there was no violation of
election law. They merely threw up their hands,
declaring they had no
jurisdiction.
John Craig, the panel's
executive director, said
Wednesday that the question possibly involves a
candidate giving
something in return for
votes, but that cities of
the third to sixth class are
exempt from enforcement powers granted to
the registry.
George Clark Jr., an
opponent of Prater in the
non-partisan mayor's
race, filed the complaint.
Prater won the contest by
35 votes.
The winner had related
that he delivered the
groceries to the houses of
residents, with unsigned
cards attached asking the
people to vote for him and

others.
The registry also
dismissed a complaint by
Rep. Archie Romines, DLouisville, against
William Lile, the
Republican opponent who
defeated him in the 27th
District at Louisville.
Basically, Romines
contended that Lilee had
told faslehoods about hqw.—
he handled his dutie-s—as a
House member, and
Romines responded to the
alleged untruths.
Romines also complained that posters
boosting Lile indicated he
was a state representative when that was not
so.
The registry concluded
essentially that nothing in
Romines' complaints
alleged any violation of
campaign finance regulations.
A complaint by William
C. Main against Rep.
Jerry Lundergen, DLexington, that the incumbent promoted a proposed community
hospital in the district for
political purposes also
was dismissed.
The registry concluded
that Lundergan has been
pushing for the new
hospital in the area long
before he sought reelection and that the flyer
which he distributed did
not ask for money or

votes.
The registry also went
through the list of 31 candidates around the state
who did not file their
necessary papers with
the panel either 32 days
before the Nov. 5 election
or 12 days afterward as
required, or were late in
ioing so.
Craig said 16 paid
penalties and did not appear, two showed up and
were fined, two caSes
were deferred to the next
meeting and the remainder of the candidates were fined in
their absence.
The fines amounted to
$10 daily for each delinquent day.
Craig said there the two
deferrals involved apparently valid reasons for
delinquency.

be a broad measure of
agreement" on the revised Syrian draft.
The first draft ot the
Syrian resolution would
!nye required the council
to "take necessary
measures:: meaning
sanctions,if Israel did not
comply. Since the United
States was considered
certain to veto any call
for sanctions, Syria
amended the draft to provide that the council
would "consider taking

At the same time,
management and directors said they opposed a
bid by Wallace G. Wilkinson of Lexington to buy
50.1 percent of United
Kentucky's stock. Wilkinson has offered to buy at
least half of the bank's
stock at $25 a share, corn-

we are against this annexation."
On the other side of the
U.N. buffer zone
separating Syrian and
Israeli forces on the
disputed plateau, the
vapor trails of two Israeli
reconnaissance jets were
the only outward sign of
military activity following Israel's annexation
Monday of most of
Syria's southernmost
province.
Although Israel rein-

forced its border forces.
-the state of alert for;
Syria's military appears
to be completely normal," a well-informed
Western diplomat in
Damascus said. "Syria
appears to be.going the
diplomatic and political
route, but this could
change quickly with little
advanced warning."
The Israeli parliament
approved a government
proposal Monday to extend Israeli law.

Firemen Continue Fight Against Barge Fire
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - Firefighters
were to launch another
effort today to extinguish
an Ohio River gasoline
barge that has been
engulfed in flames for
eight days.
The river was open to
one-way traffic Wednesday and there was no
backup of barge tows,
said Coast Guard Petty
Officer Bill Ball. The
firefighters had extinguished the fire Tuesday, but it erupted again,
through a crack in the
side of the barge, igniting

fumes over about 10 feet
of water to the shore and
engulfing trees, bushes
and dry leaves on the
bank.
The fire on shore was
brought under control. in
a half hour, but the barge
continued to burn and a
weary member of the
Coast Guard team
acknowledged, "We're
back to square one."
"You can beat down a
lot of the fire, and then
the next minute you have
to pull back," Coast
Guard Cmdr. Anthony
Alejandro said. "Then it

Bruce Brown has
testified that. he collided
with the Fort Dearborn
because the other tow
was too close to his side of
the river when it rounded
the bend.
Capt. Michael Ehrler
told a Coast Guard hearing he had arranged to
pass the Fort Dearborn in
a radio conversation with
its pilot shortly before the
collision.
But when the two tows
came within view of each
other, the Fort Dearborn
was too far over on his
side, Ehrler said,"I don't

think the man should
have been where he
was."
He said the Bruce
Brown engines were
reversed and a general
alarm sounded when the
other tow came in view,
and that the Bruce Brown
was barely moving when
they collided.
Ehrler said his towboat
had no steering problems
or other difficulties
before the collision, and
that rudder linkage problems that were repaired
the evening after the accident.
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In one instance, the
candidate was in a
hospital after a heart attack during the time for
the filings.
In the other, Alvin
Davis of Martin County is
in jail, charged with the
shooting and wounding of
an opponent in the
sheriff's race.
The registry also issued
a list of 28 candidates who
did not file campaign
reports 30 days after the
election or whose reports
were late.

pared with about $22 per United Kentucky," Marshare in a stock transac- shall said in a letter to
tion involving a Liberty- shareholders.
Marshall said a merger
United Kentucky mmer.
with Liberty would inUnited Kentucky Chair- volve all stock, and not
man and President the 50.1 percent of stock
Leonard B. Marshall Jr. sought by Wilkinson, and
said the proposed merger would be non-taxable.
with Liberty should
The merger "would en"materially enhance the
sure that your company
potential for increased remains with a
growth and profitabili- predominantly local
ty."
ownership and retains a
"Mr. Wilkinson has diversified shareholder
failed to make specific base," Marshall said.
comment on the positive
The Wilkinson offer for
future impact of his pro- 396,000 shares expires
spective ownership of Jan.7 unless extended.

flares up again, and it's
all exactly the same —
except you're minus 1,000
gallons (of extinguishers)."
The barge was in the
tow of the towboat Fort
Dearborn, which crashed
with the tow of the Bruce
Brown Dec. 9 as the two
attempted to pass at a
bend 75 river miles
downstream from
Louisville.
A fire on a barge carrying 21,000 barrels of
diesel fuel was extinghished Friday.
The captain of the
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Automatic
Electronic
Flash
Key Features:
Compact
Auto Range 19"to 12'
Built-1n Hot Shoe
_Ready Light
Open Flash Button
Guide Number 23(ASA25),
46(ASA 100)

Support For Merger Urged
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — United Kentucky
Inc.'s management and
directors have urged the
bank's 2,500 shareholders
to support a plan for
merging with Liberty National Bank & Trust Co.

necessary measures'
In the Golan Heights,
Arabs began the second
day of a general strike
that shut down shops,
schools and services on
the disputed plateau
overlooking Northern
Israel.
Suleiman Kanj Abu
lah, a Moslem elder in
e Golan town of Majdel
Shams, said the threeday strike was designed
to let the Israeli government and the world know
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Lyman Performs Several Routines

Dancer Provides Lively Evening
1;

By Kathy Charles
M.S.U. Dance Instructor
Those who came Friday evening to the M.S.
U. Theatre production of
"Peggy Lyman Dances"
were in for a lively evening of modern dance.
Lyman's solo concert included a variety of
numbers, both comic,
abstract and dramatic,
from a span of almost forty years of modern dance
choreography.
The piece that seemed
to be the favorite of the
audience was "Stalkings,
or One Size Fits All,"
choreographed by Janet
Eilber. In this comic
dance Lyman dances in
and out of a pair of pantyhose. She begins the

piece under a spotlight at
center stage, as it were,
modeling the pantyhose
by tantalizing us with the
sleek long line of her legs.
(Lyman is over 5'10"
tall.)
On closer look the audience becomes aware of
the fact that her hands
and forearms are caught
inside the top of the stockings. At this point the audience hears an M.C.'s
voice as he announces a
contestant in a beauty
pageant. The tape continues with exerpts from
t.v. commercials for
make-up, pantyhose and
other "essential" items
for "the beautiful
woman." Trying to

Tobacco Prices Increase
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky's
burley tobacco markets
moved 15,114,967 pounds
of leaf Wednesday for an
average price of $181.49.
The Federal-State
Market Service said the
ge was up 15 cents

from Tuesday's auctions.
Sales for the season in
Kentucky now total
343,573,727 pounds for
$620,167,147, an average
of $180.50 per hundredweight, the service
said.

remove the stockings
develops into a struggle
with a comic tangling of
dancer and prop (or
who's stalking whom?)
Ultimately she frees
herself from the stockings and collaiAes prone
on the floor, only, on second thought, to dash
back to the stockings and
stuff them madly into her
mouth as if eating them.
The message underlying
these comic actions is a
rebellion against the
stereotyped image (continually provoked by
advertisng( which explains what beauty is in a
woman, and what a
woman must do to
"become beautiful" and
acceptable in our society
today.
Lyman's final selection
as -Waltz," choreographed by Jan Van Dyke. To
the grand symphonic
sounds of Johann Strauss'
The Blue Danube Lyman
stood — and remained
motionless for several
minutes. The music
swelled and flowed
through the theatre,

through the ears of the
audience, but there was
no movement onstage.
Later,slowly, her arms
began to ascend from her
sides and later still her
feet began similar sustained and minimal
movements. With the
waltz soaring on and on
arousing images in our
heads of the belle of the
ball dancing with large
gracefully sweeping
movements across the
floor — there was Peggy.
No skirt and no free flowing large movements, but
dancing primarily with
stationary movements
executed with restraint
and control. Even so,
Lyman was not totally denying the waltz.
One noticed her
uplifted head, the
elegant, proud carriage
of her torso and grace in
all parts of her body.
Because her movements
were "close to" but not
"equal to" the imagery
created by the title, the
music itself, and past experiences of "waltz," the
audience had to deal with
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what amounted to a
fascinating and strking
paradox. Their responses
to this dichotomy were
varied going from delight
and laughter to frustration and boredom.
Other prominent pieces
on the program were
"Iris" and "The
Desperate Heart."
Lyman's virtuosity was
most clearly presented in
"Iris" (choreography by
Peter Sperling) which
depicts four scenes about
a character named Iris.
-The Desperate Heart"
the oldest work in the concert choreographed in
1943 by Valerie Bettis,
SOUTHWEST VISITOR — Paul Bouchereau,meteorologist of WPSD Channel
proved to be the most
news,
examined weather charts drawn by Southwest sixth grader Micheal Matdramatic work of the
tingly during a recent visit to the school. Mattingly said he draws thejcharts
evening.
Lyman presented a following each broadcast. Bouchereau said the charts were done with amazing
notable concert in which accuracy.
her artistic and technical
talents shown brightly.
This reviewer however
would like to see that
same more-than-able
body dare to let go of
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
Groups sponsoring the is a part, contain direcsome of its technical vir( AP) — A desegregation statement were the state tives for the integration
tuosity to show a more plan for Kentucky
State chapter of the National of faculty, staff and stupersonal commitment to University needs some Association for Advance- dent bodies at the other
her message.
improvements before it is ment of Colored People, seven state-supported
submitted for federal the National Conference universities, which are
government scrutiny, ac- of Christians and Jews, predominantly white.
The council's decision
cord' g to several civil Southern Leadership
righ ropps.
Conference, Louisville will go to Brown for his
Statk Sen. Georgia Urban League, Kentucky endorsement before it is
Power
D-Louisville, Commission on Human sent to federal officials
spokesman for the civil Rights and the Lincoln for final action by Jan.15.
"We urge Gov. Brown
LOUISVILLE, Ky. rights organizations, Foundation.
and
the council to
AP) — The Salvation Ar- read a statement
The OCR notified Kenmy said it has stopped Wednesday commending tucky last Jan.15 that it strengthen the plan for
taking requests for help the state Council on must produce a statewide desegregation at each of
during this Christmas Higher Education retain- desegregation program the traditionally white inseason because the ing KSU's status as a for its universities or face stitutions, with special
money isn't available, ac- four-year college, and for administrative or court emphasis on faculty
cording to community deciding not to defy the action stripping away desegregation," Mrs.
relations director U.S. Office of Civil about $60 million in Powers said.
She said there is need
Rights.
William Laity.
federal funds for higher
for
improvement in "the
The Salvation Army
-This ( changing of education.
monitoring secalready has more ap- KSU's status) would have
Federal officials said
plications on file than it produced deep divisions the program must show tion.„( which) does not
accepted last year, said in Kentucky, along racial how the universities will provide for adequate
Laity, adding that "we lines, which would have attract more black representation and reporare getting many folks taken many years to students, faculty and ting."
Mrs. Powers also said
who are unemployed or repair," Mrs. Powers staff and how KSU, a
it
would appear unfair to
laid off."
said, but added that the historically black, 95Laity said the needs "in council plan still needs year-old school, will draw provide Kentucky State
with a continuation
our community continue improvements.
more white students, budget without adto be great, yet we can on"We hope to meet soon faculty and staff.
justments for inflation
ly provide assistance to
John Y. Brown
Gov.
with
The
council,
at
a
"since
other universities
as many as we can afJr. to give him our in- meeting Dec. 3, rejected and other state programs
ford."
Mrs. Powers said. a proposal that, the will be receiving growth
Laity said that the put,"
want the governor to university be converted budgets."
-We
Salvation Army hasn't
recommendations to a two-year community
The council's recom"really turned anyone review
have."
college. It instead mendation doesn't give
away. We just sort of put that we
The recommendations adopted a plan requiring KSU additional state
them on hold. And we
more money for regents to evaluate ex- funds.
include
hope to assist all of those
"They need to start,
who applied if there is the Frankfort school or isting programs and
make reductions where replly from scratch, and
prounique
creation
of
enough money. But like
necessary.
develop an enhancement
everyone else, we can't grams either unavailable
to
the
represented
Other parts of the state plan that really improves
or
not
overspend."
The agency gives food, same extent at other desegregation plan, of the school, not just keep it
which the KSU proposal open," Mrs. Powers said.
clothing and toys to needy universities in the stata
families each year at
Christmas. The money is
raised through direct conLOUISVILE, Ky. (AP) said a staff investigation $3,000 to settle her charge
tributions and money pitched into the _traditional — The Kentucky Corn- found probable cause to that she was subjected to
Salvation Army kettles mission on Human Rights believe that discrimina- different terms and conditions of employment
outside department has.approved three con- tion occurred.
Tennessee Electric because of her race.
stores and -on street cor- ciliation agreements inArlene Mays alleged
volving discrimination denied the allegation.
ners.
In another sex that the grocery reftrzd
Last year, 3,600 charges against a Tenfamilies — about 15,000 nessee contractor, a discrimination case, the to reinstate her after her
people — were helped by Louisville grocery chain commission said that Lin- maternity leave, while
the agency, Laity said. As and a Harrodsburg da Pack charged that white employees had
Winn-Dixie Louisville been permitted to return.
of Tuesday, almost 4,000 grocery.
families had applied for
The commission said Inc. failed to hire her as a The commission said its
staff investigation found
help.
Tennessee Electric Co. meatcutter.
The company denied prbbable cause to believe
"We are sure of helping Inc., of Kingsport paid
as many families as we Faye Orr of Calvert City, any discrimination, but that discrimination ocdid last year," Laity said. $2,500 to settle her. claim following an investigation curred.
and conciliation, WinnGateway Market
"What we are a little wor- of sex discrimination,
Ms.-Orr alleged that the Dixie agreed to pay Ms. denied any discriminaried about are all the extion.
tra ones."
firm, while working at a Pack $500.
The commission said
The settlements were
Contributions are runn- construction site at
ing ahead of last year, but Paradise, laid her off as Gateway Market in Har- adopted Monday during
still about 40 percent an apprentice because of rodsburg paid a Har- the commission's
short of the $215,000 goal.
her sex. The commission rodsburg black woman meeting at Berea.

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good placesi
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem to
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all abolit — and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.

1981 Jeep Scramber
Black, lots of extras. Miles 4xxx

$8475.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
"is.

Hefter's* Ovtland 753-3079
Hostesses
leveling ring (Asst.)492-8348
Mary Nessiltoo(Ant)753-5570

753-2617
GENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Murray

Short
Of Funds

Commission Okays Agreements

WEE, \e"
WICKI—)V V E
'TVA CWIcrc
s-r
G
C.VC.LI FF

Westvaco at Wivkli fre
Joins with the
Si talents NI Faculty
at
Ballard Nleinorial High School
I ii

The Fifth Annual Television Presentation
:of
"Christmas In The Count r)"
wpsi)_Tv,( hantIci fi
rl day__ Licecin a:
.6:30 DAR
411
7

Bringing a pack full of warm
wishes for a jolly Christmas to
all the fine folk we count as
friends. It's a pleasure to
know you...thanks.-•
From

The Clinic Pharmacy
7$341102

104 N.5th
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Look At What
You Get Free
With Any Model
Amami

by Lucrece Beale

SYNOPSIS: A huge polar
bear tried to break late the
igloo where Santa,Ooaik and
Leetak were resting while ea
their way to talk to the Ice
=
When Oonik tried to
a the bear away with
Ms spear, the bear grabbed
the spear sad pulled Oosik
out et the igloo.

CHAPTER TEN
BEAR FIGHT
• Still holding the end of the
spear in his tightly locked
jaws, the great polar bear
stared in astonishment at what
he had fished out of the igloo
while Oonik, still holding his
end of the spear, stared
fearfully back.
At last Oonik gave a little
yank to free the spear from the
bear's jaw. The bear yanked
back. For a time they played a
tug of war.
Then the bear tired of it. He
reared suddenly back and tore
the spear from Oonik's hands.
Growling fiercely he dropped
the spear to the ice and
stomped it into a hundred
pieces.
Horrified, Oonik darted for
the igloo. But just as he got his
head into the tunnel the bear
snatched him up by the seat of
his pants and lumbered away
across the frozen land.
All this time Santa Claus
had been struggling to get out
of the igloo. When he saw
Oonik yanked out of the
tunnel, Santa started after
him. Unfortunately, so did
Keotuk and Keotuk was still
tied to the sled.
For a moment,sled, dog and
Santa Claus were jammed
helplessly in the tunnel.
Twisting and turning, Santa at
least managed to untie the
frantic dog from the sled. With
a glad yelp Keotuk burst out of
the tunnel and Santa, puffing
and red faced, slithered after
him just in time to see Oonik
being carried away by the seat
of his pants.
With Keotuk barking
ferociously Santa took after
Oonik. The polar bear moved

May

Only Ward Elkins Murray
Offers These Big Bonuses
•
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arkksabbyti
le amce
cuorrai;
coyoks to temperature with
*Even holds at temperature to tenderize
economy cuts of meat
•A wide range of cookmatic power levels
because different foods ,*ook best at different speeds
'Advanced memory
Remembers to
defrost, hold, start cooking by time, then
cook to temperature al the same or a difatc setting Alt with lust one
te
re(c instructions
set
Ckrn
▪ vPn remembers the time of day
time
raasc
tettisrrterrt
;)uami
can use anytime. even

The bear lumbered off carrying Oonik in his teeth.

faster. Keotuk nipped at his
heels. The polar bear began to
run. Then Keotuk ' leaped
through the air and fastened
his jaws around the bear's left
rear leg.
Furious, the bear, carrying
Oonik in his jaws and Keotuk
on his left rear leg, turned and
glared at Santa Claus who at
that very instant panted up to
him.
The bear rose on his hind
legs and prepared to bring his
crushing front paws down on
Santa but Santa cried out,
"Why don't we be friends?" and
before the bewildered bear
could come forward Santa
threw his arms and legs
around the great animal's
middle.
The beardropped to his feet
and began to run in circles.
Santa clung under his middle,
Keotuk gripped his heel, Oonik
drooped from his jaws.
Round ad round, faster and
faster, ran the polar bear. But
still Santa and Keotuk clung to
him. It never occurred to him
to drop Oonik, for he felt that it
was best to have his teeth into
something if only the seat of
his enemy's pants.

on newhome be filled

with all thejoys ofthis

In all his life he had never
known or heard of such
creatures as these. He was
King of the Polar Lands and
before him his father had been
king and before that • his
father's father and never had
any polar bear seen an enemy
he could not frighten by the
merest look.
Now the poor bear's pride
was wounded and gradually he
moved slower and slower until
at last he came to a stop and
gently dropped Oonik from his
jaws.
Santa unloosed his arms and
legs and crawled from under
the bear, Keotuk unlocked his
teeth and ran up to lick his
master. Oonik said, "Hooray! Let us
slaS- him andtwe will have food
for days to come!"
But Santa said,"No,son, for
he is -a king and [expect he too,
has been starving in this year
without summer. Let us be
friends with him and he will
help us subdue the lee King."
"How so?" asked Oonik.
"Simple," replied Santa "He
will take us to the Ice King's
tiomain."
Ni-u.i:IcA; fang at Work
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Model RR-10A

SAVE
$100

With the exclusive
ROTAWAVETM
Cooking System

REG.S599

NOWONLY
Model RRL 9TA

• ROTAWAVE(TM) Cooking System • Limited edition styling•Touchmatic
control•
Cooks by time or temperature •Ten Cookmate - Power Levels•Proven safety •
700 watts of microwave power • Stainless steel interior.

•Chriatsnas season:Thank you:

MOD.
RR-511
A $399 VALUE
• Exclusive RPTAINAVEITMi
Cooking System -a rofatmg shower
of power thal cooks better and
Ec
e
llwrsilafltrgtgriLlpglrver

NOW ONLY

modo RR BB

• Select

Fasten your seat belts and he
prepared for a dazzling new
Christians. Hope it's the hest:
The Village U.S. 641 N. Murray — 753-4000
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You Receive
3 Accessories
if

COOKING
SCHOOL

Coffee Maker A S29 95
retail value Fresh brewed
taste without cottee waste

FREE
An $89.85
Retail Value

Touchinatic Candymaker - A
$29 9f. etail v.lue Cook your
favorite candies to perfection'
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Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
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Popcorri Popper
A $2995
retail value Emoy delicious
popcorn in only 4 minutes
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The folio% ing are letters to Santa Claus wrftten by first and seeond l)ear Santa,
I love you very mach
graders at Robertson
and I wish you would get.Elenfentary School.
* going!
a Key car for my Mee to
nay
Wee
lie
and
a
mr.
sister
Leigh
Dear Santa,
1*.filre glIK
Merry Christmas I mrierophone and a
want you to get me a good pynnnix and a tram trak. net Sleet rm.:
book. I want a ring and a ,LOte,Jamie Walker
matching necklace. I like

..
,
'
'
•,,
-,

•

-

404141:'

X
:

Do
ta: I am good-ledIth,iik
mom sent yeti. fettle
Charles Aletafiffili
cookies and milk for Sin=
La, cookies will be on the
TV.Love Charles -

•

94

'
• 44.

Want a Dail Sant W
You Ban Me Wan Sent,. ,Love You Sant Pauli
,r
Cora

_

Dear Santa,
FOR FRIDAY,DECEMBER 18. 1981
I want a Dukes of
Whet kind of day will tomer,ecempto
Hazard race car set. And
row be? To find out what the (Oct. M to Nov.21) AV Atir
'my own TV. puppy And a
stars say, read the forecast You'll do your socializing Math Flash cards. Love
12113 . given for your birth Sign.
early today. Later you'll want Brock Hammat
.'
.&flfrst
:: Desi•Santa,
.'..,
E*k
grade I
to spend a quiet time with a
:- My little sister.0 ii"
ARMS
illittt tit have Tippy Toes
loved one or catch up on un- Dear Santa,
(Mar.21 to Apr.19) irdir
4finished business.
- little gilre. I,have
se may i have a little
Be less self-centered when SAGITTARIUS
Aaby tiger. From
good gilre, I *ate.s
4rititti I wish you came on
dealing with a close friend and (Nov.22toDec.21) "
your sled. But you better Bailey
ble Dollit-Pait set.#
„ .- air BoOth.
,....—.......1.....„ , , „: ..,,. ftiite to .—t
ge m
you'll have a wonderful time Socially, it's an active time, be good at Fantastic
together. Singles enjoy Resolve differences with a stocking stuffers. I want Deer Santa; * -_-:. z,..-z.,.' , ipMethting y
."- atitil$1*Santa Claus
romantic introductions.
friend after dark. Attendance Hot wheels city. Love, I teal,'.binfte ill •Yel.
e,Si*wnr1eGó
wnrie
'
1 wants car for my colTAURUS
at a club function could lead to Johnny Sales
—__.."-=.
and I want you to(tent to ..,,,t
lptf and a.another car
(Apr.20 to May 20) ti€07 romance.
my house christmas fill& Bi*,Santa,
-Obi i WatiV1seP-46 No I
Sociability abets career CAPRICORN
Dear Santa,
and Bring my.- littitlist— Morey alums& ::
aims. You're in a working (Dec.22to Jan. 19)
"diairb alet Ilf 'ear. Jay
mood and face a day of ac- You're anxious to get ahead, Do you give bad kids sister a new bottle and Ina. you to boy- ttty
.ilewell
complishment. You may but you could step on a few sticks and stones? Love, my sister a give Me trfe_ , CANA a little taatihakt receive recognition from toes m the process. poday Molly McCrystal
# and shannon a make'- and Boy my moms
tPm
tanta'Claus;
higher-ups.
my' set. and for my dad gat . neekeleee. And bay *
you'll catch more flies with
. ink a chilk board
GEMINI
Dear Santa,
honey than with vinegar.
him some money. and..
for. ad
offawberty Short. a clack To wail* WM
(May 21 to June 20)
Azr&
AQUARIUS
I Love Santa. I wish I my ITIO81 get her same up, So in the ?nothing-Si
„'illite Mal box MA a
Weekend jaunts have (Jan.20 to Feb 11) "1"""Ali ei could ride the sled. I wish new ochres& and for irie •eon
wage us op. LAI*
Kim Scott
romantic overtones. Pleasant Travel and distant interests I could go to the north
I want -my Mother too
surprises are in store. Be are highlighted.
An interfer- pole. I wish I could see stop inoking. Love, Michae Barnett.
careful to avoid arguments ing friend could vex you at
• 'bear-Santa-Claus
concerning intimate matters. tunes,though you'll have a lot Rudolph the red nose Kelsey Christopher.
Or Tsib
DearSIM Mine
I want a Barnbuster
raindeer. Love, John
CANCER
I want r tint& pin, L.
of fun socially.
Ath and abilging gloves airplane
Michael Austin
(June 21 to July M)
Dear Santa,
PISCES
lave ye* Melissa hcj'A
Alat • %ads Bfigun bow and arDespite some bickering, (Feb.19toMar.20) XC.
I would like you to br.
atilt hit' the Kula.
e4j,.4tlbncP, hot helicopter.
you'll resolve a family Minor differences with a
Mg me a toy baby bed. 1 MI6 S.17 St:
”iiVy Rains
dispute. Evening hours favor friend are possible concerning Dear Santa,
would like you to bring a
m
I
want
a
Bike
for
entertainment.
It's
time
home
Privacy abets
ymone. high chair I would Mne
„
for making a new start.
romance. make important Brother. I want a Bran- you to bring a toy crtb., t DeatBanta
can ytitr Sttig the •
Mr.itferZtpltiinti
Puppy with all the
LEO
decisions regarding joint naw game and a chewing would like you to bring a
Team Am e r Jen it:htitlii Trans AM I'M in things that COme with it.
(July 23to Aug.72)
toy for Jokee. I will try to
assets,
Make amends if you hurt YOU BORN TODAY are be good for, you. and toy grocery cart. I would Maruder. bow and arrovr;;-;*-11,rst-grardalove,John.
A stuffed Pink Panther.
someone's feelings through community-minded and have another star wars people. like you to bring skates. I Dukes of Hazard- r,a
Cat and Grow.I know you
brusqueness. Local visits have administrative talents. You're
would like yon -to bring set. remote corn:tot
like Cookies.I Love Sheri
romantic possibilities, so a planner and a positive force Love, Cory Vance
toy boll pops. Lote
paif of 014kitemtzin 6.1 1Ur
IOW Mr'
utilize every potential.
for civic improvement. You Dear Santa
Denise lit:WAS
‘"*Kee
VIRGO
work best in a position
(Aug.23toSept.22) "
Ptnti. authority, though your I only want 3 things for
DeatSanta cl
Money can come and go greatest success wie come if Christmas one thing is Dear Santa,
I
would
like
you
to
brI want foul(
)
now. Avoid making hasty deci- you
accent cheerfulness big the things that I want ing
me trttithdbY. .I
a teesions when shopping. Late rather than dominance. You is a bicycle that is the big
.tkott4witit
evening may bring an unex- can succeed in law, politics thing and Western Barbie would Ilk* yiti
Clank'
pected employment oppor- and government, but are also and her horse Dallas. Me a tef•...
fitc_topitga
bicycle vietunity.
drawn to the arts. Writing. ac- Thats all I want. Love, would like Prela"
Melt year i
IPoily.
LIBRA
me a_toy crib I would-11%s'bear ia 0114,144.4
ll. Vitt& Petty
wig, music, education and Jennifer McClain
(Sept.23to Oct.72) —
publishing are some of the
you to bring fie attiov-:,pipihJelYou'll need tact with a loved fields which promise you
grocefy
cart. I *mid Ilka kyopinteihil
Dear Santa Claus.
one before noon, but later fulfillment. Birthdate of: Bet- Dear Santa,
.o.,4't Want dolls. and a
you'll have a good time ty Grable, actress; Saki, I would like a doll. And you to bring me some floaari
'4 &atter ball. I I'm six.
together. Romance and author; and Willy Brandt,a TV, and baby puppy, I skaes. I Would like you to *Er :bilk:-.MONO
leisure activities are high- German political leader.
• makup ko.and some new
would like a Baby kitten. bring me a typewriter. t Does , Work
lighted.

via

41244g

'Len

To Santoos I hope you can
brag me a atre But It's a
'tittle two Much four you
to get me and I what a
Rac Set and a suppr stut
drtbik Love Shannon
-Dereier Santa
I am being Goot and I
waet A big honb three will
and I dot what inn three.
Nathan
Tppe Tos Cat Corpds can
30 go goosg Mandi Ann
McClure
A Ras Trak and to Ras
Traks and Saim Hot Waes
Cars Snoseded Fast Ones
Cars Xwaigfill
Lokskiwagr William
I KaDonna waets a ras
trak and a Dog I love youi
KaDonna Randolph.

•

I waet To see you today.
and I waet you gat me a
drdy. Amber
Dear Sant Kals
I Love You I am 6 and
am Nam is Paige. Love
Paige
I've ben haveing a good
time in school. Craig'
Rogers
--

Santa.
How are your Elves. I'
7;AK
Want a Big track. and A 4
Ruibix cube. I love you
•
Santa xxx 000 Hugs and
I •
Kisaes Thomas.
Dear

•

I Love You I want a Doll
Black'With Are you goin
to get My mom Demetria
•e're •
Martin
•

.P.441100.*,
Welikeep on trucking
this holiday season to

4
1

bring you all our best
and most sincere wishes
for a Joyous Christmas!
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Y2 Was $700
NOW

$499

_
Charge It!
Up To
24-Months
To Pay
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Van Orden Trial Hears Final Arguments
COLUMBUS,Ind_ (AP)
— Jurors in the murder
trial of Julie Van Orden
were expected to hear
final arguments from the
; defense and prosecution
today.
Ms. Van Orden, 37, of
- Evansville, a former
free-lance artist, is ac,-cused of fatally shooting
former Evansville Mayor
Russell G. Lloyd at his
home March 19, 1980.
Ms. Van Orden has admitted shooting Lloyd
and that the gunshot
wounds resulted in his
death. Lloyd was taken
off life support systems at
an Evansville hospital
March 21, 1980.
Ms. Van Orden,
however, pleaded innocent by reason of insanity. She has been undergoing treatment at Madison
State Hospital.
Testimony at the trial
in Bartholomew Circuit
Court ended Wednesday

with the jury of seven
men and five women
hearing two differing opinions from psychiatrists
on Ms. Van Orden's sanity.
Dr. Kaiieen Hammitt,
medical director at
Madison State, agreed
with two psychiatrists
who testified earlier that
Ms. Van Orden was insane at the time of the
shooting.
All three psychiatrists
diagnosed the defendant
as a paranoid
schizophrenic who believed there was an "intricate and far-reaching
conspiracy against her."
Dr. David G. Crane, a
prosecution witness said
Ms. Van Orden was "having significant problems"
but was legally sane at
the time.
Mrs. Hamznitt was called as a defense witness.
She said that when Ms.
Van Orden first came to

the state hospital she his opinion he considered
refused to take medica- Ms. Van Orden's flight
tion, saying she was not from the crime scene,her
attempts to hide the gun
Ms. Hammitt said that and establish an alibi.
''Those actiortS saggest
after taking medication
for a month Ms. Van an appreciation that
Orden "began to believe something wrong has
these things were in her happened," Crane said.
He conceded Ms. Van
mind. I saw her cry for
the first time, and she Orden has serials
said, 'I really killed psychological problems
and when she shot Lloyd
somebody."
Until that time Ms. Van she was "significantly
Orden believed Lloyd had delusional."
Crane quoted Ms. Van
had a face lift and was
away on vacation, Ms. Orden as telling him during a Nov. 5 interview,"1
Hammitt said.

-didn't intend on killing
bun when I went to his
boas& 'hist wanted to let
him. ktiovr I had had a
bellyhdl."
He said be believed she
went to Lloyd's house to
threaten him in an attempt to resetve disputes
she was having with
amoral Evansville city

By shooting Lloyd she
was doing something to
interrupt the conspiracy
that was causing her
great distress," Mrs.
Hanunitt said.
Crane, a Martinsville
psychiatrist, said Ms.
Van Orden "still had an
appreciation of the
wrongfulness of the act."
He said that in reaching

recovery in the United
States by mid-1982, but
said in its annual
economic forecast that a
"substantial dose of patience and sacrifice is required."

In its companion global
economic outlook, Bank
of America said inflationadjusted oil prices will be
lower, and economic
growth will be higher in
developing nations than
in the industrial counHighlights of the tries. But it noted the rate
economic outlook includ- of inflation will be slower
ed predictions that 1982 in developed countries.
inflation will average
about 8 percent; interest
Abroad, Japan and
rates will move down dur- China 'signed a $1.38
ing the first half but re- billion agreement covermain volatile; unemploy- ing Japanese financial
ment will be up .9 percent aid to key Chinese infrom the expected 1981 dustrial projects. Japan
final rate to 8.7 percent; will also extended a $275
the real gross national million state credit, in
product may drop 1 per- yen, to China, "the
cent from this year; auto largest yen credit ever
sales will be static, and extended to a foreign
housing starts will be no government," according
higher than 1.3 million, to Japanese foreign
compared with a 1978 ministry spokesman
peak of 2 million units.
Shohei Natio.

The demonstrators
waved red-and-white
banners, carried
placards and wore hats
proclaiming that they
stood fast with Solidarity.
The rally-goers spoke of
defiance and victory
despite the imposition of
martial law in Poland,
and they prayed.
Signs saying "Soviet
Bandits, Hands Off
Poland" and other
slogans bobbed in the
Chicago crowd as Polish
and American voices
sang a hymn, "God Who
Has Comforted Poland,"
in the freezing cold. A
Soviet flag was set on

fire.
Gov. James R. Thompson. and Mayor Jane
Byrne came to the rally,
and the mayor, who donned a Soldarity hat, announced she was
donating $10,000 from her
campaign fund for food
for the Poles.
In New York, a crowd
of about 1,000 people
wearing red ribbons
gathered with printed
and hand-lettered signs
near the United Nations,
and another crowd of 200
showed up at a rally opposite the Polish Consulate several blocks
away.

Certified Public Accountants
Cordially Invites Clients
Other Friends To Their

•

HOLIDAY OPEN HOUSE
Monday December 21, 1981
2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
301 Maple Street
Murray, Kentucky

Most Stores
Open Late
Nights
'Til Christmas
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"SOPER Mir
All-in-One Stereo System With
Cassette,3-Speed Phono, AM/FM
Clarinettee
,
90 by Realistic

Save 17995
MO

Reg.
219.95

Give the gift of music —at 18% offI Records from radio
or changer—even "live" with optional mikes. Changer
has hinged dust cover. Tuner features AFC on FM and
FM stereo indicator. Amplifier includes volume, balance
and tone controls and a stereo headphone iack. Walnut
vinyl veneer finish. #13-1199

Matching 18"-High Speakers

Half Price! Hi-Fl Speaker

Handy 27-Range
Multitester

Nova -5 by Realistic

By Micronta •

U.S. Poles Rally Against Soviets
By The Associated Press
Thousands of PolishAmericans rallying in
cities from coast to coast
chanted against the
Soviets, protested at
Polish consulates and
sang of God in support of
the independent labor
union Solidarity.
"Let the people go!" a
Chicago crowd,
estimated by police at
4,000, chanted Wednesday. In Cleveland, United
Auto Workers Region 2
Director Bill Casstevens
said many of the union's
members are Polish, and
"until this fight is over,
we are all Poles."

(Formerly Richardson Trevothon

id Ms. Van
4W
-- tratessaid
01418D felt threatened and
di* Lloyd when it apOared to her he was
coming toward hi: in an
attempt to take the gun

industrial Output,Housing Down
By CHRISTOPHER
LINDSAY
AP Business Writer
As the latest government statistics pointed to
continued short-term
declines in industrial production and housing
starts, one of the world's
largest banks said "continued resolve" is needed
to turn the economy
around.
The Commerce Department reported Wednesday that industrial production was down 2.1 percent in November from
the month before, and
government economists
reported a 44 percent
slump in new housing
starts for the month,
compared with the same
period in 1980.
Bank of America
predicted economic

Richardson, Howe,
Wilson & Cunningham

-

Save
$40

as
seen
on TV

Each

• 8" Woofer • 2" TWeeter
• Genuine Walnut Veneer

Reg. 79.95
Each

Perfect for the music lover on your list! The
long-throw woofer, tuned-port design and
wide dispersion tweeter combine for a pleasing 60-20,000 Hz response. Decorator latticework grille. 19x103/4x7/
1
2" *40-4030

Easy-to-read. color-coded, 4' mirrored scale and single-knob function
switch. Measures AC and DC volts.
DC amps, resistance, decibels.
30,000 ohms volt. With test leads
*22-203
saneries

Cassette Recording Tape Sale

M ,s1,-

By Realistic*
Special-formula
60
oxide for high Out\Minutes 149
put,wide freReg. 1.99 quency response
low noise and dis90
tortion With storMinutes
age case
2.79 #44 602
.
622 /

209
Reg.
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6-Band Portable
Tunes All the Action!

Deluxe LCD Calculator
EC-273 by Radio Shack

Patrolman' CB-60 by Realistic

32% Off

Save

Conie Lowry,
Bride-Elect Of
WiIIiom Abernathy
Has Selected Her
Decorating
f Accessories From
Our Collection.
\I\ 'Conie & William
Will Be Wed
Jan. 9, 1981

95

seen
as
on TV
Reg. 21.95

$30
BaIteies extra

Hear all 40 CB channels, all three police
bands, fire, aircraft, govt. VHF weather
stations, AM, FM, more! Pushbutton dial
IVA, all-band fine-tuning, 4" speaker,
CB squelch control. AC/battery operation. #12-766

Mobile CB With Channel 9
and 19 Priority Switch

Ideal for Students!
Handles tough problems fast! Soft-touch
Keys, 8-digit display.
Performs square root.
percent and signchange functions With
2000-hour batteries
*65-683
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TRC-422A by Realistic
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Ideal for travelers, they'll never have to
drive 'alone" again! Help or directions
are just a call away with instant access
to Emergency Channel 9 and Hiway Info
Channel 19. #21-1503

"Super Small"
FM Converter

Save
$50

By Realistic

Save$3

119.95

2812.
24.95

LB this happy occaslom Whig,
you and you's splalwal peAcc Auvd

By Realistic

IONE. As WE all shawl IN the Mc:stags

Cut 2195,.

of Ciuterratas, may you also

29.95
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Stylish Easy-Carry AM/FM Portable

••••

Adds FM to any AM car
radio with no rewiring'
Simple under-dash installation. Uses existing AM
antenna Only 1 1-, x4x5' 4
#12-1350

27%

Battery Checker—
Make Sure the Fun
Doesn't Run Down!
By Micronta

saner*,(mita

Stitarl-loOliing, great-sounding' Features unique built-in handle Slide-rule
dial and large control for easy tuning,
•vallableione control. *10e-range 3",
, Speaker, AFC for dnIt-free FM. AC/
battery operation #1 2712—

cutb 279
30%
R3799.
. .
IPATTEPY
C1-4•2!:.!!aI.

For 9V, -C7"07 arid -AA
srzes,.-#22-098•

Lyons Electric Inc.
616 S. 4th

753-4912

Check Your Phone Book for the Ratlike /hawk Store or Dealer Nearest You
Olympic Plaza
A DIVISION OF iANCY
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Care With Trees, Lighting Advised

Merry Christmas
Best Wishes For The New Year

By DENISE
FFIZPATRICIC
Associated Press Writer
Christmas trees still
pose the greatest fire
hazard during the holiday
season, but care is also
needed with other holiday
•lighting, according to a
state fire prevention official.
Since people are busy
during the Christmas
season, they tend to get
careless about the things
that can cause fires, said
Kentucky Fire Marshal
Gilbert Ellis.
Many of them don't
realize that improper use
of exterior lighting can be
just as dangerous as a
dried-out Christmas tree,
he said.
Outdoor lighting is not
as popular as it was when
electric rates were

cheaper, noted Ellis. But
those who are still planning to put up lights this
year should make sure
they do it correctly, he
said.
If last year's lights are
used, they should be inspected for bare, fraying
cords and cracked
sockets and connections.
If new lights are
bought, they should bear
the stamp of a safetytesting laboratory on the
package.
Almost all holiday
lighting sold nowadays is
UL approved, but occasionally a buyer will run
across a package of lights
that has not been tested,
Ellis said.
"Don't buy them," he
warned. "Sometimes a
newly-designed light is
offered for sale by a

Students, Faculty and Staff
at

Murray State University

of lights should not be
strung together.
The fire marshal cautioned against stringing
indoor lights outside.
"Outdoor bulbs are
larger and made to withstand the outside atmopshere," he said.
"You shouldn't substitute
indoor bulbs, because the
moisture could cause a
short."
The reverse is also
true, he said. Outdoor
bulbs get hotter than indoor bulbs and should not
be put on the Christmas
tree.
Most fire departments
discourage people from
buying live trees because
of the fire risk involved,
said Maj. Harold Embry,
assistant fire marshal at
the Louisville Fire
Department.

"But we know that people still get them every
year,so we just try to see
that they buy fresh ones
and keep them fresh," ho
said.
The trunk of a live
Christmas tree should be
trimmed when it is
bought, said Embry. The
tree should be kept outside — in water — before
it is put up.
When it is brought into
the home, it should be
kept in a water-filled
stand,he said.
A flame-retardant
chemical that can be mixed with the water in the
stand to prolong the
tree's freshness is
available at most hardware stores. The
chemicals are relatively
inexpensive,he said.

News In Brief

and

From The

manufacturer who won't
spend the money or take
the time to properly test
it."
Another danger can be
caused by stringing too
many lights together, he
said.
"The wires that hold
the lights together are
constructed to take a certain amount of heat," he
said. "If too many are
strung together, it can
generate an unusual
amount of heat — more
than the wires can withstand."
The Jefferson County
Public Protection and
Regulation Cabinet
recommends not using
more than 200 miniature
lighth — or 50 larger
lights — on one string or
extension cord. The agency also says that two sizes

LEBANON, Ky. (AP)
— State Attorney General
Steven Beshear has ruled
that a county cannot require an oil company to
register oil shale leases
at the county courthouse.
The opinion said that
Marion County cannot require Phillips Petroleum
to register at the county
courthouse the oil shale
leases it obtains. No state
law allows a county to

pass an ordinance that
applies only to oil shale
leases and not to other
transfers of mineral
rights,the opinion added.
"If someone contends
that (the law) is inadequate in some respect,
they should go to the
General Assembly with
that problem," Beshear
said.
State Sen. Ed O'Daniel,
D-Springfield, said he

•

would introduce a bill lease for the Newport
when the 1982 General Ohio River riverfront.
The board rejected proAssembly opens Jan.5
that is similar to the posals from the Richard
Marion County ordinance Schilling family, which
struck down by Beshear. operated the burned-out
Beverly Hills Supper
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) Club, and by
— A divided City Com- restauranteur Ben Bernsmission voted Wednesday tein.
Chip Tappan, Schillnight to let the newly
elected board decide ing's lawyer, said the
which restaurant family would hold its prodeveloper will get the posal for a nightclub-

restaurant in abeyance
until it is contacted by the
City Commission
Bernstein, and Specialty Restaurants Inc., Long
Beach, Calif., sought to
build one restaurant on
the riverbank and two
floating restaurants on
the river.
The Schillings development would be on the
riverbank only.

Millionaire Abandons Publication
Notice toTelephone Customers

WE ARE PROPOSING CHANGES
IN THE RATES FOR
INTERSTATE SERVICES.
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company has filed with the Federal
Communications Commission a plan, to be effective March 3, 1982, to restructure and increase rates for interstate Message Telecommunications Service
(NITS)and to intreasecates for most interstate Wide Area Telecommunications
Service (WATS)and Private Line Services.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Cas Walker's
controversial tabloid The
Watchdog says it
"publishes the unvarnished naked truth that can
be backed up in court."
But after 17 years of
publishing, the
millionaire grocer and
former Knoxville mayor
says he is abandoning the
give-away weekly paper
which last week cost him
his first libel judgment.
Walker, 79, started The
Watchdog in 1964 to promote his politics and his
chain of supermarkets in
Tennessee, eastern Ken-

tucky and western
Virginia. The tabloid
calls itself "The AllAmerican Paper for All
Americans."
Walker has been sued
many times because of
stories in The Watchdog,
but last week was his first
defeat in court.
-It has gotten to be too
much," Walker said.
"This last judgment will
open up the door to many
more suits."
A Knox County Circuit
Court jury awarded city
policeman Wade
Dunaway $182,768 in
damages because of a

series of stories which accused him of "getting
away with murder" in the
1977 shooting death of a
34-year-old mechanic.
A county grand jury exonerated Dunaway in the
case.
Walker, his grocery
chain and his Tennessee
Valley Advertising Agency, which publishes The
Watchdog, were ordered
to pay Dunaway $1 each
as' compensation for
damage done by the

punitive damages.
The policeman had asked for $1 million.
After a six-day trial in
August, Walker made an
out-of-court settlement
with former school board
member Jack Cooper,
who had sued for $13
million.,Cooper said The
Watchdog printed
libelous stories about him
when he was no longer a
public official.
The amount of the settlement wasn't disclosed.
Another suit against
stories.
But jurors ordered the Walker is to be heard
advertising agency to pay here next month in U.S.
Dunaway $182.765 in District Court.

HERE ARE THE PROPOSED CHANGES
Message Telecommunications
Service(MTS):
• Establish a 1-minute minimum
charge for all calls.(At present there
is a 1-minute minimum for customerdialed calls and a 3-minute minimum
for operator-assisted calls.) Rates for
this initial minute will vary by mileage and will range from 32c (1-10
miles) to 79c (4251-5750 miles).
•Increase the evening discount (5-11
p.m., Sunday-Friday) from 35% to
40%.The night and weekend discount
(11 p.m.-8 a.m., all day Saturday, and
Sunday until 5 p.m.) will still be 60%.
• Create a new class of service: the
customer-dialed "Calling Card" (formerly called "Telephone Credit
Card"). Currently billed the same as
operator station-to-station calls, thenew "Calling Card" service will now
have a lower rate (see Operator Service Charges).
• Apply time-of-day discounts to the
initial 1-minute period for operatorhandled calls. (Currently, discounts
apply only to the additional minutes
on such calls.)
• Establish a single usage rate schedule for all types of calls. Initial and
additional minute charges vary by
distance.
• Increase rates for most calls. Initial
minute rates will range from 32c to
79c (depending on distance) with increases ranging from zero to 12.
Additional minute rates will range
from l6c to 53,with changes varying
from a 2c reduction to a 7c increase
over current rates.
• Separate operator service charges
from basic usage rates.There will be a
uniform charge for. Operator service
(regardless of the rate peri( d) based
omothe type of call.

Operater Service Charges*
Customer-dialed Calling Card
Operator Station-to-Station
(1-10 miles) .
(11-22 miles)
(23-55 miles)
(56-5750 miles)
Operator Person-to-Person
(regardless of distance)

.60
1.00
1.40
1.85
3.00

*Evening and night/weekend discounts apply to all usage
rates, but do not apply to Operator Service Charges.

The appropriate operator service
charge will be added to the usage rate
and is the • same regardless of the
length of conversation.
•Simplify rates for conference calls
by introducing a uniform service
charge of $3.00 for each conference
leg, to cover connection and operator
handling, with usage billed on each
leg from the originating point at
normal usage rates.
• Discontinue the present 35% discount now provided between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. on the Friday or Monday
designated as an additional holiday
when Christmas, New Year's Day, or
Independence Day fall on a Saturday
or Sunday.

••.......
e're sending you our
best wishes for a very
happy holiday!Thanks!

W

CON
AGRA INC.
Grain Div. - Seed Div.
753-3404j

Railroad Ave.

CARROLL TIRE
& WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Wide Area Telecommunications
Service(WATS):
• Increase most WATS rates 4.1%.
A Blessed Spirit touches heaven

Private Line Services:
• Increase most Private Line Service
rates 1.6%.

and earth recalling a
miraculous story of Love and Birth.

Rate Period Specific Billing
On December 31, 1981, AT&T will file
with the Federal Communications Commission a change in the way MTS and
WATS messages are billed when a call
originates during one rate period and
continues into another period. Under the
proposed change, to be effective in early
April, 1982, usage within each rate
Period will be recurded and billed at the
rates applicable to that period. Currently
such calls are billed at the rates in effect
at. the time (he call originates.

_
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In reverence we pray
for your happiness and say thanks
for the gift of your friendship.
Merry Christmas
From
Residents a Staff

4

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray
1N5 Nauss Vise Drive Mese 153-711111- 153-9525
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Officials Agree To Reduce Danger On 1-75'
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky officials, including Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., have
agreed to take steps to
reduce the danger along a
three-tenths mile stretch
of Interstate 75 near Covington which often is called "Death Hill" because
of traffic accidents.
After a meeting
Wednesday with Covington Mayor Bernard
Moorman and various
Kenton County officials,

the state said solutions that stretch in the past
would range from repair- year.
ing danger signs to volunMeeting with Brown
tary rerouting of much
and
Moorman were
traffic from the interstate
Cabinet
Secretary
to alternate routes.
George Atkins, State
Police Commissioner
The winding, hilly sec- Marion Campbell and
tion of highway south of Deputy Transportation
Cincinnati has been the Secretary Clair Nichols.
scene of many accidents,
Covington officials
especially involving
trucks. Covington police have been considering lesaid there have been vying a $1,000 fine against
more than 80 truck- truckers who use 1-75 inrelated mishaps along stead of the 1-275 bypass

which routes traffic
around the core. But the
state opted instead for a
voluntary effort by
truckers and promised to
erect signs visible to northbound motorists approaching 1-275.
Nichols indicated that
the agency will consider a
request by Kenton officials to make 1-275 a
mandatory bypass for
heavy trucks not stopping
at Covington.
Such a move would af-

fect an estimated 10 percent of all heavy truck
traffic or 3,500 vehicles
daily
Meantime, the state
will put up 1-75 exit signs
farther south from Covington to allow motorists
more time to prepare for
the Covington exit.
State officials agreed to
repair as soon as possible
the electronic signs which
warn of the danger on the

and Transportation officials also will designate
a specified truck lane,
probably the center lane
in both directions.
The aim is to keep
trucks in a single land,
thus allowing
automobiles to pass on
one side going toward
Cincinnati or to stay in
the right lane and exit on
Pike Street at Covington.

State officials will conKentucky State Police sider lowering the speed

limit for trucks, but
Campbell expressed concern that lowering the
speed limit may simply
trade one hazard for
another by cresting congestion. A study will be
made.
Transportation will
claae the Jefferson and
Euclid St. exit, scene of
many of the accidents
and which critics said
was improperly designed. That would leave Pike
St. as the only Covington

exit for northbound
motorists
At the same time, a
new intersection would be
built at Pike to make that
area safer.
The projects, including
repair and maintenance
of both 1-75 and 1-275 in •
the area, will begin this
summer. Transportation
officials said it is part of
the department's fiveyear road construction
plan.

High School Principal Sees Arrests As Compliment
CINCINNATI (AP) — percent of the student
The principal of a body. For that I'm
Catholic high school feels grateful. I'm elated,"
his students were com- said Brother Dennis
plimented when a month- Johnson,Society of Mary,
long police undercover principal of Purcelldrug probe yielded only Marian High School.
eight student arrests out
of 960 students.
Police Lt. Tom Burke
"Only eight were in- said most of them were
volved out of a total charged with trafficking
school population of near- in drugs. Police also arly 1,000. That's less than 1 rested 17 adults on drug

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

sales charges and corrup"Parents have given us
tion of juveniles.
a strong charge for high
quality academics. We
Johnson said the ar- went away with the nochdiocese of Cincinnati tion that we would not be
cooperated when ap- ostriches with our heads
proached by the Regional in the sand. If there was a
Enforcement Narcotics problem, we would face
Unit. The Hamilton it. If not, fine," said
County-Cincinnati police Johnson.
unit has done similar investigations at area
"My personal reaction
public schools.
is that I would have hoped

1 Unattached
6 Ends
11 Salad
Ingredient
13 Fireplace
part
14 NC's neighbor
15 Thoughtful
17 Cooled lava
18 Breakfast
item
20 Wash lightly
21 Greek letter
22 Erect
24 Pigeon pea
25 At that time
26 Grande and
Ebro
28 Historian's
concern
30 Catches
40 winks
32 College
official
33 Raises the
33 Compositions
35 Nerd
37 Narrow
board
38 Drunkard
40 Danish island
42 Renurnerabon
43 Type of hat
45 Soak up
48 Give — to
him
47 Railroad car
49 Odin's
brother
50 Buy back
52 Click beetle
54 Ancient
chariot
55 Tibet's
capital

43 Winter

say that this caused it or
that caused it," Duncan
said.
But after emerging
from a trip into the mine,
state inspector Wayne
Farmer confirmed suspicions that the culprit in
the Dec.8 explosion was a
buildup of methane, common in underground coal
mines.
Tennessee Consolidated officials have
repeatedly declined to.
discuss the matter.
Miners in this southeast
Tennessee area have told
reporters the 13 killed, as
well as 17 others who
escaped injury, were in

rome taxes by allowing
businesses to more quickly write off depreciation
of equipment. Tennessee,
like many other states,
allows corporations to
base depreciation
writeoffs for state tax on
a percentage of their
federal depreciation.
"The governor is not
looking to raise taxes, but
only avoid a loss," press
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the shaft ,to try to ventilate the methane.
Farmer said Tennessee's worst mine
disaster in 70 years could
have been triggered by
someone smoking a forbidden cigarette deep in
the mine shaft.
"There's a str-ong
suspicion that they might
have had some smoking
articles in there and may
have used them,"
Farmer said.
Asked if the mine contained a high level of
methane, a gas that explodes when it reaches
between 5 percent and 15
percent of the at-

mosphere, Farmer said,
"It pretty well had to be
for as much area to have
been burned. We've got
no way of knowing
because it dissipated
after it was ignited."
It is a violation of
federal law for anyone to
take matches or smoking
materials into an
underground mine. But
funeral home workers
told reporters last week
that some of the victims
had smoking materials
on their bodies.
Four teams totaling
about 30 employees of the
federal Mine Safety and
Health Administration

began their underground
probe Wednesday
The underground innvesligation awaited
Laboratory reports from
Pittsburgh on air
samples which John
McGrath, spokesman for
the Federal Mine Safety
and Health Administration, said could have indicated explosive fires
were still raging in the
mine.
Had the tests borne out
these fears, he said, investigators would have
had to seal the mine off or
find other ways to douse
the fires before beginning
the investigation.

iThe 13 mine deaths
Made last week's accident the worst mine
disaster in Tennessee
since 1911 when 84 men
were killed at Briceville,
Tenn. The Whitwell
tragedy occurred one day
short of the 70th anniversary of the Briceville accident.
In 1902, 184 men were
killed in the state's worst
mine disaster at Coal
Creek. Coal Creek and
Briceville are in the Oak
Ridge area northwest of
Knoxville.
Whitwell is in Marion
County.

secretary John Parish
said Wednesday.
Tennessee's corporation excise tax is second
only to the sales tax in
producing revenue to
operate state government. A $50 million cut on
top of a loss in federal
funds of about $105
million would be almost
impossible to swallow,
sources said.

porate excise rate and officials said small corestablishing a different porations argue that an
depreciation schedule.
increase in the rate would
increase their tax.
Small corporations oppose any increase in the
Virtually all businesses
excise tax rate, now 4 -- and some tax officials
percent of gross income, — oppose the state's
because they don't changing its depreciation
benefit from the new schedule because it would
depreciation rates — and complicate bookkeeping
would therefore not enjoy for the businesses and the
include
Other proposals
increasing the state cor- the cuts. Because of this, state.
These sources said the
most likely of the three
corporation tax proposals
under consideration
would permit corporations to take a part of the
depreciation allowed by
Congress. This appears to
be most acceptable to
businesses,they said.

Children Injured In Bus Wreck
PORT GIBSON, Miss. some people were feared
(API — A bus taking trapped in the burning
youngsters to a Head wreckage.
Start program ran off a
wooden bridge axid
A spokesman at
caught fire today, and Claiborne County
authorities said several Hospital said several
children were injured.
children had been
Witnesses said the bus brought to the emergency
landed on its side and room by ambulances and

were receiving treat- located about 10 miles
ment. The spokesman east of Port Gibson.
declined tosay how many
Deputies rushed to the
children were injured.
wreck and Port Gibson
Officers said the acci- Police Chief Harvey
dent occurred on Jones said he was stanMississippi 54e about ding by at the Claiborne
sewn miles east of Her- County Hospital to help
manville, which is with the injured.

'Peanut Man' A Cleveland Landmark
PDC -

pAwN I GUESS I'LL
I-IAVE TO GO LOOK
AT MY
CALENDAR

CLEVELAND (AP) — hundreds of office the library; says Spivak
The time-worn face and workers hustle by on has been selling his wares
on that particular corner
hunched form of the old their lunch hour.
for
at least 15 years, and
Spivak,
74,
doesn't
talk
man leaning against the
downtown library are as much, least of all about probably longer.
"Everybody likes
much a landmark to himself. But he will chat
downtown Clevelanders for a moment if spoken him," says Marge
as the Terminal Tower to, especially to regular Stockdale, manager of
and the puznuments on customers who stop by to the Davis Bakery Shop.
spend a quarter on a bag "A lot of people stop in to
Public Square.
buy him a cup of coffee or
Sol Spivak,the "Peanut of peanuts.
Dr. Robert Berris, an a donut and tell us to give
Man," pulls up the lapels
of his overcaot against optometrist whose office it to him whehe comes in
the December wind as is across the street from next."

Most of the time,
though, he just leans
against the gray stone
buildings along Superior
Avenue, either in front of
the library Or across the
street in front of the
bakery, his basket of
peanuts in his lap.
He is always there, rain
or shine, in summer's
heat and when Lake
Erie's winter winds whip
through the city.

United States Is Victim Of Attack

I'VE FIGURED OUT
WHAT WRONG
WITH THE
WC421...0

WHAT
IS This

A Hamilton County
Grand Jury returned
sealed indictments Tuesday. Burke said the ar.
rests were made starting
Wednesday.

Tennessee Governor Seeking To Avoid Tax Loss

I PONT KNOW..I'VE
NEVER HEARD ONE
5AY ANYTHING!

THE DATE
'TODAY?

"The two schools that
merged came from long,
rich traditions," Johnson
said. "We put in a long
time to make this merger
successful."

symbol

IMAIMMW
WNW
WIIIMMEM UM=
w.BIMMUMEM UM NASHVILLE, Tenn.
WNW WU= MEM (API — Gov. Lamar
Alexander is studying
MIMI MEM WM three
proposals to avoid a
• MEMO MOWN= $50 million
Tennessee tax
WIMMW
loss during the next 18
WINIMMW 'MEW months will ask the
WM WNW WENN Legislature to approve
one, his press secretary
111111 WEEMM MOM says.
WM WEINIMMW
Congress approved
WEWIIMM WINIMME President
Reagan's reWWI=
MINIM quest to cut corporate in.

BREAKFAST\
TIME HOW
DOES A
POACHED E66
SOUND TO
•YOU

Last May, police arrested 21 adults and 19
juveniles following an
undercover drug in-

vestigation at-two public that it ira part of our conhigh schools, Western tinuing investigation of
Hills and Aiken. Public drugs in the high
school officials schools." Burke said.
cooperated. Similar
Purcell-Marian, a cooperations were coneducational
school, was
ducted in suburban
schools last year using formed a year ago by the
young-looking police who merger of two schools.
actually enrolled as Johnson said that was the
main reason why the arstudents.
chdiocese accepted the
"The only comment is investigation.

Inspectors Investigating Conditions At Whitwell

WHITWELL, Tenn.
(API• — Mine inspectors
are trying to determine if
DOWN
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle Tennessee Consolidated
1 Prying
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Mine 21 on Whitwell
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methane levels existed
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that
killed 13 men, a state
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017 MCCUMCM0 official says
10 Killed
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Woody Duncan, direc13 Deceived
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tor of the state Division of
16 Break
MCC MOM MU A Mines, confirmed the insuddenly
19 Contradict
vestigation Wednesday,
21 Fakes: SI.
spirit of
vehicle
but said, "At this point,
23 Barbecue
34 Painful
44 Water source
we
don't have anything
25 Crown
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47 Notice
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conclusive on that.
48 Cheer
29 Crimson
39 Record
51 Days after
-It's going to be a long
31 Regular
41 Musical
sight: Abbr
time before we are able to
method
drama
53 Tantalum

ACROSS

that the police would
have delivered a report
and no child would have
been involved," Johnson
said. "In this day and
age, that's rather
Pollyanna and rosecolored."
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By ROBERT McCARTNEY
Associated Press Writer
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) — The
highly colored poster plastered on
hundreds of walls throughout
Libya's dusty capital shows a
skeleton draped in the Stars and
Stripes holding a large, curved
dagger marked "U.S.A."
"America is the leader of the
terrorists," the poster proclaims
in Arabic.
They have been up for two Months, and residents say -the Vines
before it were just as harsh.. In
Libya, the United States surpasses even Israel as Public
Enemy No. I.
"The Reagan Administration
has been criticized for going too
far in its attacks on Libya, but the
Libyans say just as bad things
about the United States, and

sometimes worse," said a West
European diplomat who asked to
remain anonymous.
There is a marked similarity
between the charges hurled back
and forth by the two governments.
President Reagan and Col.
Moammar Khadafy each accuse
the other of plotting to assassinate
him.
The State Department says
Libya is a leading supporter of international terrorism and arms..
and finances 'dozens of violent
revolutionary groups around the
world. Khadafy and his news
media hang the terrorist label on
the United States because of its
support of Israel, its stockpile of _
nuclear weapons and repeatedac- •
cusations of CIA plans to murder foreign leaders.

While the two government's accusations are similar, there is a
key difference, The U.S. news
media are often skeptical of their
government's claims. The Libyan
media are firmly under the
government's control, and there is
no criticism or skepticism of
Khadafy, "the leader of the
glorious Sept. 1 Revolution" that
overthrew King Idris in 1969.
`. Western diplomats here accuse
Khadaty. of whipping .up antisentime(it to tor to
draw the public's attention away
from growing shortages of conrecent yearsumer goods and
in
intervention
military
long
Chad.
But the diplomats say Khadafy
and his government are genuinely.
concerned that the Reagan administration is out to get them.
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.••• 435.417.
5
7
5.F
537
• For unit Cliiistrnas gift ".
C7ir4:lirilh4.4181
0S
I.
)
;
I
finish your shopping at V
Dawsiel
e.
:
Main St. House. Antiniter 600 p.m.
ii .
clileS and collectibles. "
•
., •
• 602Main.
Grisham Steel Security ..
t'
a:
Storm doors for protection.
decoration and
Assiut caacet by hatatas the
- Insulation. For details
6
McDowell Cason Foredoties mks
•
call Murray Lumber
Made to build a calmer coma low
6
Co. 753-3161.
Kariordamee.
Roadies our fool of $19 mem
Mirrors For Christms
Mama cm the armara pools
M-• & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
Nome mil costelbuliem tec
of frames and custom
McDOWEll. CANCER POUNDA.
col mirrors. We do
nail. 915 South Umesteme. taw
picture framing and cut
Impost. Kewitadty
•
glass table tops. We
All doriaticou will be eamchod by
•
Mre Lucille Markey of Calumet
custom make gun
•
Fens
cabinets
show cases
•
and display cases. In9,
t
•
'.
c•
0
stall auto glass, window
•
; MONS
glass and plate glass.
9
Repair storm windows.
r,
storm doors and patio
p. •
door glass. M & 6 Glass
•,
..,81-6^Colitilitter Road.
•
• • ;-75.3-01110tir 702798.
•
•,
Protect
home.
•
Install -b.:Grisham adjustable steel security
AdiuSt to fit _doors
-30" to.42" wide. Also for
6" patio doors. Easy to
install. Murray Lumber
Co. 753-3161.
Salemans Samples. All
new spring 1982 sportswear and dresses.
Sizes 9-10. 10 and 14 only.
Room 153.
Murray
Holiday Inn.
Friday
$25 Free groceriesDec 11 and Saturday
given by World Book
Dec 12.9am toopm.
Childcraft. Register at
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Big Johns Saturday Dec
121981.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
739-4073.
Attention MDE and
Save energy. Buy inWBE sub-contractors
sulating water heater
and suppliers. We are
preparing a bid to be
blankets for gas and
electric water heaters.
submitted Dec. 17. 1981
Murray Lumber Co, 104
on Waste Water System
facilities in Murray, Ky.
Maple St.
We are soliciting sub
THE APPLE TREE
bids on the following
SCHOOL provides
work: earth work, fence
quality child care and
landscaping
work.
educational programs
paving piping precast
for ages 2 and older.
.• concrete,
paneling,
Openings fol- a limited
ceramic tile,
resilint
number of children are
painting;
•: flooring
•now available. 1503
plumbing.
HVAC and
Stadium View Dr. 753electrical plans and
9356.
•: specifications may be
Visit Hazel Kentucky Anexamined at our office
tique Mall. Open 5 days a
or several other
week.9 - 5. Sunday 1-5.
locations. If interested
Watkins specials. Black
in any of this work
pepper. vanilla, menplease contact us at
thol camphor ointment.
once at Service ConTrevor or Geraldine
struction Co. P. 0. Box
Mathis 753-8284.
40646 Nashville,
Tn.
• 37204,
Phone 615-2555 LOT& FOUND
3161.
8

Yam thefight...

NOTICE

ytyvr

Will clean gutters and do yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

GOLD
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plan
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 k Gold Chains
$16.95
Radial! Hearts $2.05
Fr** Gold Gift With
Loch $50.00 Per.
chose.
Om 9.0.-9 p.n.
753-7113
strett
on
frame your needlero,1

Carter

Studio
300 Mon

7538298

FREE
610.00 Gift Car.
tificats win yes
cam Ito the store.
Uset am or later is
the parches* of KENNY MGM JEANS,
(wens or woweits) or
was mod women
hoots. New Shipaant
Meekly.
.

Vernon's
Western
Stews
Olympic Plus
753-7113
1-6 beds,
Female roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 7539265.

female Austrian

•tmt

nttetard. Has grey feet

and no tail. Wearing a
red and black collar.
Reward offered. Would
previous callers please
calf again. 753-8099 or
753-0227.
Lost: Black and tan
male Doberman in
Murray area. Reward
offered for any information. Call 753-6977.

6. HELP WANTED
$180 Per Week Part
Time at Horne. Webster.
America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages
experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-842-6000.
Ext.5112.
650 acre
west TennesSee farm. 600 herd
feeder pig operation
100 head cow herd. 200
acre row crop. Send
resume to Terra Farm
P.O. Box 1059 Paris Tn.
38242.

UMW=
SECRETARY
office duties plus
financial and administrative
responsibilities,
•Opportunites
Inter personal
relationships
with public
•5alary
negotiable
•Please send
complete
resume to P. 0.
Box 1040 E. Murray, Ky.42071
*Customary

Several models to choose from,
Sony, Koss, Myra plus others
.OPEKSUNDAY

4 World of
Sound
I

222S 12th
753-586S

6. HELP WANTED
Accountant- B.S. Degree required plus 2
years experience. Relocation expenses paid.
Salary negotiable. Ac
Sion Personnel 753-6531.
Counter person. Experience preferred. not
required. Inquire in
person at Boone's Inc.
605 Main
Representive. Would you
like to represent the nation's largest builder of
individually built,
custom constructed
homes? We will train you
to call on our prospects. If
you are an honest, aggressive,
go getter,
this is an opportunity to
get in on the ground floor.
Straight commission or
salary plus commission
position available. Multimillion dollar ad cam
paign opens the door for
you. Excellent advancement opportunities. Fringe benefits for salaried
employees include: stock
purchase investment,
life and hospitalization insurance, profit sharing
program. If you are this
person and you are ready
and willing to talk to
home building prospects. contact us immediately. Jim Walter
Homes, Inc. Phone 1442-7368. An Equal Op
portunity Employer.

SITUATION WANTE D
Will clean houses
Mon.-Fri. Dependable
and honest. References
on request. Phone 4365616.

14 WANT TO BUY
WANTED. Baby shoes
to • be bronzed. Call
1-443-5926 from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. We pick up your
Shoes and give you a
receipt.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
12x9 green rug with
coffee table $45. Call
Steve at 759-4825 after
3pm.
Electric kitchen stove,
high chair, stroller. Call
759-1139.

HOME FURNISHINGS
For sale 3 piece living
room set and recliner.
753-6930.
Traditional style
Broyhill sofa $275 home
entertainment center
$150. Call after 5pm.
739-1831.

FARM EQUIPMEN-f
766 International Trac
tor, chiesel plow 4 row
planter. 489-2425.

24. MISCELLANEOUS
AAA CUSTOM MADE
.CABINE TS
bookcases,
music centers
etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood. Seasoned oak
and hickory. Will cut to
order. Bulk rates
available. Call 753-7300
or 753-7585.
Firewood for sale. 7533523.
Firewood. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 136-2744
after 5pm.
Firewood for sale.
Seasoned oak and
hickory. $25. a rick
delivered. 436-2778.
Fork lifts new and used.
Complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need
a lift give us a call
502-247-4069.
Hand crochet afghan and
quilt tops. Call 753-6379.
Manual hospital bed.
Call 753-0645 after 4:30.
Rent a fluffy furry
Santa Suite from the
Kappa Depatment and
surprise someone this
Christmas. Call
753-8233.
SEA kb.° N E D
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Bover at 753-8536.\
Sears sewing machine,.
12 built in stitches. 30
cams $175. Call 753-9424
between 5 and 6 pm
weekdays. Anytime
Saturdays.
Slabs for sale bundled
or banded. You haul or
we will haul in 101b..
bundle lots. Call
Shomaker Lumber Co.
McKenzie
Tn. 901-3525777. 7 to 5. After 5,
901- 352- 3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502-247
1461 or 247 5961 after
7:30 pm.
Want toy trains,
ac • cessories.
"parts".
753-9898.
Wood. $25. a rick delivered and stacked.
436-2725.
Wood cut to order. Any
size or any length. $20. a
rick delivered and
ricked up. Call 4354.425
or 753-0297.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call .189-2101 or
489-2231

26 TV RADIO

SPORTS EQUIPMENt
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
with two barrels. High
standard 20 guage
automatic 243 rifle. Call
753-1208.

22. MUSICAL
CAR STEREO
Pioneer,
K enwood,
Marantz,
Mitsubishi.
Sanyo. Professional installation. Sunset
Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

WANTED
Respossible potty to
take op poymests so
Re mew pions.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
GUITARS. Student to
Professional. Wide selection. Chucks Music
1411 Main. 753Center
3682.

. EXTERMINATING'

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. MS BILE
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson, 12 x
6
0
,
two bedrooms, central
air and gas heat. Unfurnished. 753-3142
daytime. After 5 pm
753-8854.
For sale 1970 12x65
trailer with extra 8x12
pull out room. 14x35
deck underpinned, has
central heat and air.
56000. 753 3815 or 4354546.
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in
Puryear. Two bedroom
completely furnished.
Sale price $7. 000. Rent
$200 monthly "plus deposit. 901 247-5357.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS

24. MISCELLANEOUS
GUITARS. Student to
Professional. Wide selection. Chucks Music
Center. 1411 Main. 1533682.
29 and 15 gallon
aquariums with accessories $125. Call
Steve at 759-4825 after
3pm.
30 cc Italiet
motorcycle $200.
Custom built bar and
two stools
$250. Hair
dryer on stand $20
exercise bike $20.
Custom built 3 wheeler
Or motorcycle trailer
$650.753-0115.
geboinntere guitar -$42.
Mtirray---iacket site- 20
$12..
25 boys winter
'shirts size 18 20 $25. 2
childrens Karate suits
Size small and medium
$5. each,
battery
operated Electro Shot
target game by Marx
W. 2 pair outdoor shoe
skates size 3 and 6 $5
pair. Phone 753 7546
between 8:30am. and
3pm only.

Two bedroom trailer, 10
x 55. East of Almo. Call
753-3320.
Nice 2 bedroom trailer.
1 and one half miles east
of Murray. $125. per
month plus deposit.
753-8928.
Trailer for rent. 2
bedroom near Murray.
No pets. 489-2611.
Two 2 bedroom trailers
for rent. Fully furnished. $140. Call 753
1879 after 5:00.
Two bedroom trailer, 10
x 55. 2 miles Northeast
of Almo. Call 753-3320.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. 489 2611.
Two bedroom mobile
home. 1kS- 3er arid garbage pickup furnished.
$100 month plus deposit.
Call 753 6534.

32. APTS. FOR

NT

HOUSES FOR RE

Brand new 2 bedroom
Three bedroom. $275. at
Dachshund puppies for
duplex in Northwood.
Almo Heights. Call
sale, 7 weeks Old no
Central heat and air.
7531411.
papers.474-2325.
carpeted
patio and
Three bedroom house
Persian Kittens. 11
carport. Refrigerator,
located near hospital.
weeks old. white, copstove, dishwasher. dis- - Stove,
refrigerator,
per eyes, $10. 753-8291
posal. and washerdryer
dishwasher,
disposal.
before 5 : 00 on
hookup. Extra cabinets
washer dryer. $235. a
weekdays.
and closet space. No
month, $100 deposit.
Registered Poodle
children. No pets. $200.
753-5094.
puppy. 2 females and 1
Deposit. $285. month.
Two bedroom furnished
white male. $45. each.
Call 753-3018 after
NEW LISTING
house in country. Gar436-2745.
8:00pm.
den spot and water
Quality
4 bedroom
Six
month old black
Efficiency one or two
furnished. 753-7671.
Great Dane, full Pedi.
home near Murray
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Two bedroom cottage,
gree,
cropped ears.
High School, fresh
Apts. S 16th. 753-6609.
living room. kitchen
fully obedience trained.
the market.
on
Efficiency apartment
full bath. Located at
Call Sal. 753-6527. 753for boys. 1603 College
Home has been
Paris Landing on the
9101.
Farm Rd. 492-8225.
redecorate,d
Coast Guard road. $125
Twelve week old AKC
Extra large furnished 2
per month plus utilities.
throughout, inLabrador Retrievers.
bedroom upstairs
Deposit required. 436Only 3 left. Will hold
sulated to TVA
apartment. Water fur5353.
until, Christmas. Call
standards, slid
nished, central-gas heat
Two bedroom.
gas
753-4498.
chain link fence adand air. Couple
h
e
a
t
,
White miniature poodle
preferred. $165. No pets.
around
ded
washer-dryer hook-up,
$50. Call 753-0223.
753-1203.
carpeted 503 S. 6th.
backyard. ExExtra nice 2 bedroom
$150. per month. Call
41. PUBLIC SALE
cellent location and
duplex with large
362-8063 after 6pm.
excellent price rep-1
Sale.
Garage
Christmas
closets on Northwood
Two bedroom house in
per 50's. Contact
shop
with
us_
Thursday.
Dr. Deposit. No pets.
Panorama Shores.
Friday and Saturday.
753-0814.
Kopperud Realty,
Partly furnished. 1115 a
New and collectible
Furnished one bedroom
753-1222 for full
month. References and
items. Ornaments,
-apartment near downdeposit required. Call
details.
depression
glass,
town Murray. Call 753753-6753.
NEW AND
crystal,
china.
Mc4109 or 436-2844.
Well-insulated.
1 and
Coy, Shawnee, Hull,
NICE
Furnished 1 bedroom
one half story house
antique couch, bells,
Another home we
apartment near downnear Murray. 94 East.
chain saw pictures and
have just listed is
town Murray. Call 753Cook stove,
built-In
much more. On 641 South
4109 or 436-2844.
cabinets, utility room.
this 2-story English
just across State line at
$150. Married couple.
Nice furnished one beHazel. 498-8716.
Tudor in CanterNo pets. References.
droom apartment. Inbury Estates. Four
Inside
Garage
Sale
Fri.
Deposit. 753-7551.
quire 100 S. 13th St.
Dec. 18. 105 S. 14th.
large bedrooms,
The
Addie
Jones
house
One bedroom efficiency
Crocket and
formal dining
in Stella. Call 489-2516
apartment. Partial
miscellaneous.
room, living roqm
nights.
utilities paid. No pets. $90.
Call 753-9741.
and
den. Select
43.
REAL
ESTATE
37. LIVESTOCK
your own color and
One bedrooQ furnished
-SUPPLIES
apartment. Partial
style carpeting and
Does your family need
Appaloosa Gelding
utilities paid. $140. per
6
kitchen appliances
housing?
economical
Vfithin
years old.
month. No pets. Call
15 hands.
walking distance of school?
in this beautiful
Goes well under English
753-9741.
SIM two bedrooms and two
residence nearing
and Western tack. $700.
One bedroom furnished
baths?
low maintenance
Cali
Denise
at
767-6556.
completion. Before
apartment. No children
and excellent quality? At a
Arabian Horses for sale
or pets. Call 753-3913
you select 'your
price ofless than $16,000?
or lease. Mares,
after 5:00pm.
dream home, you'd
cal
753-1492
then
now,
geldings
all ages.
One or 2 bedroom
better look over this
after hours 753-0187.
Terms if needed: 753aparttnents for rent at
excellent
opportuni6126.
Embassy Apts. Call
ty. Over 3,000
753-3530 or 753-4331.
Goat for Sale. Corn fed
and neutered. Call 753square feet under
One room efficiency
3387.
roof. Phone any
apartment. $90. Located
One 16 hand, 5 year old
at corner of 16th and
Home Team
gaited. Pinto mare. or
Olive streets across
Member at Kopone 7 year old 15 hand.
from University. Call
MEM NS,IAMB®
perud
Realty, 711
753 4793.
gaited, sorrel gelding.
1200sycasore
Main in Murray.
Both gentle enough for
/Amoy,Kereucky 42071
Small furnished apartyoung riders but
(502/751102
ment. Private. $90. No
children. No pets. See at 'spirited enough for
seasoned riders. Your
407 5 8th. Murray.
choice for $800. Call
Spacious, quiet 2 bed753-0224 after 5:30 or
room duplex.
central
weekends.
heat and air, appliances
Sausage
hogs for sale.
furnished,
washer Fri., Sat., k Saa.
435-4534 after 5pm.
dryer hook-up, in utility. Private carport and
Off Alreadyy
SW
inUPT..") LITT
1.
37.17gl
patio deck. After
3:30pm. call 753-9574 or
Low Price aa
AKC Cocker pups, Red.
753-6513.
Typos & Ws_
black. and bluff. $85.
Two 1 bedroom furWill hold for ChristMas.
we ere the cheapest sad best pis,,tows to ISt
nished apartments.
901-648-5024 at. 901-645'S
solectime. Shop mar hie neves, Hies ship with us, mg
Priced reasonable. Call
5225.
ampere prices.
753-3593 or 753-7505.
AKC, Minature
Two bedroom apartSchnauzer, 8 weeks old.
we is,.us,lea prices every ay rie lost ea if.,.
ment for rent. Range,
Pick now for Christmas
oven, refrigerator disgift. Call 753-0726 after 5
Why Not Shop With as first. Says ps sad
hwasher
disposal,
pm anytime on weekends.
washer and dryer
AKC puppy for sale.
hookup, air, carpet. No
Siberian Huskies,
pets. One year lease and
Boxers. Ready Jan.6.
$225 deposit required.
Boarding and grooming
$225 per month. Call
for the holidays. Re753-2622 or753-3865.
asonable rates and 24
Two bedroom furnished
hour tender loving care.
or unfurnished apartAKC white Pekingese
ment. 753-8730 before 5
puppies available for
pm. 753-6965 after 5pm.
Christmas. Deposit will
Two bedroom aparthold. Make re•
ment for rent. 403 N. 3rd
servations,
appoint222 So. 12th
St. Plenty of parking. 2
ments and deposits
Seedily 1-5"
"Open
driveways. Inquire at
early. Hidden Valley
403 N. 3rd. St.
Kennels. 435-4506 Lynn
Gfove.
To bedroom duplex,
newly decorated, quiet
area near univesity.
$210. monthly. 753-8096.
Two bedroom upstairs
apartment.Near •
downtown.
Call 753- 4 6 4 5 in
afternoon.
Two bedroom
townhouse close to campus. Furnished,
washer-dryer hook-up.
Call 753-0919.
IfigInvey 641 North
Two bedroom
/00 North 121h Street
townhouse close to campus. Furnished,
*array, Keotocky
washer dryer hook-up.
Property
of Jaw Ramdelph
Call 753-0919.
Two or three furnished
apartment on Olive St.
No pets,
lease and
deposit. Call 753-9208
after Ipm.
Two or three bedroom
furnished apartment on
Olive Street. No pets.
Lease and deposit. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.

-••••••-•

1--›LA-figA-->- gar-ipt4--1.R4L1-16*3 Day Special

1uteney.
A

World
of
Sound

fra-->a-fra--

AUCTION

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
FRI., DEC. 18, 11 A.M.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys. Large private
room with kitchen
facilities,
half block
from Campus. Call
753-1342.
Rooms for Rent. One
block from University.
753-1812 or 753-6933.

34. HOUSES FOR RENT

Nice two bedroom brick
With large utility room
washer,
dryer,
refrigerator.
air conditioner. shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable rent for young
couple with proper references and deposit.
BUSINESS RENTALS
492-8594 after 6 pm.
Building.
1360 sq ft,
One bedroom house in
formerly occupied by
Lakeway- Shores. Partly
-Dishes N Things - in
furriished.-water firr
- Shop-ping
--nished7Ca II
Center on Chestnut
Three
house
bedroom
in
Days call 753 7972.
Almo Heights. $275 per
nights. 753 3018
month. Call 753 8411.
Three bedroom house,
Mal
large kitchen, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
illorobel000
• washer hookup,
Storer SOON
carpeted Less then one
mile from kentucky
Pot Item/
Lake. $225. Plus deposit
713-47.511Water included. 442 3871

S Acres Prime Commercial
Property Ready
For Development
- to be offered in 6 tracts and as
whole

a

535' on Busy Highway 641 - 410-' Deep; (4)
100' lots;(1) 135' lot.sx 250-' deep;(1) 160'
on Southwood Dr. x 535'deep
The Property is within sight of Murray State
University and the Fastest Growing Section of
Murray.

Terms: 15% Day of Sille klence On or Before
December 30, 1981

6

LTA

OSAII. SIBTA1111 CO.. INC.

4

BEST

COPY
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43. REAL ESTATE

1976 Mercury Monarch
3 bedroom brick house. 4 door. power. air
ALCOA ALUMINUM
2
Carpet throughout.
automatic. Call SIDING or vinyl siding
living
large
bathes,
and trim. Aluminum
489-228S.
room and den. 2 car
trim for brick Manes
storgarage with large
Jack Glover 753-1873.
age room. Call 419-2145
APPLIANCE S E R
or 753-203.
Cutlass VICE, KENMORE.
8
1
1
Home for sale or rent. 3
WHIRLPOOL a n d
Oldsmehils %prime
COMMERCIAL
bedroom double wide
You will love this
WESTINGHOUSE. 20
MOW,
011O
BUILDING FOR
mobile home on per
cosy 3 bedroom
rears experience
manent foundation.
Bob's
house in Lokeway
RENT
8,500 mks.
Bobby Hopper,
Streets
Located in Baywood
Shores. If you are
Appliance Service 203 S
Commercial
y
Realt
Vista near Kentucky
5th. 753 an or 753-688a.
economical you may
building at corner
Lake in Calloway Co.
beat with wood.
Alexander Septic Tank
of 4th & Sycamore
Home is on a large lot.
In the City! A
Cleaning. Vacuvm
Coon to Gest
Olen
living
rent.
baths,
full
2
for
Has
Streets
d from your
dream house, two
cleane
'Dyers hew Everywhere
room,
dining
room.
Industrial,.
Ideal for office use
ay.
bedroom,central gas
drivew
Itelieble Service Sine 1900
Pontiac
n
built-i
141 miles southeast if Moray just north el Hwy 121..
kitchen with
LOCATION: 5 ,
tial, or comresiden
heat, completely
1912 Cekleater Reed
or any retail
central
stove,
Cease
electric
hour
24
al.
merci
redecorated. Got a
Cherry Corner & Pottertown Read.
Illervey, Ileateelty 42071
business. Phone
electric heat. Also wood
1496 W. Main
service. Call 753.5933.
large family? Want
(SO2)733-8184
Kopperud
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS FACTORY:
2,
g stove. Rent
753-122
burnin
to heat with a Ashley
753-5315
All your plumbing and
aaytine
and
sale
month
per
the
all
$160.
for
Realty
HOUSE & LOT: BUILDING LOTS: COTTAGE: SHOP EQUIPMENT:
wood furnace? See
air conditioning needs
JO( L.
price reasonable. Call
Prix
pain
details.
Grand
ry,
white
carpent
1977
this four bedroom on
Also do
PORTABLE BUILDINGS AND BUILDING MATERIAL
anther
753-1721.
low ling, roof
red top.
with
2 acres.
Seeded
&
Messed
2
TRACT NO. 1 - FACTORY BUILDING: This ad aluminum budding with truss roof
55 ACRES
New three bedroom.
mileage, excellent condi- ing and concrete. All
baths built in applian- t
,
n
FOR SALE
o
COnSiStS of a center section 401100 with reinforced Concrete floor. a 16150
i
work done to satisfec
ces. Must sell 530 000, loaded, $3250. Call 436- tion. 753-2211.
ge
acrea
y
Lovel
that has a lounge area, 2 offices, 2 bathrooms and a third section that is
section
PRICED FOR QUICK
Call 489-2670.
This.
Take
5p.m.
after
26$?
and
ys
of
drivewa
edge
Asphalt
tract at the
SALE. Three bedroom
20150 raw material storage area. The building has a 3 phase electric service.
Homo...Please!
Three bedroom brick 1978 Toyota Land Crui parking lots sealed by
home in town on large
Murray, with 35
ample fluorescent lighting, 11115 entrance door in front and a 1114*12 in rear.
warn Sears. For free
home. carpet ser. Hardtop,
No kidding, owner
lot 150 x 106. This home
acres within Murbaths,
2
out,
through
tires
.
new
5
There is a 10 h.p. air compressor with lines and hues that remain with this
winch.
estimates earl 7531310
must sell. He's
is neat and clean ready
large living room and excellent condition. Call Automobile mechanic
ray city limits.
building. This structure was Duet in 1979 and is in "like-New" condition Water
to move in. Insulated
erred
been transf
,
den 2 car garage with 753-8118.
timber
land,
Crop
autoon
back
work
do
will
fenced
and
garage
is supplied by a community well, all of this is situated on a 230x550 lot It
from Murray to
large storage room. 1978 Z28 Camera. Black matic and all gasoline
and rolling pasture.
yard. Ideal investment
.
753-8394
or
Call 489-2145
could continue to be used as a portable building factory or could be converted
Omaha. He's leavwith geld pin stripes, air engined trucks. All work
property convenient to
A unique parcel of
an
d
behin
,
ing
console
to many other uses.
Stores, could be zoned
Two bedroom frame conditioned,
land with a variety
loan. house. Large lot, good automatic, tilt wheel, guaranteed. Call 437abte
assum
Commercial. Talk to us
TRACT NO. 2 • HOUSE MO LOT: This lot fronts 180' on Cherry Corner and Potof potential uses.
new 4546.
brand
or
doors,
power
wood
about financing. For
has
e
'We'v
well,
guy!
Poor
tertown Road and is 400' deep. This aluminum sided home has 2 bedrooms,
Phone Kopperud 'got every con- electric heat, TVA ap- tires, $5000. Also stereo Carpenter, paneling
more information call
living room, family room, kitchen and 1 bath electric hest, and water is ItriSpann Realty Assoc
Realty 753-1222 for
proved insulation. system $700. Call anytime etc. 30 years exhome Garage
this
e
fidenc
_
762-2218
i.
Mon.-Fr
e
storag
753-7724.
and
nislied by a community well. This house has been well cared for and is ready to
.
perience. 436-2253
more information.
the
within
sell
will
Small
$14000.
building.
41.
be moved into. Also on this Tract there is a 35x65 aluminum building with truss
Concrete block and.
month. Three down payment, balance
brick work. 20 years
roof, reinforced concrete floor, 3 phase electric hest, bathroom and fluorescent
monthly at 10 and three
bedrooms with
experience. Free eslighting. This building also has 2 large drive-through dories, 1 in front and 1 in
s percent intertimates. Call 753-5476.
delightful decor, quarter
Located in Stella.
est.
the rear.
Dec.19th
Don't put off getting
beamed ceibing Call 489-2595.
or
sofa
e
TRACT NO. 3 • 135' a 200 LOT (Commenity Walt This beautifully landscaped
favorit
your
greatroom, prac- Unique log home, 3
10:00 a.m.
lstered
reupho
chair
lot is well drained and has mature shade trees. Improvements consist of a comtical utility and bedroom, central gas
4 Acres
1
because of the long wait
Nice Home & 13/
munity well that supplies water to all surrounding properties. There is presently
1977
fenced yard pro- heat with full basement.
for its return. We offer
Call
loan.
300 Acres in Tracts
ble
Assuma
for
24x32 cottage with a 12x24 attached office or game room. The Cottage has
Also
a'
vides home
one week servie.
Ford
Purdom & Thurman
our
Location: From Dover take Highway 49 •your family. Dial
take advantage of
electric heat and community water; aluminum siding; insulated windows. 2
da
Realty. 753-4456,
Grana
Say
toward Erin. Turn on Long Creek Road.
special.
end
year
753-1492 now.
bedrooms; living room; kitchen and carport. This cottage will be sold to be
Follow auction signs. From Erin take Hwy.49
you sew this ad and
Ghia,
LES
RCYC
MOTO
TO
WAY
4.7.
HALF
Carliin
moved from lot and then offered as a combination with lot. The cottage will be
save $50. on any sofa
toward Dover. Turn at auction sign
lash hie =II
HEAVEN
and chair combination
1980 Yamaha 400 Special
sold fully furnished, living room suite, end tables, lamps, stereo, dinette set,
sle.
Bill's Upholstery 104 S.
Owners: Henry Manners, Jr. and Gllford
or maybe even with mag wheels, wind
electric range, small electric appliances, refrigerator, dishwasher and 2 bedroom
Good condition, 13th.
jammer custom seat,
Adkins.
closer
suites
luggage carrier, elecat Sears
Terms of Sale: 10 percent down day of sale.
clean, good family FenceCallsales
Row cropping, tronic
TRACT NO.4: This well drained lot lays level and is ready for building, with elec
ignition. If your
753-2310
Sears
now.
Balance within 30 days. Have your arcoma
or
and
ock
$2,N1.
livest
Asking
look
car.
looking for a bike
for free estimate for
tricity and water mailable. This property has 175' frontage on Cherry Corner
rangements made. Come prepared to buy.
both
of
Call
200.
on
51
binati
one.
been
this
at
have
s
survey
date
to
needs.
your
Up
Notice:
Call 753-U21
Pottertown Road and is 285' deep.
tobacco barn, 527-8372.
made.
For your lime hauling
NO. S:This lot is amost identical to Tract No. 4 but only has 170' fron
TRACT
exwith
deed
milkhouse, farPossession: Will be given with
and lime spreading
CARS
USED
49.
30
Pitt
within
tage.
gravel.
white rock,
ception of home, which will be given
rowing house, year
abundance of fruit
an
has
lot
ped
g
well
This
landsca
haulin
a
135':
125'
coal
•
6
21
NO.
e.
sand,
TRACT
Fairlan
days after closing.
Ford
1963
round spring-fed
r
a
TRUCI
USED
nice
50
This
Roger
acres:
see
-8¼
or
753.45,45
Home
house.
of
call
good
green
tion
10x16
gallon,
Descrip
miles per
tmes, mature shade trees and there is a
creek runs through conditio
n. 437-4945.
ranch style home is heated with wood or has
1971 Dodge Window Hudson. Located 10
a
into
ty
proper
ft.
the
94.
sq.
Hwy
on
1968
east
has
miles
Z0 outlets for electric. Home
Van. V-8, automatic,
1970 Olds 98 convertible,
TRACT II. 1: This troct keys level to gently rolling with beautiful mature
30-acre water shed collectors item
like new.
GENERAL HOME
gold radio,
under roof consisting of 4 bedrooms, den, 1
shode trees and a sown lawn. Definitely on ideal building site.
lake. Oh yes, with white top. Excel- Michelin 16.5 x 8.00 steel REPAIR, 15 years ex
bath, living room & kitchen. Water furnished
tract
try,
acre
d(dark
4
1
/
8
ul
Carpen
carpete
beautif
e.
this
extra
on
perienc
a
radials.
on,
by good spring
lent conditi
ladies, there is
nt con- concrete,
plumbing.
All of these tracts will be sold separate thin offered in various combinations.
on which home is located. 2 Garage buildings
bedroom clean. original top. 52. green), excelle
four
NO
smoke
siding.
.
pond,
and
436-5610
one dition.
roofing
actual miles
on said tract, good livestock
There will be a representative on the grounds to show property December 7th,
brick home 000
date.
owner. White leather 1974 Ford pickup with JOB TOO SMALL. Free
house, hog house de pen. Many things could be
8th, and 9th or vial show Neal Estate by eppointment any day prior to sale
pamperect by its interior. 6 way power utility bed on it and climates. Days 474-2359,
said about this Mini farm with very scenic
owners. -What seats. For convertible ladder rack. Call 753- nights: 474-2276.
view of nice valley area. It is ideal for the hobSNOP EQUIPMENT:
more could you lovers. Anxious to sell. 8335.
by farmer with a chance to buy more that surWrenches & hand Nests; Model 12-13-12 Tapco Port-o-Brake. Up to 1244 feet
1977 Ford pickup. 302.
rounds it. Enjoy country living at its best.
ask? How'about Call 753-6500 after 5pm.
ltires
Good
88.
tires
Olds
new
1972
ic
automat
Timbered & Open Tracts: Tracts will vary
say?
material; Hams Acetelyne Torch & Welder-dual stage with cart, 10' Rockwel(22
you
financing
FormerLock
mechanically
59 000
-engine;
good
paint.
and
phase
silver
new
single
in size from 2 acres to 100 acres. The choice
Dayton
delta table saw, 2 horse with
We have that also 18mpg. 5500, Phone miles. 53000. 753 3387.
will be yours. Some tracts will have springs,
acre
293
Target-combination concrete and steel saw with 3 horse motor, 10"
this
gauge);
on
5pm.
after
tracts
All
435-4351
ponds.
gs,
.
buildin
es,
spring branch
1979 Ford F-150 Ranger
Duo'
.
estate
ry
road
count
good
,
with
sites
Rockwell delta radial saw; 50 foot deluxe work bench; 1744 foot steel table:
1973 Chevrolet Impala 4 wheel drive, lock in
will have excellent home
CS
(Model)
Forney
grinder;
to
for
tracts
auto
Dial 753-1492
73 000 actual miles. lock out hubs.
frontage. Some of the finest wooded
fast air nailer; Sears Craftsman 14 horse power
Bufrnodel),
(table
drill
get firewood you want to see. Come out to this
press
first
44"
hose;
your personal 753 8451. David Hill matic, power steering,
welder; Several hundred feed of air
radio
power brakes
(Reversale.
brochure on this after 5pm.
AN
falo-5 speed heavy duty Si drill press, table model; 2-Electric screw drills
HOME
E
MOBIL
4s
a
2
,
miles.
actual
l
lumber
of
sawmil
000
Bus.
agon
33
1973 Volksw
Several bundles
air
hours
1
Duo-fast
After
staples;
.
2 inch
/
estate
CHORS underpinning
se &Stop); 2 model K57648-air stapler with up to 11
Rebuilt engine, AM-FM $4800. Call 753-4016.
and slabs.
patio
6.
an
436-216
Craftsm
sealed,
nailer;
air
dial
roof's
duo-fast
7
feel
2-CN13
lly
radio. 52, 175. Good 80 GMC Van Conver
Auctioneer's Comments: I persona
nailer CN350 up to 16 penny nails;
and house
condition. Must sell. sion. Fully customized awnings,
now is a buyers market with declining inder grinder; Toro 10" electric chain saw, Rockwell model 641 router
sidewin
mobile
for
roofs
type
get
to
sink,
.
certain
are
ator,
753-1289
values
refriger
cutter
with
Land
rates.
terest
homes. 753-1873 Jack
Black & Decker-No. 7600 power router; Black & Decker-router power
1974 Chevy El Camino stereo couch (converts Glover.
higher for the investor, home builder or the
shear
4'
metal
drills;
2 commercial skill saw: 4 portable
/
Black S Decker-71
wrecked. $150. Call into bed), rally wheels
man that wants a place to cut wood. Give
custom paint and cap. Need work on your
ENT:
EQUIPM
492-8345.
NG
PRINTI
some thought to this. At an auction you the
s trees? Topping, prun
LORETTA INS, REALMS® 1974 Ford Station Wa- tain
buyer determine the value by setting prices.
duplicator with a master conversion unit model 166. Viking
off-set
320
Dick
A.B.
e
complet
shaping
ing
miles.
000
13
chairs
of
each
paper
is
coming
time
The
new
buy.
and
good,
gon. Drives
Come out
1200Sycamore
removal and more. Call
9 slash folding machine; Lighted make-up table. 3 cases-8441"x11" copier
.
inside. $575 or best Reply to 753-5014
us will need our own land to hunt on,cut wood,
n,
Murray, Kentucky 42071
operatio
printing
for
TREE
ls
R'S
chemica
of
BOVE
12 cases 8'4'111" printing paper; All types
SURPLUS CARS,
(502)753.1492
offer. 753-9672.
ride our horses or cycles on. Come on out.
for Pro
new
CE
Brand
s.
SERVI
machine
address
_Master
3
e
unit;
S
exposur
TRUCK
plate
Dick
A.B.
106
1974 Toyota Corolla _JEEPS ‘ND
care
ABLE thru fessional _tree
Deluxe. Excellent con- NOW AVAIL
Michael Gather Ease Electro Desk Tap Calculator. TIN* Union Camera
.
753-8536
BRING MOM
44 LOTS FOR SA
new painted local Government Professional
all sell as on* und
dition.
is a complete seep for a awl priet shoo. N
This
KIDS
BRING
dark Sales , call 1-714-569-0241
44 acres racing stripes,
mately
Approxi
pain
,
anging
FREE TURKEYS
directory on paperh
BUILDING MATERIALS:
on corner of Penny road tinted windows. 37. 000 for your
g,
in
e. Open t
FREE HAM
rolls 4" coil .025 aluminum,.02i 4" x 8' pre-cut aluminum; 025 4" x10' Pre4
and Spring Creek actual miles, good gas how to purchas
top,
gs
farm buildin
Church road. Call 489- mileage. $1500. firm. 24 hours.
aluminum: 24 cases 16" penny coated nails; 3 cases duo-fast 10 penny
cut
or
commercial
sides,
Call Sal 753-6527 or Surplus Jeeps, Cars
2425.
ential. Call
coated nails;4 cases duo-fast 6 penny coated nails;19 cases duo-fast %staples. 9
and Trucks available. resid on Farris
Three acres wooded 753 9101.
Trem
for under
2 inch-galvanized duo-fast staples; 5 cases 5/8 inch galvanized duo-fast
/
cases 11
Kirby Jen
1975 Comet. 4 door. 302 Many sell
property,
759.1987.
-1143
312-742
Call
5200.
staples; 1 case % inch galvanized duo-fast -staples; 11 4' x 6' aluminum and
power steerflings Trail area. Close engine,
x6
Ext. 2641, for informa- Remodeling-Home Re
to- lake. Asking • 52 750.
steel doors hinged'and ready to mount; 2-4 x 6 x 20; 146-2 1`4 x 16. 3-1
pair. Duality work.
e.
m
aluminu
0"
good condition. tion on how to purchas
3'
x
air
0Call 753-6054,
32-2'
;
m
free eseed,
x12; 6-1 x 4 x 8; 18-20 a 24 aluminu windows
Truck and 200 amp. guarant and consulta753 9181 or 753-8124.
5/8"
ts
69-shee
12,
66-2141
timates
board;
cle
29-parti
windows; 238-2x4 studs;
45. FARMS FOR SALE 1976 Cadillac Seville. welder. 753 5668.
tion. G. B. Gargus
plywood; 8-2x4x20: 8-4x4x12; 44x4x18, 4-4x4x8
Secluded 5 acre farm Silver on silver, 42 000 SERVICES OFFERED 753-0285.
LE BUILDINGS:
Bogard Realty & Auction
PORTAB
with brick home and miles loaded. Call 753
Roofing Hot Tar and
large barn. $2S 000. Call 7441 or 753-8218.
Ask about
x
12',
roofs.
8-8'
7'8x 16' and 3-10x 20' Deluxe Storage Buildings, Four custom-made
gravel
Dover, Tenn. 815-232-51SO
ROOFING
5 9 pm, 759 1644.
1976 Corvette,
5 year guarantee. Roofs
1-3 port dog box, all aluminum and steel
houses;
dog
OUILT-UP E. SHINGLES
customized. Call 753coated cold or hot
EQUIPMENT:
AND
46. HQAAES FOF! SAL 4320 or 759-4647.
RS
wbri
TRACTO
is. AN
shingle
applications
Announcement day of ale wUl bee_precedence
Fr•ie
r•ed.
hp lawn tractor; GilIrson-8 horse power tiller, John Deere-trim
11
afforretut,
goor•o
2"
and
and
d
Murry-4
ble
remove
Assuma
roofs
"
overarrinted matter. Auctioneer: Ed "Bogle
aog
new
, Coll 759Eittetwotoss,
Lk.64a.
dable. Like new 2
placed. Complete roof
mower 18' cut; 1946 Model 20 Ferguson Tractor. 6 foot grader blade. Like
1859 of 7534581.
bedroom with great
and decking removed
lawn
tractor.
start,
hp
electric
11
cut
Sears 12"
room, lots of cabinets in
and replaced.Roll roof3
MISCELLANEOUS: 2 wood racks for firewood; 4 foot show case, 5 sets of axles,
the kitchen. Garage.
ing, fiberglass shingles
hauling. Lime.
General
t
in
tires)
heat pump, fenced
installed on straigh
rap.
with brakes, 2 no brakes(with wheels and
1 9 8 0 Tan, white rock rip
yard. Call Owner at
4x12 roof $33.50. Labor
sand.
er
mort
COMER
753-8469 or Shroat
Volkswagon Rab- I umber, and material. All work
A B. Dick 675 copier & stand
Pro
Waldrop Realty
bitt, 4 door lift ties and machinery. guaranteed. The Roof
Yates
ls
UM:
759-1707.
fessiona
ALUMIN
bock. Has diesel Call 7534526 after 6pm.
mg Co 1 642-0158. Call
one block
Duplex
102-6' corners. 11-10' corners, 2 white-12' corners. 92-4)116'
Brick
corners;
132-8'
Sears.
by
ing
TTE
Gutter
motor for good gas
AUTO REVERSER'S/An CASSE
collect.
natural aluminum. 61from University.
gutous
continu
natural aluminum: 6-4'110' natural alumieum, 79-Tx16'
ge, front Searsinstalle
milea
• 6 station preset pushbutton tuning
and
sell each
ing
Will
trimm
500.
Tree
$42
' natiral
your
for
d
ters
2112' natural aluminum; 104-4'x9' natural aluminum; 95-41112
• 10 watts/channel into 4 ohms from 40 to 20KHz
apartment for $22, 500.
drive, area specifications. Call removal, hedges and
wheel
45-248'
m.
aluminu
natural
T.H.O.
@ 1.0%
d Call
aluminum: 42-4'11' natural aluminum, 75-4•18'
7591074 753-2649.
Sears 753 2310 for free shrubs Firewoo
car, one owner,
m.
aluminu
• Precision auto reverse tape transport
red
sheet
m.
4'18'
aluminu
5476.
753
natural
0'
natural aluminum; 65-4'x3
Owner has left state and
• Dolby N.R. system arial.tape E.O. switch
low miles. Very estimate.
m
aluminu
We
foot
ent?
216'
s
m,
basem
2
control
his
aluminu
Wet
s
of
2414'
loudnes
offer
Irfid
gables;
treble
2-12'
REMOm.
urges
basil,
STUMP
e
aluminu
2'110'
• Separat
K & K
clean.
nts
bedroom home. Sitting
• Preamp RCA pin jack outputs
VAL. Do you need stumps make wet baseme ely
REASON FOR SEW116:
complet
a
work
antenn
power
dry
acres.
half
a
and
remote
one
yard
for
on
• Output cable
been
removed from your
or
Call
This is set a distress each'''. This business IS a M00,1-11411ill 110,1 as rt has
teed.
tank
guaran
septic
of
roof,
New
or land cleared
Dimensions:
since
factory
this
operated
Con
having
n
o,
after
Morga
Mrs.
bill
Piaborto
write:
and
Mr.
Electric
all these years.
and well
stumps? We can re4"Hx0"0
/
rWx 13
have
2 Box
averaged $20 month last
move stumps up to 24 struction Co. Rt.
(100* 44 x 150 mm.)
1954 and having been involved ends extensively in then cherch work,
Ky
h,
Paduca
WV
all
Spanm
409 A
Call
.
people
to
winter
the
service
below
sbc
s
Evangeli
inche
time
fel
of
701 Main
decided to fulfil their dreams
Weight:4 lbs.(1.8 kg.)
Realty Associates 753leaving only 42001 or call day or
ground
753-5273
OW CSOffify.
7724.
sawdust and chips. Cell night 1.442 7026.
estimates Bob Will sharpen hand saws.
Three bedroom house
TERMS:
free
for
Carlo.
Monte
1976 tan
30
or Bob chain saws and skill
on 2 and one half acres.
Real Estate - 20% dews day of sale with balance on delivery of deed within
offer. Call Kemp 435 4343
best
or
52500.
Hwy.
.
1824
saws. Call 753.4656
North on
Jr 435 4319
Kemp
767 2548.
dap.
7511868.

Perim IL Thom=
lassreisce
Real Estate
Sordid& Geri Sq.
Reatscity
753-4451

FOR
RENT

•

FOR SALE

PURDOAtS

Friday, December 18, 1000 A.M.
Rain or Shine

For
Sale

AUCTION
Date:

alter 5

PA.

fin

La

21

461

FOR
SALE

AUTOSOUND SYSTEMS

PARKER
FORD

•
XS-66
6" x 9" 3-WAY SPEAKER

am.

Sony, The Car Stereo You Can Be Proud Of:
"Oh Yes,t have a Sony"°illy at th.,

World of Sound
Loyowoy Now For Christmas
y Counts
itlit
Whiweito

MILABLE

•raizs,.

SQUARE DANCE

Bring The Family For Good Clein
Fon.-Beginning Dec. 19th at 7:30 p.m.
Each and every Saturday night.
Located in Jerry McCoy's old
refinishing building on 641 Sou*
between Murray and Hazel.
Owner- Ronnie Gardner

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
- 225 L. P. Maw St. theveservoverwannadry cv0.4

Specializing.in Swim'Citizens
Hair Cats $1.00
Opea Neon
Moo., Tees., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

8-12 - 753-31.3S

Persoisal.)Property • Cash
OWNERS: Mr.4 Mrs. ID. Pinierhm

e.or shdto.

TATE & AUCTION CO
24 2882
REALE:
im
247-1385
Mayfield, Ky.
811 Paris Road
LETO
l. Auctioesee
Shales Reakor & Auctioneer. Eddie Cockre
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OBITUARIES

Haneline
Rites Today

1

Workman
Dies Today

Services for Ellis Glenn
Dixie Jones Workman,
Haneline, 70, Rt. 7, 76, 1508 Parklane, died toMayfield, were today at day at 2:15 a.m. in Long
11 a.m. in the chapel of Term Care Unit of
Roberts Funeral Home, Murray-Calloway County
Mayfield, with the Rev. Hospital.
Layne Shanklin ofShe was married Sept.
ficiating.
23, 1922, to John
Burial was in Bazzell, Workman who died Feb.
Cemetery.
26, 1972. Born April 11,
Haneline died Wednes- 1904, in Calloway County,
day at 8:15 p.m. at Com- she was the daughter of
munity Hospital, the late Oscar S. Jones
Mayfield. He was a and Cora Beaman Jones.
member of Coldwater She was a member of
United Methodist Church. Seventh and Poplar
Survivors include a Church of Christ.
sister, Estell Nance,
Survivors include three
Mayfield, and two daughters, Mrs. Milburn
brothers, C. C. Haneline, (Dorothy) Dunn, Atlanta,
Mayfield, and Thelmar Ga., Mrs. J. B. (Jo)
Haneline, Tigard,Ore.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Murray,
and Mrs. John T. (Sue)
Murdock, Bogor, Indonesia; a son, Bobby Z.
Workman and his wife,
Janette, Columbus,
Martha Sue Thornton Miss.; a sister, Mrs. Ray
Raymond, 54, died (Lochie) Ross, Rt. 1,
Wednesday at 6:05 p.m. Murray.
Also surviving are nine
at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She had grandchildren, one stepbeen a patient at grandchild, and four
Westview Nursing Home great-grandchildren.
Blalock-Coleman
for several years.
Born March 22, 1927, in Funeral Home will be in
Calloway County, she charge of arrangements.
was the daughter of the
late James Dillon Thornton and Lucille Falwell
Thornton.
Survivors include a
Paloma Murphy, 90,
daughter,' Mrs. Lee
(Cecilia) Neely, Mem- Rt. 4, Murray, widow of
phis, Tenn.; three Jack Murphy, died today
brothers, the Rev. Joe at 4 a.m. at MurrayPat Thornton and Calloway County
Laymon Thornton, Mur- Hospital.
She was a member of
ray, and James E. ThornGood Shepherd United
ton, Jonesville, La.
The body had been be- Methodist Church and of
queathed to Medical an Eastern Star chapter.
Department, Barnes Born June 11, 1891, she
was the daughter of the
Hospital,St. Louis, Mo.
Memorial services will late Samuel Abel Harris
be conducted at a later and Cora York Harris.
Survivors include a
date. Max Churchill
Funeral Home is in sister, Mrs. Lloyd
charge of arrangements. (Lucille) Spiceland,
Dearborn, Mich.; two
nephews, Dale Cochran,
Murray, and Sam Harris,
Rt. 4, Murray.
J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
arrangements.
Services for Broadus D.
Creekmur, 73, Kirksey,
will be Saturday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Kirksey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
funeral home after 9 a.m.
Two accounts of hubFriday.
cap theft have been
Creekmur died today at reported by Murray
5 a.m. at Westview Nurs- Police Department
ofing Home. He was retired ficers.
from United States Army
According to police
Air Corps and was a reports, hubcaps were
member of Black Rock stolen at 7th and Poplar
Baptist Church, Black Church of Christ and Mt.
Rock, Ark. Born May 5, Horab Baptist Church
1908, at Kirksey, he was last night between 6:30
the son of the late John and 7:30 p.m. No one has
Creekmur and Alma Cun- been arrested in the inningham Creekmur.
cidents, however an in0 Survivors include a vestigation is continuing.
daughter, Ann Robert- The Calloway County
son, Westland, Mich.; Sheriff's Department
three sisters, Thyra reported four arrests last
Crawford, 205 North 17th night.
St., Bertie Gingles, 1606
Arrested was Howard
Farmer Ave., and Mrs. Paul Littlejohn, 32,
Carlisle Kirby, Bowling Houston, Tex. Littlejohn
Green.
was charged with theft by
deception, over $100, a
class D felony, lodged in
Calloway County Jail and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. released on bond.
(AP) — Commercial
Paul Thomas
passenger traffic at Copeland,*
Mayfield, is
Louisville's Standiford currently in Calloway
Field airport increased County Jail after
having
by 2½ percent in been charged with
wanNovember over the same ton endangerment
in the
month in 1980, according second degree, a class
A
to a report.
misdemeanor.
The report, submitted
Howard D. Kehring, 18,
Wednesday to the Huntington, Tenn., has
Regional Airport Authori- been charged with theft
ty, said that the airport by deception under $100
handled 154,172 and is in Calloway County
passengers last month. Jail.
The report also sho*ed a
Charged with first
net gain of four daily degree wanton endangerflight departures, to a ment, a class D felony,
total of 83.
and lodged in Calloway
(
County Jail, is Williath
Harold Brittian, 53, MurInchistrial Average
+ I 311
ray.

Raymond
Dies Today

Murphy
Dies Today

Creekmur
Services
Saturday

Hubcaps
Reported
Stolen

Count Higher

Stock Market

Air Prodotis
Mittman Motors
Ashland
A,merKan Telephone
Chrysier
Ford
C. A F'
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I aratlyrar
f,olf I hi
ileutArtn
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• • F.
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Hog Market
•
Federal-Mate Merkel News Service
December 17, Ifli
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog
Melted Includes Buying SleUers
item* Ad 242 Kit. ON Barrows4 Glib
ovelly IS Iselin Sews steady higher
US I-211•101 ibe
21-311.75
US 2XI=Ibi
ps 75-31.5
U.S 3.3 Ola270 lbs
.97.71.31.71
Sein
1.2 278,22elbe.
.
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us 1.51111-450110
Sa.11111-31.61
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Writer Records Polish Situation

EDITOR'S NOTE —
The writer reported for
three months from
Poland on the birth and
growth of Solidarity and
was acquainted with
most of the union's top
leaders.
By ROBERT H.RED)
Associated Press Writer
BONN, West Germany
(AP) — "There is no way
the authorities can stop
our movement except
with Soviet tanks."
Jacek Karon, an intellectual with close links
to Poland's independent
labor movement, made
that boast to me in his

Warsaw apartment on
Sept. 7,1900. A demoralized regime had just allowed workers to form trade
unions independent of
Communist Party control.
Flushed with success,
Kuron went on to explain
that unlike previous
revolts by Polish workers
in 1956, 1970 and 1976, this
one would succeed.
Poland, he said, would be
transformed forever.
"This is a revolution
from the grass roots," the
bald, gravel-voiced dissident said. "It's
spreading. It's broad-

based. It cannot be contained."
Fifteen months later,
Kuron is among
thousands of Solidarity
leaders, other union activists and sympathizers
arrested by Poland's
Communist regime after
imposition of martial
law.
The military
crackdown has put the
future of the independent
trade union in doubt. But
in late 1980; Kuron and
thousands of other Poles
were convinced they
*stood on the threshold of a
revolution that would br-

ing genuine democracy to
their "socialist"country.
For many of its 9.5
million members,
Solidarity was never just
a trade union.It wasa nationalist social force, an
organization of people
who wanted a say in the
running of their lives.
For a time, the experiment seemed to succeed.
The workers' victory of
August 1980 electrified
the country. Solidarity
posters appeared on
walls and buildings
throughout the country.
Lech Walesa,
Kazimierz Switon, An-

drzej Gwiazda and others
who had worked quietly
for years organizing
underground trade
unions were transformed
into celebrities overnight.
In September 1980, a
few weeks after his
release from jail, Switon
appeared at a news conference sponsored by the
government.
As he answered questions from Polish
reporters, TV lights were
reflected from his silver
teeth, his souvenir of
many beatings by the
secret police.

In those early days, the
union never lacked for
self-confidence. Victories
in a series of showdowns
with the government filled the members -especially those born
after the horrors of World
War II — with a sense of
their own invincibility.
Walesa and a few
others harbored fears of
what might happen if
Polish or Soviet
authorities thought
Solidarity had gone too
far. But they thought
their movement was
worth the risks.

Onassis Testifies Against Photographer
NEW YORK (AP) — A
teary-eyed Jacqueline
Onassis testified that a
celebrity photographer
made her summer vacation intolerable, ruined
her son's and daughter's
graduation and only
jeered at her when she
threatened to take him to
court.
"You will take me to

court, will you Jackie?"
Mrs. Onassis quoted Ron
Galella as saying during
a confrontation outside a
Manhattan movie theater
in July.
"When I came out of
the theater, Galella was
blocking my path," Mrs.
Onassis testified Wednesday on the second day of a
hearing on her charge

that he violated an order
to stay at least 25 feet
from her and 30 feet from
her children, Caroline
and John Kennedy.
"He was as close as a
foot. I wanted to get away
from those people and get
a taxi, but he was jumping all around in front and
In back of me, so no taxi
could see me."

Mrs. Onassis, the
widow of assassinated
President John F. Kennedy, was teary-eyed as
she delivered her
testimony before U.S.
District Court Judge Irving Ben Cooper, who
issued the 1975 order
restricting Galena. The
photographer has gained
international publicity

taking pictures of Mrs.
Onassis and the Kennedy
children.
Mrs. Onassis said she
doesn't mind that Galena
takes her picture but she
is bothered "when he
comes really close and
bumps around and makes
other people stare at
me."
Galena denied he had

tried to harass Mrs
Onassis or her daughter
but said he might have inadvertently approached
within 25 feet of Mrs.
Onassis while concentrating on his camera.
"1 may have broken the
distance but it was not intentional," he said. "I
cannot carry a tape
measure with me."

WE'RE BUSY
AS ELVES...
...And busy we'll stay,
right up to the time
it becomes Christmas day!
This year you'll find
a special selection...
presents galore ...
a whole holiday section!
It's filled with ideas
from A...to Z
for stuffing'a stocking
...and under a tree!
But the holiday's near,/
so mustn't delay,
shop early this season/
fill your gift lists today!
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Practical presents he'll love

OP'

he Following Stores in
Dixieland Shopping Center will be
open Sun days 1-5 beginning Nov. 29t
Open Nights Til 8:00 P.M.

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
Dor Mae
Watkins
Green Door
Murray Leather Shop
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dennison- Hunt
and
The Cherry Branch
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Books: presents that are sure to please(

If you're one of 'nose peo- it's from Pengce, $9.95) by
ple (and there are many) who Christopher P. Anderson.
enjoy a "solidly booked"
Star-gazers will love this
Christmas, there's no need to telescope, which will give
suggest you wend your way to them a host of insights into the
your favorite bookstore to se- famous. Over 500 celebrities
lect gifts for your nearest and from Woody Allen to Richard
dearest.
Zanuck, are sketched within
However, once you're the pages of The Book of
there, you may find you need People.
a certain amount of help in
There are thumbnail
choosing among the many sketches of each, plus vital
tempting selections.
statistics, and telling quotes
Between hardcovers and from each.
paperbacks, new releases and
Listen for a minute to
venerable re-issues, special Barbra Streisand ("When I
gift sets (there are new ones sing, people shut up."), Rock
every year. in addition to all Hudson("What do I see when
the old favorites), and glossy, I look in a mirror? A lie.")and
over-sized volumes, there's Ella Fitzgerald ("Everybody
such a wealth of alternatives wants to know about my style
available, as to put even the and how it carne about. It's no
most devout book-lover and big secret. It's the way I
bookstore-browser into some- feel."), and the floodgates of
thing of a tizzy.
fascination will open.
From mysteries to histoAmateur astrologers will be
ries, how-to volumes for the
masses to esoteric tracts for able to learn their favorite
just a few, there's sure to be stars' birthsigns, as well as
something to satisfy every more mundane facts from
reader's taste, no matter how birthdate to marital status to
income.
unusual.
:
In short, it's a volume that's
Travelers an sure to enjoy
THERE'S A NEW MAN around the house. Be he bachelor Cities (Clarkson N. Potter certain to satisfy the curiosity
young married, or one of the increasing male-heads-of Inc., $17.95), edited by John of many, at the same time as it
household statistics, he's the modern male that is taking on McGreevy. Cities is a com- increases the curiosity of
more household duties. A new survey made by The Regina pilation of 13 pieces, each others.
In the tradition of the conCompany, manufacturers of the "Electrikbroom"• focused on a particular mecleaner,indicates that he's also a strong influence on prod- tropolis, from New York to tinuously popular books of triuct changes; hence a force to be watched by marketers of Stockholm, Jerusalem to via, lists, facts and whathave-you, comes The First of
every kind of household products. Instinctively, he tends to Sydney.
choose products based on efficiency and reliability..,that
Each article is written by a Everything (Delacorte Press,
are quick, easy to handle. A Regina model favored by celebrity who is familiar with $13.95), by Dennis Sanders.
males, the handsome 3-speed model that does just about —and fascinated by—the city
Just about everything you
2 in question, and the result is a never realized you wanted to
/
everything an ordinary vacuum will do. It's lightweight(61
lbs.), yet cleans efficiendy, and is easy to store. In an pastiche of personal views to know about firsts is contained
attractive color scheme of russet and sand with coordi- be savored by armchair trav- therein—from the first calennated patterned fabric. Around $60 retail.
elers north, south, east and dar (the concept, according to
Sanders, goes back at least to
west.
For instance, the section on 34,000 B.C.) to the first nonAthens is written by (who stop transcontinental flight
else?) Melina Mercouri; that (May 2-3, 1923); from the
on Chicago by Studs Terkel. first male child to achieve
.The text is accompanied by stardom in talking motion pic260 photos, half of which are tures(Jackie Cooper, who was
nominated for a Supporting
in fulJolor.
All in all, a feast for the Actor Oscar for Skippy in
eye, the mind and the imagi- 1931), to the first professional
nation, which will take the actress to achieve renown
willing reader around the (Isabella Andreini, who made
world and back again on a her mark on 16th century
Italy).
voyage of pure delight.
There's a great deal mere of
Speaking of celebrities—
and who doesn't—a volume the same (almost 400 pages
sure to be of interest is The worth, in fact), and it will all
Book of People, (hardcover be manna to trivia buffs from
published- by G.P. Putnam's eight to 80.
Its, $19.95; in paperback,
In a more serious vein,

Christmas Dreams
Ladies
Sportswear
By Ralph Lauren-Polo
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Aramis
Cologne

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Blouse

Phone
753-2571
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Ladies
Sportswear
By Liz Claiborne

there arc a slew of books
which will educate, elucidate
and inform on a wide range of
topics from language to
biology.
Take The Color Atlas of'
Human Anatomy (Harmony
Books, $6.95), for example. :',
A prospective doctor among •••
the children of your acquaintance will be thrilled to receive -;
it, as will many an adult of
whatever profession.
The color illustrations et
•;
the body and its many orgies.
provide a behind-the-scenes
look at the miracle of human •
existence, taking into account
recent discoveries.
Women Aloft (Tune-Life:
Books, $13.95) by Valerie
Moolman is the 10th vohime
in The Epic ofFlight series.
It's a lavishly illustrated
history of female aviators and the contributions they have
made, from the famous Anseha Earhart to the many women who never achieved worldwide recognition despite their;
achievements. A fascinating,
volume, it will be treasured:
for years by its lucky:
recipient.
Students of the English Ian-;
guage, as well as anyone who feels the irresistible tug of ad-;
jectives, verbs and nouns, will'
enjoy receiving American •
Expressions: A Thesaurus
Effective and Colorful Speech
(McGraw-Hill, $10.95),
edited by Robert B. Costello:
and less Stein.
- Not a glossy volume bound •
for coffee-table glory, Amen-.
can Expressions is truly fasci- •••
rutting in its own right, and is a.i
purveyor of the picturesque::
without pictures.
.
Its savvy giver will rightly
be able to, "laugh in hisbeard," "laugh in his:
sleeve," "look as if butter:
wouldn't melt in his mouth," •
"look like the cat that swallowed the canary" and "pat:
himself on his back."
The recipient, well...he'll
be, "happy as a clam at high :
tide,' "happy as a lark," "m:.
all his glory" and "in hog.
heaven," after he opens his :•
present.
Knock me over with a.feather, if it's not a very merry:
Christmas, all around!
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Sweaters

Jewelry

Regata's
Jr. Coordinated Sportswear

Fragrances By
C ermaine Monteil
Estee Lauder
Charles of The Ritz
Ultima II/Charles Revson
Ralph Lauren
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ThisGive mciroompo
The Old Man Our Best
THEMEWOODBOSS:
A GOODINVESTMENT
IN YOURHOME.
The 028 Wood Bossisfor the homeowner who'sseriousabout
cuttingfirewood.
And since it's a Stihl, it'snot only the bestinvestment you can
makein a saw. It's also one of the bestyou
can makein your home.
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Give The Gift That Gives Year Around
*Perfect For Stocking Stuffers
•Buy Any Amount You Like
•Always-The Right Size & Color
*Perfect For Any Child or Adult

Geed At Any Murray Theater

Available At:
Cheri 3-Cine 1 & 2
Murray Drive In
—mow

Give A Gift
To Enjoy!
10% Off
On The Purchase Of Gift Certificates
Available le Any
Amounts
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Cultured pearls present as
Christmas Gift Time
,
tim
ele
ss as Christmas itself
Is Now At Harrell's
Snow Sleds. Toboggins
Work Boots - Western Boots
Hunting Knives - Tools
Corning Ware - Kitchen Acces.
Group OfSmall Kitchen
c
Appliances $10.00 Off
Free Gift Wrap
'

As the holiday season ap- choosing gifts which have traproaches, heralded by the gar- dition behind them, which relands of colored lights strung flect the beauty of the season,
up on Main Street and the and which will increase in
sounds of carols everywhere. value as the years go by.
Tt memories flood the hearts of
Cultured pearl jewelry is
It old and young alike, recalling such a gift. Family and friends
to each the timeless pleasures receiving jewelry set with cul• and time-honored traditions of tured pearls, will recognize
1
, Christmas.
the thought and love which
Perhaps the most popular of have gone into the choice.
these age-old traditions is that
A teen-age girl who is just
. of gift-giving--few and far beginning to date will cerbetween are those among us tainly appreciate a pair of culwho do not get a twinge of ex- tured pearl earrings. Very
citement, wondering what possibly the rust "grown up"
Santa's pack might hold.
jewelry she has ever received,
If Santa is truly savvy, he or they're a sure sign she's
she will by way ahead of all "come of age."
those special people on the
An added plus, cultured
perennial Christmas list, pearl earrings are a gift she'll

Insulated Vests, Jackets, Coveralls
Northerner Boots
By Servus-Mode In USA
Free Almanacs & Calendars
Special Price This Week
Precision Garden Seeders
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Harrell's Form & Home Supply
Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.
Murray, Ky.
753-7862
-,..430,61,04,--.0-A4',R---42,e--44tgoditle=46,04VAK1441,04Na.ott*Upor4
,
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1
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TRADITIONS...Christmas with holly sprigs and rocking
horses. And a gift-giving tradition that is sure to suit her
fashion fancy...cultured pearls. A two-strand necklace of
7rnm cultured pearls and lustrous mabe pearl earrings
from the Cultured Pearl Associations of America and Japan.

-(J
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OPEN NIGHTS TIL
8:30 P.M.STARTING
DEC.14TH

NOW
OPEN
SUNDAYS

0
ki Blackford House Gallery 00
4
00
/0
Bright's
Corn-Austin
Dwight's
Graham Jackson
Lerman's
Littleton's
Mademoiselle Shop
National Store
•
Specialty Shop
0
Wallis Drug

Give A Gift
This Year
That Will
Wear Well
on
Anyone!

ESPRIT...
Clothing for women would
make a nice gift for her..
along with many of our
shirts, sweaters, and pants
to choose from.

LEVI JEANS,
BELTS,

suss

Olympic Plaza

THAT
'S
IT
LEVI
'
S

Parents can give their children the most unique
Christmas Book they'll ever
get by simply putting togetber
art work that they've already
done, either on their own or
for school projects.
Basically, all that has to be
done is for parents to collect
their child's accumulated art
work, and then create a story
around it.
B simply putting the drawings between the covers of'a
hardcover sketchbook, and by
tying them together with some
simple prose, you can give
your child a flattering and inexpensive gift.
If you like, you can raste
the drawings on different
colors of paper.

We know. We can make your gift shopping a lot easier,
too. Just call us at 753-4623 and let us know when you
can come in. We'll be waiting with some great gift ideas,
and you can relax knowing that you're giving the best.
Don't give half a gift—call us today.

Nor

4 4- 4-

PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
BOOK

Know what
she molly
wants?

-

Every Sunday
1:00-5:00
Until Christmas
4- 4-

never outgrow, and one she'll
treasure more and more as
time passes.
If Mom has long been acquaftiaed
the pleasures'forded by jewelry set with
cultured pearls (and what
Mom isn't?), she's certain to
love an elegant strand of lustrous cultured pearls.
Choker length or opera
length, single or multi-strand
necklaces, cultured pearls are
the perfect jewel for smart,
down-to-business suits and
feminine, filmy cocktail
dresses alike.
For a slightly different
look, consider surprising her
with a necklace formed of several strands of tiny keshi
(seed) pearls twisted together
—they're stunning when
worn with the new fuller fashions.
Or, if Mom already has a THIS YEAR,GIVE STOCKING STUFFERS that appeal to
cultured pearl necklace, why the recipient's hobbies and interests. Quality kitchen gadnot choose a ring or bracelet to gets, such as Rubbermaid's 2-cup measuring beaker and
heat-resistant cooking spatula, team with other useful
match?
Dad, too, will enjoy a gift items that will delight your favorite chef.
of cultured pearls. Cultured
pearl tie tacks, tie pins and
cufflinks will add an elegant
note to both his business and
his after-five attire, which is
perfectly in tune with the classic conservatism of dress
which characterizes contemNever judge a book by its prepaid mailers are all small
porary menswear.
cover or a present by its
presents that a shutterbug will
There's more good news— In today's penny-wise size. appreciat
e. Or, go all out and
econunlike other jewels, cultured omy, stores are wellgive a young friend a pocket
stocked
pearls are available in a wide with small and
inexpensive camera plus a subscription to a
range of prices.
gifts that will brighten the holpopular photography magaSo, if you can't afford to iday for those closest
to you. zine.
splurge on a long rope of perStocking stuffers can be • For the chef—A good
fectly matched cultured pearls
for that special lady in your functional or frivolous. Match cook will enjoy helpful gadlife, there are many affordable them with your friends' hob- gets. Rubbermaid's new heatalternatives which will bring a bies and interests; look for the resistant spatula and 2-cup
light to her eyes and a smile to unusual accessory or gadget measuring beaker make qualthat they might not think to ity additions to your favorite
her lips_
chef's kitchen. Fill out. her
And you? You're likely to buy for themselves.
feel a glow welling up inside
Here are some examples of stocking with other functtinal
you like.,. well, like that small gifts with a personal items such as an egg timer,
pastry brush or colorful :potwhich shimmers from the very touch:
depths of a lustrous cultured
• For the photography buff holders.
pearl.
—Filters, lens tissue, film and • For teenage girls—.Barrettes, hair combs and makeup
brushes are accessories your
favorite young lady will love.
Or, lift her holiday spirits With
a plush animal or.doll to add to
her collection.
Small, quality items that
match the recipients' lifestyles will be appreciated and
useful long after the holiday
wrappings are swept away.

Good things come
in small packages

WESTERN WEAR
For riclin: mein'or nes utts
you iust can't beet 11/P-NUTS
... end they're SATIMCMIKAIAltAN
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Rogers Jewelers Pre-Christmas Sale Continues
North Court Square — Paris, Tenn.

GOLD CHAINS & CHARMS ',/2 PRICE

SELECT GROUP DIAMONDS 12 PRICE
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Games for 911 ages brighten holidavs
•.
This Christmas do something different-give your
present!
•
'1,,•Jaime a Christmas holidays.
ke. *Spruce it up for the
• and add warmth and instant
.:,•*;giood cheer. It's just the thing
k set off your holiday season.
• - The fastest, most dramatic
and prettiest way to achieve
• this is with walkoverings.
adds a feeling of
• -Nothing
;:. warmth more quickly than a
rich-toned traditional pattern,
`-gomment the manufacturers
Sanitas.
ta,76Z. As the oldest U.S. manu.1acturers of fabric-backed,
?$
strippable, scrubbable vinyl.
they have years of experience
-knowing what consumers

the wallcovering is now a cut your wallcovering to size.
thing of the past due to one of put it in place and prestotheir new product innova- you have a lovely new hallway or living room to
tions: Paste-the-Wall.
You just take an ordinary welcome friends and family
paint roller and use it to apply ... just in time for the
the pre-mixed Paste-the-Wall, holidays.

Three of their collections,
:r-"Country Prints," "The
-American Way" and "Recollcctions," are currently the
,„nation's Numbers 1, 3 and 8th
'best sellers.
' Just as the gift-giving and
feasts are traditions of the
'Holidays, the designs in these
three Sanitas Collections reflect our American heritage
and traditions.
"The looks that are prefer•
red most by homeowners,"
;.comments Tom Henry, Sanitas Vice President of Market-'
ing, "are those that are
nostalgic-Americana folk
art, petite country prints, historic patterns-and those with A NEW,TRADITIONAL LOOK for an old,traditional hob.
natural elements in them, like day. Wallcoverings are a fast, easy and beautiful way to decorate an area-even just a corner or one room-of your
birds,flowers and leaves.Installing wallcovering has home for the holidays. Traditional designs such as the floral
been simplified greatly by "Maiden" and (in the hallway) petite print "Elizabeth"
Sanitas, too. The messy pro- from the Sanitas collection,"The American Way," are parcedure of pasting the back of ticularly appropriate.

Parents wants to get the
most mileage possible hum
the toys they purchase at
Christmas. Smut Moms and
Dads buy toys that challenge
without frustrating, sod provide entertainment without
appearing too easy.
The best way to choose the
right toy is by following the
age recommendations printed
right on the box.
Most leading toy manufacturers provide a wide range of
durable, quality play items for
children in every age group,
and offer guidance on recommended age ranges on the outside of toy boxes.
Youngsters between the
ages of three and four will enjoy playing the popular
"Cootie" game. It will teach
them to take turns, and they'll
learn about colors and numbers as they build their
Cooties. piece by piece.
"Kimble Bug" is an exciting, fast-paced game that preschoolers can enjoy, too.
Players position their "bugs"
at the top of a wiggly track, lift
the gate, and race to see whose
bug will cross the finish line
first.
Four through six year olds

THE FIRST
.CHRISTMAS
CARD

Gift with good taste

What probably was the first
Christmas card appeared in
1843, and was designed by
John Collcott Horsley.
Horsely was a fashionable
artist of the day, and also a
strict Victorian who led a campaign against the use of nude
models.
His first Christmas card
was commissioned by Sir
Henry Cole, and took the form
of an oblong sheet with three
illustrations. In the center was
a drawing of a middle class
Victorian family at Christmas
dinner.

will have a hands-down good
time with the new -Grime 5**
game. Players race to set who
can get the most points by
slapping a bnghtly colored
hand and shooting marbles
into their slots. The game is
self-contained and requires no
batteries.
"Don't Spill The Beans"
requires players to draw on
their ability to balance in order
to win. Each youngster. also
four to six year olds, takes
turns dropping the beans onto
the top of the pot.
If you tip the pot and spill
the beans you have to take
them all. The first one to get
rid of his beans wins the
pines.
Children six and older will
enjoy hours of action with
their indoorfoutdoor '81
Stomper 4X4 trucks. These
miniature vehicles come in 10
different truck body types.
and have authentic styling and
decorating..
Stompers feature two sets
of super grip traction tires, so
they can ma through mud,
water, dirt and dust, indoors
and out, and sport real working headlights. Stompers are
also available in an exciting

- Wild Mountain Set" and
"Stunt Set.**
SSC Super Cycle "Daredevil Loop and"Jump" sets
send miniature cycles and
drivers speeding down a track
at a speed of 400 scak miles
PCI hour. as they complete
with ease a number of stunts.
Cycles are powered by either the battery-operated
power Pack Launcher included with the set, or with a
powerful rip cord starter strip
packaged with individual cycles.
Schaper also provides a
number of games the enure
family can enjoy. "Pick -UpChips." a new and exciting
game, requires a combination
of speed and balancing skills
as players use balancing sticks
to move as many chips to their
play areas as quickly as possible_ Rules include four different variations so the family
can enjoy many hours of
game-playing fun.
Following the advice of toy
manufacturers, when they
make recommendations for
age, is a sure way to provide
children with toys they'll en-

"Sporting"gift idea

THE''SPORTING KIND"on your gift list-backpackers.
bicycler., sailors, campers and fisherman -enjut she
great outdoors and great packetknif es. Hand ground, high
carbon-stainless steel blades combined with solid %about
handles, brass linings and effete, and nickle 'Wier bolster.
create•rugged yet beautiful knife. lint-ago ludem offers
all this and • professional mini-steel to maintain • rasor•
sharp edge and •lifetime of faithful serf ice. Price. range
from $17.50 to $37.95.
Bahr. Chin*. Mostar Card. Visa

Holiday Hours: 10 to 9 Sun. 1 • 6
Junior and

What Would Make A
Nice Christmas Gift?
A Gift Certificate From
HEADLINES

Misses

Sportswear Sale!

50%

t70%

Off

#1 Junior Maker

And We Have Great
Stocking Stuffers
From Redkin Too!
Come by and see us in the
Dixieland Shopping Center

Dresses
v Fall and Winter Dresses
Reg to 35 9940% to 60% Off

Lingerie Gifts
Caftans and Floats
7.99

Reg. 19.99
'HOMEMADE FOR THE HOLIDAYS: Whip up egg flogs,
chocolate malteds and brandy Alexanders at home in the
Salton Mixtir. It'll beat eggs for scrambling and mix pancake batter for holiday breakfasts, whip up egg whites and
cream for desserts. The Salton Mixtir is quick and convenient for use and very easy to clean. A lovely gift for the hobday hostess for under $29.00.

v Brushed Nylon Gowns
5.99

Reg to 12.99

v Famous Name Robes

After Hours
CHRISTMAS

SALE!

TURKEY
DRAWING
Win A Itoliny Diowincr,
a t 5 30 6 00. 6 30
7 00 and 7 30 on Sunday 00.i 20th at oil
K ma,e
Coppos.,
Coupon B.•10,,,, A•
So.
vice
You resuo h••
to WIN,

Reg. 13 99 to 17 99

10.99

Sportswear Gifts
v Plaid Shirts
(some with lurex)
6.99

Reg. 12.99

v Dressy Blouses
9.99

Reg. to 19.99

v Sweater Sale
9.99 to 12.99
Reg. to 25.99
v Wool-BlendPleated Skirts
Reg. to 24.99

99
'
13.

Fall Pant Sale
Reg. to 24.99
t/

BECAUSE CHRISTMAS ADDS AN EXTRA DIMENSION
of hustle and bustle to everybody's daily schedule, the season presents special challenges for those persons who already are always on the go. That's why gifts that can gave
these "super-doers" a little time and effort all year-round
are especially appreciated. Busy moms will love the convenience of a quart Aladdin Pump-A-Drink thermos. Mom
can easily brew an extra batch of coffee in the morning and
keep it piping hot for later in the day. For Dad,an all-steel,
virtually indestructible Aladdin Stanley thermos bottle will
provide•lifetime of use. For the whole family, there's the
gallon Pump-A-Drink jug-for carrying ice cold drinks on
car trips, picnics and other family outings.

Bring The
(*magic of Christmas
Into Someone's Home
With A Gift From

We invite you to an AFTER HOURS CHRISTMAS
SALE on Sunday, December 20, 1981 from 5 P.M.
until 8 P.M.!
There will be super specials in all Departments
including APPLIANCES, SPORTING GOODS,
JEWELRY, CAMERAS, AUTOMOTIVE, FASHION
ACCESSORIES, LADIES APPAREL, SHOES and
TOYS!
There will also be Flashing Blue Light SPECIALS
on many selected items CONTINUALLY.

Wool Blazers
23.00

Reg to 70.00

v Corduroy Blazers
Reg. to 60.00-

24.00

v Velveteen Blazers
Reg to 60.00

25.00

v Designer Jeans
v Levi Strauss Jeans
Reg 30.00
I/

16.99

Lee Jeans

Reg 30 00

Please accept this invitation to join
us in this After Hours Christmas
SALE!

Accessory Gifts
v Handbags
Reg to 1599

Outerwear Gifts
v Quilted Ski Jackets

Supply Company

Reg to 45.99

Drawing at 5:30, 600,6:30, 7:00, 7:30, Doc. 20th at all Kmorts1

)
A gift thats
special...
beautiful...
economical

Hunter

AVAILABLE

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

I/

Storm Coats

Reg. 59.99 to 6999
A/

STATE
You Must Bs Pr•sent to WIN!

29.00
39.00

Wool Coats

Reg 79 99 to 99.99

v Rabbit Jackets
Reg 69 9910 79 99

59.00
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Children will lave a tree Christmas gift that's
Ecologically and economically, it pays to buy a "living"
Christmas tree for your children. Even toddlers love having their very own tree, one
they can keep in their own
room if they want.
Having a living tree can be
an awe-inspiring experience
for a child, and can help teach
him (or her) respect for living
things.
Happily many families
have discovered the joys and
benefits of making the family

Christmas tree a living one,
and planting it outdoors after
the holidays are over.
The lovely, supple Norfolk
Island pine makes the perfect
indoor Christmas tree. Norfolk Island pines can be purchased as saplings, and can be
found in discount stores and
supermarkets, as well as in
nurseries.
In fact, the saplings are
more likely to be found in discount stores, as they're inexpensive at this stage, and are

breath of fresh air

means that the child will easLooking for that impossible
ily be able to visualize this
"houseplant" as a Christmas Christmas gift idea that's new
and different, affordable and
tree.
As your child grows, so efficient, dependable. pracii will the tree. The tot who cal and a true joy to ov.n''
starts out with a baby tree Well, here's a thought.
costing approximately $1.00 If you've ever been stuck in
will find himself as a teen with a car with a heavy smoker,
a plant worth as much as $40. gotten a good whiff of that
And, its value in sentimental stale auto air conditioning
terms will make it nearly irre- smell, or ridden with someplaceable.
body else's family dog. you
know what a joy it would be to

have cleaner, fresher air inside
your car.
Plugs right in
Why not make a present of
cleaner air to any auto driver
or rider with the Car Clean Air
Machine?
The Norelco Car Clean Air
Machine is a compact, attractive unit that fits on the dash or
console, and plugs right into
the car's cigarette lighter.
It comes equipped with a
unique multi-layer filtration
system featuring a special
electrostatic layer that attracts
dust, dirt, odors and pollen
like a magnet, and helps to
keep the inside of the car fresh
and clean-smelling.
PSST,SANTA...Try to tell Santa just what you want for Christmas, and you'll end up asking for it all. Just try to choose from VHS home video recorders or Stereo to Go, cassette
1144Ntir
players, Trinelvision mini TVs,or an AM/FM clock radio. So why pick one? Ask for it all:

1r1 111
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GIFTS BY
MAIL—
WITH A
DIFFERENCE!
Looking for some unusual
Christmas gifts, things you
can't find in the stores?
Perhaps Royal jelly imported from France, where
they claim its consumption
will put the bloom back in
your cheeks? Or a battery operated heartbeat monitor designed to take your pulse?

HAM DAY
Friday, Dec. 18, 1981

Some selections

FHAC Committee Ladies
Will Be Serving FREE
Ham Sandwiches 11-1 p.m.
h ct. "Canary" diamond
surrounded by 29 diamonds
totalling .40 ct. 18k white gold

• Scottish heather perfume
which has a wonderfully
woodsy smell like the moors?
An Austrian back scrubber?
Biodegradable soap for camping trips? Or how about an
electrically heated towel
stand?
Well, There's a fascinating
book on the market called The
Big, Beautiful Beauty and Fitness Catalogue by Donna
Lawson (Simon and Schuster). where you can find out
how to order 450 useful and
luxurious products, such as
those listed above.
Not only will you find absolutely wonderful gifts, but
what could be better than selecting them while sitting in
your favorite chair with your
feet up?

Country, am Given Away
Register Al-SoLithern States
Any Time That Day. Drawing
Friday Dec. 18, 1981 at 4 P.M.

'2,590"

7-diamond cluster
18k yellow or white gold
(Gem quality)

(No Perchase Necessary-Need Not Be Present)

SPECIALS

ct '2,090"
ct '1,080"

(Friday Dec. 18 Only) •

All Hot Point Appliances
All G.E. Appliances
Reduced
While Your Here, Let's Talk Aliout
Our New Pre-Paymmtt Plan For
Chemicals & fertilizer

753-1423
e.-)'IllIt
THESE ARE ONLY A FEW
OF OUR MANY FINE GIFTS!
ALL ARE SURE TO PLEASE ...

alt tit tit MARI
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The High- Cost of Living
Just Came Down
Thanks to Kimball.
Once again Kimball, one of the world's leading makers of pianos and organs is
making it easier for you to own a brand new Kimball piano or organ Right now
through Kimball's special finance plan qualified retail customers will pay only
12.8%• financing charges for all new Kimball pianos and organs.

Rose and Green Gold
-antique" ring
7 Gem quality diamonds
totalling ta ct

Kimball pianos are dollar for
dollar the best value in the keyboard industry. ExqUisite design, warm wood cabinetry all
enhance the outstanding tones
of Kimball pianos.

'1475"

XimThe ball Warranty Advantage

7

Diamond wedding ring 18k
/6 Gem quality diamonds
totalling 1 04 ct

'2,950"

COME IN SOON AND LET OUR
TRAINED STAFF ASSIST YOU IN
YOUR SELECTION
(,..A
.L
t8) MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

Choose a Kimball organ with the
exclusive Entertainer feature that
lets you play in just 5 minutes with
two fingers. Each Kimball organ has
an outstanding array of features
with realistic sourids. And there's a
Kimball organ for every budget.
Come in today for a demonstration
of the easy-play Kimball organ.
• Based on annual percentage rate
Financing available up 1o36 months
to qualified retail buyers Amount
financed subject to maximum limit

MODEL RIK
ri,o.) uva

EWELERS
mil Broadway. Paducah, y 442 ilitt4
Spacial Hours Until Christmas ..
Meetkay-Friefey 0:30 A.M.4:00 P.M.
Sotteetioy 0:30 A.M.-S:00 P.M.

.12.8% FINANCING
ON ALL NEW KIMBALL PIANOS AND ORGANS.
LIMITED TIME ONLY.
-

The hey to SOuOdMq Great

I'44I
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Original pit wrap
that's a gift itself
Dunk standard paper tow
hags and gift hoses to convert
them into original gift wraps
that will enhance the gift and
become attractive gifts
themselves.
The process is simple—requinng a pail of water. three
colon of Krylon Spray Paints.
kneadable clay. stirring sticks
and paper towels. Be sure atticks are clean.
The first step
Weight paper bag with a
stone taped inside the bag.
Mold clay into a ball and press
firmly against item to be
painted and insert a stick into
clay ball.
Fill a pail with water(room
temperature... about 72° F.)
to within two inches of the
brim.
Hold spray can about 8"
from surface, spraying at a 35

I

I• •114 1ITIM.IA It.

degree angle on the horizt+mai
plane. Spray each COlOr four
to five seconds. Spray so one
color just touches or slightly
overlaps another.
Vary patterns,effects
Hold object by stick and
iinment it through paint level
until completely submerged.
For an irregular stripe, jUst
dunk object straight down...
for a swirled effect, rotate ohject gendy as you dunk. Hold
object under surface of water
until remaining paint layer on
surface skins.
Pull object out, pat any air
bubbles on exterior with a paper towel. Hold for minute or
two and pat away any remaining drops of water.
Let dry for an hour, and
spray with several light coats
of Krylon Crystal Clear to
bring out colors and give a
more finished look.

All Calloway County
& Murray School
Other Style
Bags...Nike,
Adidas,Puma,
Speedo,Etc.

Soccer Balls
Tiger lit Laker
Wool School
Jackets
Football Jerseys,T-Shirts,
Fraternity &
Sorority Jerseys

Sizes 4-484 Styles

All Colors& Sizes

Complete Lettering Service
With Pressed On Or Sewed On
Letters
We have more than 1,000
warm-ups in stock in all sizes
and colors for both men and
women. Select from such
famous name brands...

*Adidas *Jogger
*Winning Ways
*Loom Togs
*White Stag
•Bonnie Bell
*Court Casual
*Speedo

CREATE ORIGINAL GIFT WRAPS by dunking plain
tote
bags and gift boxes thizotigh a'Ac_ colors of Krylon
spray
paints into a pail of water. You ca.dunk lots of other objects too—tin cans, glass bottles, even a rock from
your
garden. But start with the gift wrap!

TASTY GIFTS
WITH A
PERSONAL
TOUCH

your family as well?
Bake your children's favor
ite cookies and that coffeecake your husband always
enjoys.

Some of the most enjoyable
presents to receive are the
ones with a persclnal touch.
Many people bring gaily
wrapped, home baked treats
to friends—why not do it for

Once everyone has opened
the goiklies you've provided,
is the perfect time to share
them—at a very special
and delicious Christmas
breakfast.

sizes 6-18.

Calloway Co.,
Myrrey High,
or Kentucky

Waste
Baskets

Holiday Glitter
SWEATERS

$899

• 'Junior-Misses &
Large Sizes

Asst. Colors-Lined
& Unlined

Racketball
Rackets
And
Accessories

Excellent selection of youth
warm ups. All colors & styles,

A
DAZZLING ARRAY
OF GIFTS

2O%

•Tobaggans/Scarves
*Jump Ropes
'Porn Poms All Colors) •Gator Gum
*Tube Socks
'Nike-Adidas
*Tennis & Racket Balls
T-Shirts
*Stadium Seats
•Danskins

Off

Ski
Jackets
Vests
Assorted Styles & Colors

$ II 995

SPECIAL COUPON OFFER

Basket of
GLOVES
$500

Nike Blazer Leather Hi-Tops

SCARVES $1 V.)
Gift Boxed Reg, 3_00
Hankerchiefs $200

*White
with Royal Blue Trim

Box of

*White with Black Trim
Suggested Retail '41"
44P'.

All Glitter
Accessories

20%

Off niers.

Fri.& SO. Only

•

Dennison & Hunt Stock 175 different
styles of athletic shoes. Largest selection in
Western Kentucky. Over IS styles of children's

4 Schools
Murray State University
University of Kentucky
Calloway County
Murray High

Easy To Operate
3 Styles

it It 1111- MI Hit

on the cheap! Best bets for budget-consciousgiving

How to throw a holiday party
BEEF SKEWERS
WITH DIPPING
SAUCE
1 Ib. ground beef
V2 C. coarsely chopped

You don't have to invite 50
people to a sit-down feast for a
%mash of a bash this season.
Glamour magazine suggests you try a -fabulous finger-food buffet, a late-night
dessert extravaganza or an informal brunch to save time
and money.
• For your finger-food
cocktail party, put away those
old Swedish meatball recipes
and try Beef Skewers with
Dipping Sauce and Crispy
Ham Triangles

Combine beef with parsley ing pan, cover and place in
and remaining ingredients ex- 250° F. oven.)
Heat taco sauce and serse
cept oil and taco Sallee.
Use food processor or meat as dip for skewers.
grinder to make a smooth
Makes about 40.
ar elion,chopped paste.
j
I t
HAM TRIANGLES
With wet hands, shape
1 tsp. salt
V. lb. ham, minced
mixture
beef
of
T.
2
about
V4 OW pepper
4 oz. Gruyere or
skewer.
wooden
10"
a
around
Yr tsp. cumin seed
Swiss cheese,
broil
and
oil
with
Brush
4 tsp. ground nutmeg
1
/
shredded
skewers 2-3 minutes, turning
V. tsp. ground clove
• c. chutney, chopped
frequently.
V4 c. salad oil
I T. dry mustard
(To keep warm while broil2 6-oz.jars mild taco
1 2 lb. phyllo dough
/
bakin
arrange
remainder,
ing
sauce
(strudel leaves)
•••••
••••••••••••
•••
•
••••
•
•
•••
• c. unsalted butter,
melted
Combine ham with cheese,
chutney and mustard, set
aside.
Cut phyllo dough lengthwise into 2"-wide strips.
(When working with phyllo,
keep it coverd with damp
towel to prevent its drying
out.)
Brush one strip phyllo
lightly with butter.
Place about a teaspoonful
of filling at end of strip.
Fold corner of strip diagonally overfilling so that short
end meets long edge of strip.
forming a right-angle triangle.
Continue folding over at
right angles until you reach
end of strip.
Ralph Lauren
Place triangle, seam-side
down, on jellyroll pan: brush
with butter.
Repeat. using remaining
filling and dough. Do not
crowd pan. (Can be made
One Large Group
ahead to this point. Wrap well
and freeze.)
Preheat oven to 425° F.
Bake 5-10 minutes or until
Both Vest & Jackets
golden.
Serve hot.
BOYS (PT.
Makes 5 dozen.
To bake frozen: Bake in
preheated 425°F. oven 10-15
minutes.
• Delicious desserts—dramatic and daring! First.
there's candlelight. Then
there's a dessert buffet so special it'll be well worth waiting
Prices Good Now Thru Sunday
for.
Invite your guests for 9 PM
and watch those wonderful
Meringue Mushrooms disappear!

Corn-Austin's

Super Christmas Sale

Polo Knits

250/
offo Outerwear 1095
Coats

Top

Department
Wide

Jeans &,
20%offCordu I

5

As Christmas Eve approaches and wallets grow
thinner, the search is on for
gifts that will excite the receiver without bankrupting
the buyer.
What's new and affordable? Here's a variety of gift
ideas as pleasing to give as
they are get—and all are
values under $15.
To" trea.ure,
Every child loves to play
make believe. With new -for1981 motorcycles, would-be
stunt riders can iiiidown special tracks, leap over obstacles
and zoom along any flat sur
face.
The miniature Stomper
SSC Super Cycles, with retail
prices generally under $5, run
on a fly-wheel mechanism
that can be charged with a pull
strip starter packaged with
each cycle.
For more elaborate play,
larger sets include special
tracks, obstacles and a special
Battery Pack Launcher for
about $12.
Off-road enthusiasts will
love the new Stomper 4x4's
now equipped with interchangeable tires that outfit the
little vehicles for indoor/outdoor use. With the outdoor
tires in place, the Stomper
4x4's can speed through puddles and climb all kinds of
sandbox courses.
Varlet" of model.
There are 10 different
models to choose from, such
as the Chevy Luv, Datsun Li'l
Hustler, Jeep Renegade and
Subaru Brat, as well as many
other popular grown-Up four
wheelers.

NEW THIS YEAR for the would-be stunt cyclist are Stomper SSC Super Cycles that provide hours offast-paced action fun. Available individually or in Daredevil Loop Sets and
Jump Sets.
Powered by a single AA
battery, the Stompers are a
steal at about $6.95. Larger,
sets, complete with mountains, logs and bridges can be
had for about $12.
Santa's got some fun and
inexpensive toys for the littler
ones, too. "Big Shaver" from
Kusan, is a just-like-Daddy
simulated shaver made of colorful plastic. The toy comes
apart for realistic play and, at
about $2, it's a bargain Mom
and Dad will love, too.
"Big Lock" is an enlarged
plastic combination lock that
really works. Kids can watch
the tumblers turn as they work
the combination to open the
lock.

Ideal for locking up toy 'action game from Schaper
chests, closets or securing Tbys. Encased in a clear plas"secret stuff," "Big Lock" tic dome, the game extends
costs about $3.(And the com- small hands outward, palms
bination is printed on the up.
As kids slap or "give 5" to
back,just in case!)
little hands, the action
the
For baby, a caterpillar-like
up into scoring
pull toy will be a Christmas pops marbles
who accumorning delight. A series of slots. The player
marbles in his
brightly-colored balls on a mulates most
more scoring
string, "Roll-A-Pilla" is dec- slot wins. For
orated with a cute face and fun, black marbles count 5;
feelers. Made of almost un- whites count I. Suggested rebreakable plastic, it's a safe tail is about $11.95.
A new marble maze brain
and interesting toy for kids
for kids of all ages is
teaser
two to four that's priced at
"Entrapment.'' The toy conabout $5.
sists of six plastic, tubes conThe whole family will have taining marbles in five
a ball with "Gimme 5," a different colors.
The object of the game is to
new, self-contained fastget all like-colored marbles
into one tube by twisting and ,
turning the plastic casing so
that the marbles can move
from one tube to another. A
measure of patience, dexterity
and wit, it's a marbleous mental exercise—especially if one
races against the clock.

rC
A poChristmas.

Corn-Austin
Downtown Ct. Sq.

OPEN 8 A.M.-8 P.M. MON.-SAT.1 P.M.-5 P.M.Sun.
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

PLAN IN
ADVANCE FOR
CHRISTMAS
ENTERTAINING

Happy
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Sharp

Calculator
W/Memory &
Batteries

Christmas Special
Only $7.95

•••N

$788

6 41

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

g•••

When the name is NAPA, the dandard is quality.

Whether you're giving a sit
down dinner for 12 or an open
house for 50, plan ahead. As
soon as you decide on the
date, sit down with paper and
pencil, and write out the guest
list.
Then, decide how much
money you can afford to
)end. The total cost should
include not only the food and
drinks but also any supplies
you might need, such as paper
plates. and cups and glasses
for wine, soda and coffee.
Decide what food you want
to serve and the approximate
cost per head. If the price goes
over your budget. either cut
the guest list or compromise
with a different menu.
Yoi: should send out the invitations about three weeks in
advance. After you have an
idea of how many you can expect, buy the non-perishable
items such as liquor.
Set yourself a daily schedule of what you will prepare
when. Many foods can be
made in idvance and frozen.
"It3 also importantto decide
whether you will need to hire
help for the occasion. If you
have willing friends or relatives, you may be able to persuade them to take on some of
the tasks.

Compact Pro 1200

All Case

Hair Dryer -

Knives

25°/0 $895
Automatic Butter-rite

1//I

4 Black & Decker
1
/
ett44Z- $
•A‘ -i •
•ft,'
.7 :Ai.
fr
c
'

Drill

$995
Open All Day Saturday

P. N.HIRSCH a CO.
Olympic Plaza Murray

Mens

Murray SupplyCo.
Inc. ,
208

753-3361

III
I
I

V

•

'1"/

•

Mens & Boys lir

Thermal
Sock
Underwear
Caps
$250
Long Sleeve
Shirt
or
Ankle Length
Drawers
Poly/Cotton

Solid Colors
Strafe!. Knit

88q

Machine Wash
One Size Fits All

Reg. $1.00

S-M-I-XL

Solid Color

Men's Heavyweight

Blankets

Flannel
Shirts

WhileSupply Lasts

A

lAverey, Ky.

60S Mark
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Popcorn
Popper,
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Full Cut
Fail Colors
Long Toils
Asst. Plaids

1.088
S-1/1 i-XL

Reg. 4.00
Prices Good Thrv 12-20-81
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something to sing about!

Textured dressing
Here's something to sing
about this holiday season—
Garanimals 'brighter-thanever' coordinated separate!.
for kids that feature an interplay of fabric textures—
good-looking fashions that do
'double-duty for both dressup and play.
"Textured dressing adds
spice to this season's reciptr
for delightful holiday wear,"
says Maryellen Rodgers.
fashion director for Garanimals. pioneer of the colorful
matching animal hangtag system that helps childien select
their own clothing and learn to
dress themselves.
"Smartly-styled outfits
combine comfort and durability with decorative accents to
give kids that 'extra-special'
dressed-up feeling they love.
"And, they needn't constantly be on their best behavior—for what would the
holidays be like if kids
couldn't get into the cookie
batter or race around the house
with a brand new bike-mobile
without worrying about staying neat and tidy all day long?
These fashions stand up to
hours of tough playtime treatment.
"The concept of textured
dressing for children has filtered down from the adult
c:othing market. The interplay of a variety offabrics and
textured treatments adds up to
a versatile, high-style wardrobe that is perfect for dressup, school-time or playtime."
Trends in textured dressing
this year include blanketstriped brushed-cotton tops
for boys paired with soft twill
or durable corduroy; fleece
sweaters with screen print inserts; knitted pullovers and
denim bottoms.
Little girls love the soft feel
of angora-look sweaters
paired with pinwale corduroy
pants; poly/cotton tops
trimmed with satin collars and
bows; corduroys and twills
trimmed with crocheted edgings. top stitching. appliques
and embroidery.
The youngest set is 'in fashion' this year with comfy, durablesops and bottoms. Infant
girls celebrating their first holidays are picture pretty in a
striped "angora"top with lace
collar paired with elastic back
corduroy pants.
Festive accent treatments
—lace and crochet trims,delicate bird and floral appliques
—delight infants, toddlers
and parents as well.

outlil.
Lace trims, floral embroideries. colorful prints and
stnpes give girls size 4-6x that
"grown-up" feeling; older sis
is delighted with sophisticated
and sporty styling accents
fashioned from adult market
trends.
Interlock knit tops with textured accents such as embroiiered yokes and satin collars
and bows pair beautifully with
corduroys or brushed twills.
Pre-teen girls will be all
set for holiday festivities in
brushed jerseys, Nordic-look
tops and cuddly pullovers that
match up with slimmed down
twill pants with satin applique
pockets or a classic corduroy

jean-style skin
kwel colors herald the excitement of the coming season
—burgundys and emerald_
greens offset ice-cream lidiS
of pink, blue and cream to
light up the holiday scene this
year.
Textured dressing for older
boys means smart ''grow n up" styling accents—tops
with quilted chest and sleeve
pieces. athletic screen prints.
racing tapes and zippered
collars: pants that feature soutache pocket stitching. carpenter loops., cpordinating
multi-color belts—great combinations of action and fashion styling for "holiday best"

or casual wear all year king
Bu mg a gift ofclothing for
a small one you haven't seen
lately -! Maryellen Rodgers has
some quick Ups.:
• Children of the same..age
may vary greatly in size.
Don't be shy about asking parents - for -details about the
child's height and weight
• Sizes differ from one
manufacturer to another The
U.S. government has an 'average' sizing chart. but manufacturers may cut their clothes
a little tighter or a bit looser.
Find out what brand the
child usually wears, and ask
the salesperson for the comparable size in the brand you

wish to purchase
• You may twiltier buy
imiclothcs larger than the Site
the dim is MIN ssearing Bc
careful about buy ins too far
ahead, as the seasons may
change before he grows mac
the next size
• When buying pants and
skirts, make sure they are long
enough. Clothes can usuak
be hemmed, but may be d1 cult to lengthen.
For the younger set. purchase bottoms with elasticized
backs, which make them easier to pull on and off and conform to different size waists.
• Salespeople are there so

help you nuke titit purstasc
Find out as much as .ou
about the cliftd for whom ),ou
arc purchasing. and ask a
salesperson for adst‘e it
Deeded
Children and parents alikc
will be singing Garanintals*
praises this season as %aloe is
of top niponanec onesers
One's holiday shopping list
High quality, high fashion
coordinated separates serve as
double-duty inflation fighters
Gaze art the days of starched
severity!"Extra- special" kids
will enjoy their holidays in
comfortable. active fashions
that.are sure to -be v.ardicitx•
fivontes all year long
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ET fayihion• at honer iii a holiday wetting AYallable at moat
JcPenney More. tlyi• fall, the orier• larr-toked dress and
hobitto nut also appear on the royer of the loft I
34 Penney
Roth N•riri'• Pet styles eon
he ordered through January 23rd with their own riimplimemory gift hoar*.

Sealer Vaasa.
PrescrIpticaa Savlags Plea

Save 11% *a all
Prescriptions

en

urroy
We reserve the right to limit quantities. Prices good thru Dec. 21st.

c.tatros Puic gnaw•10% discount or
Any person 410 and older•
elsgrbie for it.. Begley Senior CrurneSevInge Pion Stop by
w Elegtev's fill
tat soolieation and Orel saying toripy!
The Begsey

erour evOrYdri

gmeSaVt'On PM'S

See "Bon Voyage Charlie Brown"
Free Movie Tickets For Kids 5-13 Given Away Nen, When Accompanied By An Adult.

Think Begley's for

Beauty.Aids
Good luck"

Gift Sot

Arlerellave 2 or
Cologne 2 ot
St,(1.

Deodorant 2 75

ol

Little boys go "dashing
through" this holiday season
with athletic styling touches
such as a "Baby All Star"
screen print top with matching
twill pants, and brightly colored fleecejogging outfits that
score big with toddler boys.
Overalls are big on the fashion scene this year for both
boys and girls in brushed
twill, corduroy and denim—
durable, comfortable fabrics
that make them the perfect
"all-around" garment for active little ones.
Girls' overalls get special
treatments—bib embroidery,
ruffled shoulders and lace trim
— while little boys are treated
to football appliques and soutache stitching.
Choosing imatehlfcg-Vipiv
easy for kids and parents alike
—just match up Garanimals
colorful animal hangtags and
sewp-in labels for a beautifully coordinated outfit kids-.
will love to wear and wear.
"Making a list and checking it twice?" Kids love to receive clothing gifts that
capture their sense of fun and
fantasy. Great list toppers this
year are Garanimals Superhero screen print tops for
boys size 4-7.
Younger boys also appreciate clothing that makes them
feel like the older guys—such
as reversed fleece sweaters
and pullovers that feature contrast piecing, banded cuffs
and bottoms, and screen-print
inserts. Sturdy brushed twill,
durable corduroy or British
blue denim pants complete the

Begley's
Combination Symptom

Cold Tablets
SO TABLETS

PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
BOOK
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Parents can give their chi!dren the most unique
Christmas Book they'll ever
get bysimply putting together
art work that they've already
done, either on their own or
for school projects.
Basically, all that has to be
done is for parents to collect
their child's accumulated an
work, and then create a story
around it.

Christmas Tree

_
The drawings_on different
colors of paper.
The part of the hook that
your child will like the most
will probably he the beginnine. when you can prominently display your child's
mune, giving him -or her the
' artistic credit. due- a budding
Vinci
•

fAILABLE

Kodacolor II

Mountain King

By simply putting the drawings Iseividen the covers of a
hardcover sketchboOk, and by
tying them together with some
simple prose, you can give
your-aild a flattering and inpensive
•

9995

Christmas
Savings
6 ft

You receive a roll of 24
exposure cob/craft film
FREE with twin-,Print
'processing thru
Dec. 21, 1961.

a.
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How to choose the right camera gift
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I All Ladies

With the holiday season approaching. thoughts are turning to finding a gift that will be
a source of pleasure long after
the box is opened.
A camera can be an ideal
gift by virtue of the fun of photography and the pleasure of
pictures as memories.
Recent advances in photo
technology are enabling camera manufacturers to supply
quality 35mm cameras suited
to every level of expertise and
every wallet.
Jim Bigam, senior product
manager for Konica cameras,
REPRESENTED HERE are (left to right, top to bottom) suggests that anyone in the
zone focus, autofocus, fixed focus, SLR, and SLR with market for a camera gift
should determine whether an
built-in autowinder cameras.

'PURSES
LUfOon

20/'‘) Off

SUITS £ SPORICOATS
Bee keep lees

eye

—1

Alee's Polyester Weals.

KNIT
9110/
SHIRTS s-n LU /0 Off

$1299
,

SLACKS
Itt PIM

OR Rack Ladies

2 Price

COATS oi,Saes Bain lets
All Ladies Witter

COATS, DRESSESIn 0/
SPORTSWEAR LU /0 Off
All Boys

Jackets
Met's Hanel

friEftif28%
BOOTS%U/

ON Pig its. SlIff Size
SIRLS
BOOTS in

By Waffler

no,

SHIRTS

miesrioors

Off

Books by Jessie Stuart

l'h-4

Books of Kentucky

Sig"

/0 Off

Poly-511% Colts

Miscellaneous Gift Items
New UK Basketball Books

Ma's Weston, An 0/

o off

pocket cameras or instant
cameras," he continued.
"Autofocus cameras typically feature a built-in pop-up
flub that eliminates the need
of purchasing a separate electronic flash unit.
"Built-in pop-up flash, another Konica innovation, is
also featured in 35rrun zone
focus cameras," said Bigam.
"Unlike'autofocus cameras, distance on the zone
focus camera must be set by
the user. This is, however, a
simple operation and 35mm
zone focus cameras can be
purchased for lower prices
than autofocus cameras."
The least expensive 35mm
camera uses a fixed focus, but
still features built-in flash.
These cameras are similar in
operation to the simplest 110
pocket cameras, but offer the
advantage of the 35mm format. The larger negatives
used in the 35mm format
mean clearer pictures.
Unless the recipient of your
gift is an experienced camera
user, Bigam recommends purchasing the gift from a dealer
who will explain how to use it.
"Most of these cameras are
very easy to use, however the
availability of expert advice
will increase the pleasure of
photography by improving
the picture results." he concluded.

Bibles, References & Inspirationals

irIs

Oy

2

SLR (single lens reflex), auk:focus, zone focus, or fixed
focus camera is the most appropriate for the recipient.
"The 35mm SLR field offers the greatest range of quality cameras, many of which
can be found at local hoto
stores for under $250," explained Bigam.
"These cameras,the majority of which now feature fully
automatic exposure control,
can also be operated by the
amateur who wants more creative options.
"In addition to the ultimate
in quality manufacturing,
these cameras also provide the
owner with the option of using
different types of lenses, such
as telephotos and zooms, as
well as many other accessories. They are best suited for
someone who wants the highest 35mm quality available."
Bigam noted that if neither
the level of sophistication nor
35mm SLR is
the price tag
right for the occasion, you can
still give the benefit of 35mm
film quality by purchasing an
autofokus, zone focus, or
fixed focus camera.
"The 35mm autofocus
family, which was first introduced by Konica three years
ago, has achieved great popularity. These are truly point
and shoot cameras, yet the
results are significantly better
than those achieved with 110

ON SizesI Broke.lots

•

Gifts that make it a great Christmas!

Settle-Workmaft

holiday
FROST1 THE SNONI'MAni is all set for a joyous
'in
season, and so are his two little friends. Girls 4-6x are
overalls
twill
comfortable
sturdy,
in
long
year
all
fashion'
with a
such as these with floral embroidered yoke, topped
poly/cotton turtleneck in a love bird floral print. Durable
midwale corduroys and an acrylic fleece pullover with
snowflake screen print insert make this young man feel like
feeling
one of the 'big guys.' Kids love the "eittra-special"
fashions
they have when they're dressed in good-looking
and
front Garanimals that do 'double-duty for dress-up
play time.

Merry
Christmas

"Secret
Santas"
way

OPE In
NEED A GIFT?
Professional
Curling Irons
$895

Bel Air
Merchants
Assoc.
Presents

4,Professional Blow
Dryer

Professional Style
Hot Brush
$995

$1695

6 Month Guarantee
This is our way of introducing
No Appointment Necessary
our family to yours.

eSGFazitasticSaiii

.
-11 - the original Family Haircutters

Country Ham Give-Away

we've sot locations coast-te-ceast. and sae near yea!

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-0542

Register Now At Any Of these Participating Merchants
The
RInhandler

Murray Cablevision
753-5005

7S3-5979
Bel Air Center

Allstate
ou rt

I-Ioliday
Brightners

It's television worth watching.'"

giNgl Mind.

Murray Insurance Agency

Storey's
FOOD GIANT

iii A,r Ctr 7S3 41S1

Murray

Murroy Sewing Center
ki A. Comte.
SINGER

Money, Ky.

753-5323

t

tlAir

Center

$1300

Bel-Air Decor

Zig King's Ern
OP*.
Mon Sot 94

Of Ladieslie
w Shilmilwit
Deck
Sbees

DATSUN

Penny Loafers $15.00
Osage Joggers$18.00

Bel-Air Shopping Cent.,
Phone 753-3642

751.5

miter]

Sol Air

Sears

Ladies New Breads 18.95
Preppy Cassels $ .00
Leather Pro-Keds S22.00

LADIES WESTERN BOOTS BY
ACME & DURANGO, DESIGNER
LABELS STARTING AT $27.95
Men's Dress & Casual r

7he Step zacter
--..---

Center
753-2310

auccelial

1.1;15.00

anon.-Sre.
9-5:30

SEARS. ROEBUCK AND CO

gioe-sand

Many, Many Miii

Santa Will Draw
ier 1
1.11),c., 26.
_
1981 In The
Children must be accemponied by adult
No Purchase Necessary
Not Be Present To Win
Need
1/01
ng
AirParki
Bel
adik

P

Lace Up "Work Beets(wino $25.00
Lace Up Insulated $29.95
Pro-kid Leathers $22.00
NI King Beets Leather(Sou Insalated)
$27.00
Auto

UN'S WOSterli flOati

Canals & Luther 6.00
Men Osage Joggers $18.00
Luther Tennis Shoes $24.00
Acme Work Boots 1$33.00
AcumBingo Boots $36.95

Wiftere

lots $33.95

Factory Discount Shoes
Mon.-Sot. 9-6 Sun. 1-6
16tit&Main-Morrey
753-941

to make
Need a new
merry this holiday season?
Add a touch of mystery to
your Christmas celebration by
setting up a "Secret Santa
gift exchange for the week
preceding Christmas.
This is a fun and imaginative way to share your
Christmas spirit with members of your family, college
dorm or a group of special
friends.
Arrange a gathering and put
everyone's name into a hat;
these names will be known as
"Elves." Each person then
draws a name from the hat and
becomes "Secret Santa" to
that "Elf" throughout this
holiday festivity.
Keeping their identities
hidden, each "Santa" leaves
his or her "Elf" a small, inexpensive gift every day for a
week.
Making handmade gifts is a
great way to show someone
you care while you keep expenses down. You can create a
myriad of delightfiil gifts using a combination of "found"
objects, 50 & 100 store items
and packages or bottles of Rit
Dye.Surprise your "Elf" with
these creative ideas:
• Rim a white cotton baby
sock into a decorative
Christmas tree ornament. Dye
the sock in your choice of
color following Rit package
directions.
Add decorative- trimmings
and stitch a loop of red or
white yarn to the top of the
sock so it can hang from the
tree; then fill your miniature
Christmas stocking with
candy or a small gift.
• A plain white men's cotton handkerchief can become
a feminine scarf with dye and
a little imagination. For solid
coloring, dip the hanky into a
Rit dyebath, following Rit
package directions.
To give it a subtly shaded
effect, try dipping sections of
the handkerchief into the dyebath for different lengths of
timc. Another fashionable alternative is to tic-dyc the
43Cating-a-.Warf t h er.ibur4ts -wit-h—colisaut-• :designs.
• Dye unfinished wicker
baskets in your "Elf's- favorite color. It's easy—just dip
baskets into a hot, concentrated dyebath: recomnsmded
dye solution— V: cup liquid
dye in two quarts hot Irma,
or. one package girder dye.
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Gift that's tops

Find the time to enjoy the varied
pleasures of the Christmas season
COLORFUL
There's Christmas in the air
Whether unexpected or
—yuletide carols, packages planned, guests can be welCHRISTMAS
hidden in secret places... comed with a traditional EnVEGETABLE TRAY
mourning excitement showing glish Wassail accompanied by Power Level:
on children's faces... party sensational hot snacks and Total CookingHIGH(100%)
Time: About
plans... people everywhere appetizers.
10/
1
2to 13 minutes for each
sharing in the warmth of the
plate
ENGLISH WASSAIL
season's festivities.
V3 cup butter(or marSometimes, though, this Power Level: HIGH(10096)
garine)
shimmering time of year can Total Cooking lime: 10 to 12
/
1
2 teaspoon onion salt
be challenging—simply beminutes
teaspoon thyme
cause there's "too much to Temperature Probe: 1500 to
teaspoon parsley
do." or because guests with
160°
cheerful greetings arrive
1quart apple cider
unexpectedly.
I tad apple,diced
I mud head
That's when the host and
cup brown ow
cauliflower
hostess can use all the help
Vi cup orangejuke
2 medium zucchini
they can get, and a microwave
2 tablespoons lemon
2 medium tomatoes,
oven could easily become one
Juice
cut into wedges
of the most magical family
2 &mans= dicks
Vi cup Parmesan
gifts of the season.
1 teaqmon allspice
cheese
To welcome well-wishers,
V1 teaspoon ground
the microwave comes into inI. Combine butter, onion
doves
stant use, and foods can be
salt, thyme and parsley in a I
teaspoon nutmeg
ready in a few minutes. Reccup measure or bowl. Microipes can be prepared quickly
I. Combine all ingredients wave on HIGH(WO%)for 45
and creatively, even without in a 3 quart casserole.
seconds to 1 minute or until
advance notice.
2. Microwave on HIGH melted. Set aside.
The convenience and time- (100%)for 10to 12 minutes or
2. Trim and cut broccoli and
saving features of a micro- until steaming. Serve immedi- cauliflower into florets. Alterwave enable you to be where ately.
nately arrange groups of the
Recipe yield: 8 to 10 serv- florets
you should be—with your
around the edge of two
friends and relatives, enjoying in s.
the spirit of the holidays.
A new line of microwave
ovens from Tappan with upto-date features, including
solid-state-controls, automatic temperature probe,
browning element, and removable glass bottom, is now
available in time for the holidays and all other seasons.
Oven capacity has been increased 20 percent, and each
of six.new models fits on a
countertop. Ease of cleaning
is another key feature—just
wipe out the oven with a damp
cloth.
With the additional appliance, you'll have added an
"entertainment center" to the
kitchen. While roasts or cas- AS SOON AS THE CHRISTMAS RIBBON is taken off your
seroles are baking in your microwave oven, you will have an instant home entertainconventional oven, the micro- ment center. When friends ad relatives stop by to share in
wave is available for quick the holiday festivities, put your new Tappan microwave to
snacks,elegant appetizersand use and,in minutes, welcome them with an English Wassail
Bowl.
hot beverages.

tVcofiregh

Toy company that
outdoes Santa Claus
Hetes a new alas* an the
spirit of Christmas—a gift
that's guaranteed to be ?um or
your money beck
This Clinsunas, one Minneapolis toy company rum—
tees that if, kids dots% have
more fun with its Playmobil
toy sets than any other gift.the
full Nrrhate price will be refun.. —no questions anted.
For the first time. parents
can choose a toy for Christmas
that.. guaranteed not to spend
New Near in the toy box.
While some companies
guarantee toys for durability
or defects, this is the first time
any manufacturer has promised complete satisfaction—
including fun—or a fast, full
refund.
Consumers simply return
the set to Schaper Tbys with its
original package and dated
sales slip for a full refund
within 90 days of purchase.
Miniature people and accessories are available in II

10-inch serving platten.. Slice
zucchini and fill the center of
the plate. Cover with plastic
wrap.
3. Microwave each pleat on
HIGH(100%)fee9so 1 minutes or until vegetables me almost tender. Drain off excess
liquid.
4. Arrange tomato wedges
on vegetable platter.
5. Pow butter mixture over
vegetables and sprinkle with
Parmesan cheese.
6. Microwave uncovered,
on HIGH (100%)for 11
/
2to 2
minutes or until tomatoes are
heated. Repeat with second
plate.
Recipe yield: 10 to 12 servings.
Serve with toothpicks.
BUTTERY WALNUTS
Power Level: HIGH(10096)
Total Cooking Time:4 to 5
minutes
I pound walnut
halves
I tablespoon seasoned
salt
Vi cup butter
1. Place walnut halves in
11
/
2 quart casserole. Sprinkle
with seasoned salt. Dot with
butter.
2. Microwave on HIGH
(100%)for4 to 5 minutes. Stir
until butter coats the nuts
evenly. Serve warm or cool.
Recipe yield: I pound.
Learning microwave
cookery is easy si,ith the
Tappan Microwave Cooking
Guide which is included with
most models. You'll find 400
tested recipes, illustrated with
over 650 color photos.
Let a microwave oven be
the helping hand needed to
turn cooking time into
new-found free time to relish
the glory of the holidays—
and for convenient and timesaving cooking throughout the
year.

41411'111N4.IA PDt

*embed sets—from Racers
and Knights so Cavalry and
Construction workers
The little people them
selves are interchaageable
Rent eat set to another. but
individualized 'cements
give each an.masque theme
Difkrees sets can be cornblind for more advanced play
For mum*,Cowboys can be
added to Whim mid Cavalry
so acme a "Wild Wtst" tati
ken on the living mom carpet
Doctors Ned Nunes, added
to Police Rescue and Racers.
make for a draniacic enterracy" mission.
In times of high prices and
low quality, flashing light%
and badery-nm, plosive en
tertaiamest. Playmobil sets
are unique.
Designed to stimulate little
minds and sharpen small mus
ck coordination. the minis
lure people lead a cluld into an
active, creative role in an
imaginary world.

WHAT BETTER GIFT for the num.or ,litittg-at-heart on
your list than a screen-printed .r.kliirt and matching cap?
Wrangler Menswear. Womenswear.
ear and Kid. Di.
visions have designed a special 'Wrangler Having
Collection of tops and caps. The screen-printed T..hirt•of.
fer meters) designs. from a picture of rangier race I'Ml
driver, Dale Earnhardt to a picture of the Jean. Machine.
the Wrangler Racing Car. The adjustable clips are .creeii•
printed to coordinate with the shirts. With the poeularit'. ol
NASCAR racing, the shirt. and caps /mike perfect 'whits%
gifts for the racing enthusiast. onv our

Give A Gift For The
Whole Family...
A Gift Certificate
From Gibson Ham Co.
They Can Select From:
Country Ham
Steak
Sausage
Bacon
Pork Chops
Frozen Vegetables
And Don't Forget Gibsons Will

Ship A Christmas Na.
Anywhere In The .S.A.

AM..>

TAKE FIVE—A new five-piece portable stereo system
makes ft possible to get the same sound at home, at the
beach or on the road, with a minimum of packing. It's the
Christmas gift that can be enjoyed all year 'round. Nicknamed "Quintet" because of its five components, model
PC-5, from US JVC Corp., snaps together in a package
only slightly larger than a typical portable radiocassette recorder. Its five components consist of a tuner, integrated
amplifier,cassette deck and two speakers. Set it up five different ways: as a complete portable stereo or in any four
configurations that suit a room's dimensions. Suggested retail price, 11649.95.

Wholesale & Retail Meat
Sale
Begins
Fri. Dec. 18 Through
Thurs. Dec. 24 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
pope

Hare a Merry Christmas and a Happy 'Vete Year

Markel Factory Outlet Store

-

STRETCH
Your Dollars
Give her a lamp to brighten that special room
at our unbeatable low,low wholesale prices
21 In.Ginger Jar

$12.95 Second
One Only
$100
Complete

of All Kinds

20% Off
Gift Certificates
Available

Floor Lamps
Only
$2500

II? If. UM.

Pb...752-1681
NON517:0*-5ONAlsa.-hl.

IN Ai**
NNW

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray."

Gift Headquarters

Lakeway Village Shopping Center - Hwy. 79E
Paris Tn

GIBSON HAAtic9.

t
i

FOR THE 41

Motorcyclists On Your List.
Rehnets
42415

Vate-Cruise
Throtde hick
$1.95
Luggage Rack volllackrest
$4435 to $83.7S
Touring Sesta
$14.115
Saddle Bags Una
Warm Winter
Gloves
$11115
Gift Certificates
far Pilerchandse ander
Service work

Rieng Salt
$11.16 to $32.15

__________ Atka
$3"5

Engine Wank
*22-05 is 438.95
Gift Certificates Available In The
Amount of Your Choice

feowptroos sawn
071.116

• • Talk With Our Friendly Sales Stall!
Zoftt&(gountrg Vzsmnhtt,

pup

(B\

0.•

Highway 94 East
Murray, Kentucky

8.1 Mee. Fri.

7434078

45$..
CLOSED SUNDAYS

HOURS:

0.
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New children's styles are
remembrance ofthings pas
A collective nostalgia has
swept the nation. Enthusiasts
eagerly search for vintage
clothing, toys, tools, household items and other mementos of "the good old
days."
quality reproductions
are also in great demand.
Now, there's even a collection
of children's fashions from the
past, re-created from original
designs of the twenties, thirties and forties ...just in time
for holiday gift-giving.
Nannette's "Nostalgia Collection" was created by this
leading children's wear firm
to honor its 60th anniversary.
'The major difference between the original designs and
The 'new' styles is that,we've
used only easy-care permanent press fabrics, for the
convenience of modern
mothers," notes vice-president of design, Betty Adcock.

How to choose the right toy for
each ofthe children on your list

•
TINY CHRISTMAS TREE BELL PENDANT in sterling silver or 14 karat gold is styled by Terrymayer to make fashion news. A charming gift on its own chain, it could have a
•double life,..on the branch of• tree for Christmas even
and then on the neckline of a favorite person. It may be ordered through Terrymayer, Inc., P.O. Box 592, Murray
Hill Station, New York, NY 10156. Cost of sterling silver
tree on chain is 160.00; without chain, 150.00. Also, at
(5 fine stores.
PLAY IT AGAIN...Brother and sister styles from Nannette's Nostalgia Collection are modeled alongside originalsfrom the thirties. In shades ofaqua/teal with linen-look
collars. Sizes 2-4T; about $33.00 each.

Then and now

thirties. Today we use a silky,
machine-washable Ultressa*
fabric instead." Styles of the
thirties were greatly influenced by Hollywood's famous
young starlet, Shirley Temple.
It was not unusual to see
lines of look-alike little girls

'During the 'Roaring
Twenties' parents outfitted
their daughters in dresses of
real silk georgette," Adcock
explains.
"Then synthetic silk
(rayon) was invented in the

parading out of beauty parlors
on Saturday mornings, showing off their Shirley Temple
ringlets. In those days, Nannette duplicated styles 'worn
by Miss Temple in her films
for fashionable, star-struck
toddlers.
The war years popularized
military styling for all ages.
Epaulets, crisp piping and
red-white-and-blue colorings
give a patriotic air to many of
the Nostalgia styles.
Thneless classics
The enduring appeal of
these fashions proves that
good design is indeed timeless. Exquisite detailing includes delicate embroideries,
contrasting inverted pleats,
linen.ktok collars, tiny 'pearl'
buttons and buckles and novel
appliques.
Unique color combinations, such as aqua and teal,
indicate that it was not always
thought that "pink is for girls
and blue is for boys."
As the Collection's special
tag explains, "Once upon a
time, someone in your family
(perhaps it was you) may have
worn a Nannette just like
this." The Collection will include styles for boys and girls,
sizes infant, toddler and 4-6x.

_
1
A special thank you
AMERICAN CLASSICS FROM THE '30e...From Nannette's Nostalgia Collection. Navy and red dresses of perAs a special thank you to
manent press poly/cotton, outlined with piping and the three generations of chil4-6x;
sizes
accented with appliques. Redingote (left) for
dren who have worn Nannette
about $32.00. Pleated dress with epaulets(right)for sizes fashions.
$24.00.
2-4T; about

When it comes to shine,the
finish isjust the beginning
Here the problem is not the
While everyone knows that
but the base. If it's steel.
finish
fingold,
not
is
all that glitters
that steel is a
remember
do
ishes on other popular
conductor so,
Christmas gifts can be just as very poor heat
though pretty. that pot is not
deceptive.
cooking on top of
One example is silver. Now too good for
the
range.
silthat the price has dropped,
Anything that saves cleanver, and particularly silverup time is a welcome gift, so
plate, is back on gift lists.
But, that beautiful sheen nonstick cookware is again
can be deceptive because it is coming into its own. Again,
very difficult to tell the differ- though, know what you're
ence between a plate that is so buying.
A thin nonstick coating on a
thin it will rub off within a few
pot will fast delightweight
will
that
one
polishings, and
velop scratches, and wear off.
last for years.
Reputable manufacturers This is what caused so many
have standards, and this infor- people to become disenmation is supplied to their chanted with nonstick when it
stores. Plate is often graded was first introduced.
Make sure the pot you sefrom "standard" to "triple
plate." If you're buying flat- lect is of a heavy gauge, and
ware, knowing the thickness the nonstick finish is layered
of the silver finish is espe- and fuse bonded.
Another clean-up time
cially important.
If an item carries the claim saver in the kitchen, or any
that it is tarnish-proof it is other room, is no-wax floormost likely not silver, and ing. Here, again, finishes can
anything labeled "German vary. Do make sure that the
silver" isn't silver either, but "wearlayer" or surface is
an alloy of copper. nickel and thick enough to take the wear
you'll give it.
zinc.
Then, if you use Perk."
-English Sheffield- was a
name once synonymous tor Beauty Freshener, especially
great quality, and the town of formulated for no-wax floors,
Sheffield was world famous you can keep your floor clean
for its silversmiths. But, any- and shiny in one easy step
thing labeled "Sheffield - without build-up.
If you really want to be an
simply means it comes from
consumer, the
informed
there. Be wary.
are offering a
Gifts for the kitchen are al- makers of Perk
informative booklet on
ways Welcome, especially if most
subject'. Just send 25¢ to
they're pretty, and some of the the
PO Box 1504, PlainBooklet,
prettiest are porcelain enamfield, NJ 07061.
eled.

TICKLE YOUR
GUESTS WITH
THE IVORIES

Tills year's crop of toys to
entice toddlers and infants is
bigger than ever. Choosing
the right one can present quite
a problem to fond relatives,
friends,. and even to parents
themselves.
Janet Spencer King, editorin-chief of Mother's Manual
magazine, tells us that one
way to make certain a plaything will be a favorite, rather
than a dust collector on the
closet shelf, is to choose a
classic,
"A toy that a child can play
with for the sake of play
alone," she explains. "A toy
to cuddle, to bang on, to push
or to pull. The timeless ones."
she added.
A guide to the classics or
"Timeless Toys" is featured
in the September/October issue of the magazine.
The editors have selected
an array of balls, blocks, push
and pull toys,doll houses,furniture, trucks, music makers
and stuffed animals that will
bring delight to any child's
heart.
They will bring delight to
shoppers, too, because of
their availability. Made by
manufacturers such as
Childcraft, Fisher Price,
Tonka, Little Tikes, Playmobil, International Playthings
and Fischer America, they
may be purchased in toy departments and stores throughout the country.

When we asked Ms. King
to define the appeal of a toy
for a child, she pointed up that
children are creative creatures.
Toys which allow them to
use their imaginations and can
be played with in many ways
are invariably their favorites.
They are the ones that were,
are and will continue to be the
classics.
A bi-monthly publication,
Mother's Manual is a magazine for new or expectant
mothers. It is designed to explore the problems, options
and challenges encountered
by today's mother, and to help
her cope with change.

Photo Courtesy: Mothers'Manual Magazine
CUDDLE,SPIN,PULL AND HAMMER,that's what child's
play and favorite toys are all about. A classic or timeless toy
should capture a toddler's imagination and provide numerous hours and ways of creative play.

Shining
examples
of holiday
gift ideas
...from Ethan Allen
A

Tune the piano, break out
the sheet music, and brush up
those golden oldies. Holiday
, time is sing-along time, and if
you own a piano. you're in
luck.
It takes a little imagination
to make the most of your piano at parties.These tips from
the National Piano Manufacturers Association should
help:
,• The more people that can
gather around the piano and
sing. the better—so move it
away from the wall and into
the center of the room.

OPEN SUNDAY 1:00-5:00
OPEN NIGHTS MI.8:30 P.M.

Eye-catching cover-up

The magazine's reporting
covers topics from sexual
problems to children's health,
front infant sleep patterns and
dreams to overworked
mothers, from the fears and
satisfactions of fatherhood to
mother-daughter rivalry, from
fashion to toys, new products
and equipment.
Copies of the magazine are
available in obstetricians' offices throughout the country
or by subscription.
If you would like to receive
a free copy of Mother's Manual magazine, please write:
Mother's Manual, Dept. TT,
441 Lexington Avenue, t4ew
York, NY 10017.

I
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Whether you're looking for a very
special gift or to brighten your own !
home for the holidays, let Ethan
Allen shed some light on the issue
with any of these magnificent,finely
crafted lamps —at savings! Their
classic styling will complement both
traditional and contemporary
decors. All on sale at great holiday
savings.
,
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If it -bottlers you to look at
the unfinished back of the instrument, trim a colorful
Christmas tablecloth to fit and
attach with double-sided tape.

master change
11.t.
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SPORTING GOODS
01 m ic P za

Igloo
Playmate

Backboard/Goal Se
Reg. ;29.99

Special $2288

$ 1 479

All
Warm
'Up
Suits
15%

Sale 139.50Save $40.00
B 16" high mini bean pot lamp. ha hdpainted in Japan in Satsuma pheasant
design reg 59 50Sale 49.50

Special
$18.49

A Solid brass shell motif pharmacy lamp
telescopes from 36" to 51" high with
fu II-range dimmer control reg 179 50

Save $10.00
33' high ceramic faceted tar lamp with

D 26' high cast metal urn lamp has handbur nished bronze finish and scalloped.
pleated shade reg 209.50

Sale 159.50Save $50.00
E 26" high cast metal bouillotte desk
lamp has hand-burnished bronze
finish, mushroom pleated shade
reg 189 50 SalkIt 149.50

Save $40.00

oatmeal crackle finish, polished brass
finish base and cap reg 219 50

2 Sr. factor, Sweat**

Sale 119.50 Save $40.00

Sunshine Mountain

OPEN EVERY NIGHT Til 8 Til CHRISTMAS EYE.

3,4 Coats

Free Von Delivery... Convenient Terms...

OPEN SUNDAY 1 111 5 P.M.

Length, Down Filled With Hood
Duck Hunters Special
U. L. Req. $119.95

UNITED HOME FURNISHINGS

Polar LTD Bow
88
U.l. Reg. $149.95

$

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

114 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

•

4

•
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Carving tips simplify holiday meals
Carries the turkey need not
se the ruin of your holiday
meal celebration, according to
Chef Hans Aeschbacher of
Lawry's The Prime Rib restaurant in Chicago.
"Whether you serve turkey
or prime rib," says Chef
Hans, "iryou prepare the
meat properly and use a few
easy-trn carving tips,
your holiday meal will be the
celebration it is MIN to be,"
assures Hans.
Trained at Gewerbeschule,
a goumiet cooking institute in
Biel. Switzerland, Chef Hans
has become a master carver.
In addition to his duties as
chef, he currently teaches
cooking and carving classes at
Lawry's The Prime Rib,
where roast prime ribs of beef
have been carved tableside
from rolling carts for more
than seven years in Chicago
and for 43 years in Beverly
Hills, California.
Before you begin carving,
Chef Hans offers these tips on
preparation—tips which will
make the actual carving
easier
• Fresh turkeys are best,
but frozen ones are easier to
fina. Defrost the turkey in the
refrigerator for two days. Sea-son with butter, seasoned salt
and pepper and baste with pan
juices during roasting. Should
the turkey brown too quickly,
-cover with a foil tent.
• A 15-pound turkey
should cook 4/
1
2 hours at 325°
F. Overcooked turkeys are
nearly impossible to carve, so
check yours by lifting up from
under the wing—if the juices
run clear, it's done.
•Cooked turkeys should
stand five to 15 minutes before carving to give the juices
time to settle and cool.
• You'll need a broadblate
knife to cut the meat, a boning
knife to cut through hard
joints, and a long meat fork.
Each tool must be sharp.
Now you're ready to begin
the actual carving:
First, remove the drumstick
and thigh by cutting straight
down between the thigh and
body(photo #1). Push the leg
outward, and use the boning
knife to cut the exposed joint
between the thigh and
backbone.
Second, slice the breast

Keeping children happy
through the holidays
Children need special lineation during the holiday season. With all the activity and
guests it's all too easy kw them
to get "lost in the crowd "
Set aside time
Take special care to include
them in the festivities. Set
aside special time to admire
their gifts and, at night, take
the time to read them an extra
long Christmas story, no matter how busy you are.
During large family din-

TO REMOVE the drumstick, cut straight
down between the thigh and body with a
sharp carving knife. Use a boning knife to
cut the joint.

SLICE THE BREAST MEAT'using long,
smooth strokes. "Don't saw the meat," says
Lewry's Chef Hans, ~carve it, as if you're
playing a violin."

?it..!•:.*

HAVE A MERRY
'80s CHRISTMAS
A realistic look at
Christmas yields some unusual holiday suggestions.
Nancy Evans. Glamour Magazine's book columnist, has
these cluesfor yam.
When you live in a studio
apartment so small you can
barely turn around without
bumping into the foldup
couch or the collapsible dining table or the ever-spidering
spider plant, you'd probably
never dream of having a
Christmas bash. Try these tips:

PLACE THE PRIME RIB on the side from • Clean your apartment of
which the ribs have been removed and slice all the clutter. Put all sundries
gently. Says Chef Hans,"The wrist guides in the oven and keep extra
the blade but the knife does the work."
party supplies in the bathtub
or under the bed.
with a napkin, tilt slightly and should stand five to 15 min• Make friends with your
slice down toward the plate all
utes before carving.
Give him his present
super.
around the leg. Use the meat
To make carving easier, early this year, and ask if you
fork to hold the thigh firmly first remove the rib bones. can use the basement to store
on the plate and slice the meat Stand the roast with the ribs some of your belongings..
parallel to the bone.
pointing up and carve between
If you are a slow carver, the bones and mew; sepals- • Stagger the arrival time
Lawry's master carver recom- ing the rib baths in a strip on the invitations to avoid too
much of a crowd.
mends placing the sliced meat (photo #3).
If you're a single parent. fill
on a warming tray and coverNow place the roast on the
ing it with a warm towel. This side from which the ribs have the house-- with relatives,
will keep the meat warm and been removed and slice(photo friends and neighbors to cremoist until you're ready to #4). "Remember," says ate a sense of warmth and
serve.
Hans, "the wrist guides the "family" for your kids.
For prime ribs of beef, Chef blade, but the knife does the
Get them involved with the
Hans suggests cooking the" work."
invitation list, food and decoroast 20-25 minutes per pound
"If you follow these tech- rations and invite their friends
at 350°F. or until a meat therniques," says Chef Hans, is well as your own to the
mometer reaches 140. Like "your holiday meal will be a fortyturkey, the cooked roast rileasure--not a chore."

PRIME RIB IS EASIER to carve if you first
remove the hones. Stand the roast up and
carve between the bones and meat,separating the ribs in a strip.
meat with long, smooth
strokes. -Don't saw the
meat," says Chef Hans. "You
should carve as if you are
playing the violin" (photo
#2). A horizontal cut deep
into the breast helps release
slices at the base.
Remove the wing by pressing down on the wing tip, and
then using the boning knife to
sever the exposed joint by cutting toward the backbone
Wings can be saved for stockpot or soup, or divided for
serving.
Next, slice the dark meat by
first cutting the joint which
connects the drumstick and
thigh. Holding the drumstick

For Agaiivifig ilogday
Don't Wait
We Have
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Many Items Now
Hurry While Selections Are Good
Open Sun. 1-4
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nets, many ;stook find that
setting ups kid's table relte%es
some of the tension that might
be budding up.
Children often art better
behaved with their peers. than
if they are forced to compete
for your attention with our
adult guests
If Ol NIL;
01'RSI.l.l1:11,4 sharpen their workbench
skills at the Illoodeop Sorkfiench. Ilve 23.piece actively
Watch their diet
center is made of durable plaahe uolls • real wuiwl top
Remember to keep An c)c Workbench conies full, amendeled with carrying handles
out their intake of goodies. for and storage area to hold all parte. including claw hammer,
children often get carried big handle screwdriver, rail, grip wrench, folding I
away with the myriad of holi ruler, plastic safet, play nails, nuts and bolts. and r onalrue •
lion bribe. 11,&liable for tough lbrietnaa.
day treats.
asalannienta from
Fisher-Price.
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YOU CAN MAKE THESE FUN CREATURES for Christmas gift giving. Best ofall, they're easy and inexpensive to
make. These cute and cuddly animals are actually made
from quilted placental. which have fmished edges for ;ally
sewing. At first glance you might think these adorable pets
are toys and pillows. Look again, they are actually pajama
bags, hot water bottle covers, tea cozys and even a bird
cage cover. You can add handles and turn a kitty or a lamb
into a useful tote bag. The "Ptacemat.Pets N Playmates"
craft booklet by Pam Auleon illustrates 21 ideas which use
iron-on-tapes, felt or muslin cutouts to transform place.
mats into adorable animals. The booklet gives you full size
patterns and easy step-by-step how-to's. For a copy of this
booklet send your cheek or money order :or 82.50 to
JCPenney Company,P.O. Box 25, New York, NY 10016.
inseminate are available in solids and charming prints at selected JCPenney stores and catalog.

TOW
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QUALITY HOTPOINT
11 —
AT A GREAT LOW PRICE!

3eauties

Fine laces'
cuartz watches
Just arrtved ... an entirely new
collection of fine quartz watches
that match surprisingly inexpensive
prices with the finest quality and
accuracy you could hope foc

;=-4;
me•4.1146
Deluxe microwave with
large 1 3 Cu ft capacity•
10 Power level settings with
indicatte lights•Handsome
simulated wood grain Cabinet
web bleck glass front.Cook
and Hold feature

rill COM um'
CONINIGN
NELMS

n

Mod* PE 90,y

*0375

Meet nothing quite like a quartz
watch for dependability Now you
can easily afford one for yourself, or
for some special person. Come see
them and be convinced!

A. Bark-ledurad ookacee
case and brathile Black
numerals on charnpape
dial WAS
B. Sonn-ressn sevwtone
C0.1. stainless WIWI
bracelet Block marlin
on sgtverl/ntin dial
$114.115
C. Gill martws an til.ar
txcre Wel ring
Gokaces oath and
brothel $04.N

CARAVELLE
by BULOVA

WEST KY. APPLIANCE.
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
HWY. 1141
753-447
talwIlieli true ameratuareal
_8 .

AILABLE

•
Let the gift of happiness be with you and yours forever
Our shim** wishes for a very memorable Christmas full of

Lindsey's Jewelry
Court Square
IT'S Bui0VA WATCH TIME

Security Federal
Savings & Loan
Association
1300 Johnson lied.
Oftarti

.er somperme.10

759-1234 —
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THE FIRST CHRISTMAS CARD

_EAT Ruair
REFORE AND
DURING
HOLIDAYS

• What probably was the first
Christmas card appeared in
111434and was designed by
John Collcott Horsley
Horsely was a fashionable
artist of the day. and dist, a
strict Victorian who led e campaign against the use ot nude
models.

With all the shopping and
preparing for the upcoming
holiday season, you may he
inclined to cat improperly
Catching a quick bite on the
go while searching for that
"perfect gift" may leave you
ravenous. causing you to
overeat at dinner time.
You may also be tempted to
snack on high calorie goodies
for a quick lift.
Take time to eat a balanced
diet. Try to include something
from each of the the four
groups—meat. dairy. fru
foodits
and vegetables—in every
meal.

WHAT GIFT BUYS!

Complex carbohydrates.
such as rice, pasta. and whole
grained breads and cereal. are THE MOST TALKED-ABOUT PICTURE ofthe entire holnot fattening when eaten in iday season could feature your own favorite little model in
small amounts, and they w ill •two-piece look party dress. This Nana's Pet'style shows
supply you with the energ) •hand-embroidered apron attached to a floral print dress.
Made exclusi.ely for JCPenney by Moment-, the dress is
you need to get those happy
holiday tasks 'done without available in sizes 1/2-2 at most larger JCPenney stores.
gaining preholiday pounds.
Take a break from your hectic schedule, put the shopping
list away and relax.
A cup of tea with lemon or
perhaps a piece of fruit will
ward away that hungry feeling
you may get at mid-day.

His first Christmas card
was commissioned by Sir
Henry Cole, and took the form
of an oblong sheet with three
illustrations. In the center was
a drawing of a middle class
Victorian family at Christmas

intotte

Be Sure & Select
From Our Complete
Line Of New Maternity
Wear Including Nursing Gowns, for that
Holiday Mother-ToBe.

Mademoiselle
Downtown Shop
Murray

Olympic Plaza—Murray,Ky.
753-3174
'Pipe Racks
'Pipes
*Blended Tobacco
*Lighters
*Gift Items
*Tobacco Pouches
*Imported Cigars

Then, when the holiday festivities begin, you'll fit perfectly into that new Cluistmas
dress-and you can enjoy a little
fir: Mon.-Sat.9:00-8:00 Sundays 1:00-5:00
overindulging. knowing you
look and feel great!
itte001014/1410titif
VI:4,44/N f ,1, , 1‘ ,7rl • ,v

Beautiful dresses for beautiful women 5'4- and under.

Model 25EM28076M

G.E. Largest Most
Beautiful Cabinet

Reduced $80.00
From Last Christmas Price
Cooks Time & Temperature
Big 1-3 Cu. Ft. Capacity

Big Screen Portable
Christmas Special

$309%1

Only

'2999s

Only

We Are Reducing Our Inventory
By Giving Christmas specials

Free Delivery & Set Up
In Store Financing With
Up To 24 Months To Pay

3 Service Trucks at All
Time To Better Serve You

Full Line Parts
Service Same Day You Call

YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC IvEALER IN MURRAY
APPLIANCES ARE OUR ONLY BUSINESS'
212 E. MAIN

HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS 7.53-1586

